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About The 4th International Conference of 

Bionic Engineering (ICBE’13) 

"Bionics" is the study of living systems with the intention of 

applying their principles to the design of engineering systems. Bionic 

engineering has become an interdisciplinary research area which 

integrates biology, materials science, mechanics, informatics, tribology, 

and other related subjects. Up to now, many bionic scientific productions 

have been achieved, such as the terrain-machines based on soil animals, 

the audiovisual equipments based on human eye and ear function, the 

flying machines based on birds or the winged insects. 

     The 4th International Conference of Bionic Engineering (ICBE 

2013), organized by the International Society of Bionic Engineering, and 

sponsored by Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Jilin 

University, National Natural Science Foundation of China, Ministry of 

Science and Technology of China, and Research Institute of Petroleum 

Exploration & Development, will be held on August 13-16, 2013, in 

Nanjing, China. 

     Continuing from the conferences in 2006, 2008 and 2010, ICBE 

2013 intends to bring together researchers and developers in the academic 

field and industry from around the world to share their research 

experience and to explore research collaboration in the areas of bionic 

engineering. 
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August 13, 2013  

Time Topic Location 

14:00-21:00 Registration 
Grand Metropark Hotel Lobby

Yuyuan Hotel Lobby 

17:30-19:30 Dinner TaoLi Yua 

   

August 14, 2013 

Time Topic Location 

07:30-12:00 Registration Science Museum Lobby 

 Open ceremony 

Guests introduction by Prof. Zhendong Dai 

Address of Prof. Julian F. V. Vincent (ISBE) 

Address of Prof. Luquan Ren (ISBE) 

Address of Prof. Hong Nie (NUAA) 

08:00-08:40 

Address of Prof. Qing Pan (NSFC) 

Chaired by:  

Zhendong Dai 

Science Museum 

08:40-09:00 The Bionic Engineering Award Ceremony  
Chaired by:  

Thomas Stegmaier 
Meeting Hall 

09:00-09:45 Photo & Coffee Break  Frontdoor of Science Museum

 Plenary report 1 

09:45-10:30 Prof. Lei Jiang 

10:30-11:15 Prof. Robert J. Full 

11:15-12:00 Prof. Friedrich G. Barth 

Chaired by:  

Zhendong Dai 

Meeting Hall 

12:00-14:00 Lunch TaoLiYuan 

Session 1: Robotics and AI –I  

Chaired by: 

Low Kin Huat  

Simon X. Yang  

Meeting Hall 

Session 2: Agriculture & Industry 

Application 

Chaired by:  

Timothy Simalenga 

Ce Guo 

Meeting room 1 14:00-16:00 

 

Session 3: Biomechanics-I 

Chaired by:  

W. Jon P. Barnes  

Aihong Ji  

Meeting room 2 

Ⅰ. Program Schedule 
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16:00-16:15 Coffee Break   

Session 4: Biomaterials-I  
Chaired by  
Thomas Stegmaier 
Rashid Qaisrani 

Meeting Hall 

Session 5: Bionic Structures  
Chaired by:  
Ille C. Gebeshuber 
Yuying Yan 

Meeting room 1 16:15-18:15 

Session 6: Biomechanics;   
Chaired by:  
Lei Ren  
Hao Wang  

Meeting room 2 

18:30-20:30 Banquet (18:20, Collect at Front door of Science Museum) XiangYangYuGang 

   

August 15, 2013 

Time Topic Location 

 Plenary report 2 

08:00-08:45 Prof. Ryohei Kanzaki  

08:45-09:30 Prof. Julian F. V. Vincent 

09:30-10:15 Prof. Zhiwu Han 

Chaired by: 
Jianqiao Li 

Meeting Hall 

10:15-10:30 Coffee Break   

Session 7: Biomaterials – II  
Chaired by:  
Thomas Endlein 
Min Yu  

Meeting Hall 

Session 8: Biomedical Engineering-I 
Chaired by: 
Yezhong Tang  
Bin He  

Meeting room 1 

Session 9: Biomedical Engineering-II 
Chaired by: 
Haeshin Lee 
Chaozong Liu 

Meeting room 2 

10:30-12:30 

Session 10: Bionic Functional Surface 
Chaired by: 
Liming Dai 
Peeyush Soni 

Meeting room 3 

12:30-14:30 Lunch TaoLiYuan 

Session 11: Robotics and AI – II  
Chaired by:   
Shujun Zhang 
Zhiwu Han  

Meeting Hall 

Session 12: Biomaterials-III  
Chaired by: 
Jinxiang Chen 
Benard Chirende 

Meeting room 1 

Session 13: Biomechanics - III 
Chaired by: 
Friedrich G. Barth 
Chengwei Wu  

Meeting room 2 

14:30-16:30 

Session 14: Bionic Sensor 
Chaired by: 
Feng Zhou  
Dichen Li  

Meeting room 3 
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16:30-17:00 Coffee Break   

17:00-18:00 
10th Anniversary Ceremony of the Journal 

of Bionic Engineering  

Chaired by: 

Shujun Zhang 

18:00-18:30 
Work Meeting of the International Society 

of Bionic Engineering  

Chaired by: 

Julian F V Vincent 

Meeting Hall 

18:30-20:00 Closing Dinner  &  ICBE’13 Award Ceremony  TaoLiYuan 

   

August 16, 2013 

Technique Visiting 

Time Topic Location 

8:10 Collect at Yuyuan Hotel 

8:10-11:30 Local Visiting 8:30 Collect at  

Grand Metropark Hotel 

12:00-13:30 Lunch TaoLiYuan 

14:00-15:00 Visiting Institute of Bio-inspired Structure and Surface Engineering A10 Building 
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August, 14 Plenary report 1 Location: Meeting Hall 

Time Presenter Topic 

09:45-10:30 Prof. Lei Jiang 
Bio-Inspired, Smart, Multiscale Interfacial Materials with 

Super-Wettability  

10:30-11:15 Prof. Robert J. Full 
Biological Inspiration: How We Learn from Nature to Design 

Robots, Exoskeletons and Adhesives 

11:15-12:00 Prof. Friedrich G. Barth 

Chaired by: 

Zhendong Dai 

Arthropod Cuticle for the Fine Tuning of Clever Sensors 

 

August, 15 Plenary report 2  Location: Meeting Hall 

Time Presenter Topic 

08:00 - 08:45 Prof. Ryohei Kanzaki  
Insect-Machine Hybrid System - New Directions in Bionic 

Engineering 

08: 45 - 09:30 Prof. Julian F. V. Vincent Biomimetics in architecture  

09:30 - 10:15 Prof. Zhiwu Han 

Chaired by： 

Jianqiao Li 
Biomimetic Design and Manufacturing of Anti-erosion Functional 

Surfaces 

· 

 

 

 

 

August, 14   

Session 1 Robotics and AI –I   14:00-16:00 Location: Meeting Hall 

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

14:00-14:30 Low Kin Huat   Bioinspired-based Intelligent Perching for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 

14:30-15:00 Simon X. Yang   
Biologically Inspired Electronic Noses for Intelligent Monitoring and Controller of 

Livestock Farm Odors 

15:00-15:15 Tianjiang Hu OA03 
A Bio-inspired Vision Tracking Algorithm for Autonomous Landing of Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicles 

15:15-15:30 Shoutao Li 940 
A Robotic Swarm Searching Method for Unknown Environments Based on Foraging 

Behaviors  

15:30-15:45 Danfeng Zhang 780 
Simulation and Experimental Study of the Direction Control Based on the Torque 

Compensation of a Snake Robot 

15:45-16:00 Qun Zhang 2700 Design and Kinematics Analysis of a Bionic Mechanical Goat Hoof 

Ⅱ. Technical Program  

Plenary Lectures   

Oral Sessions  
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Session 2 Agriculture & Industry Application  14:00-16:00 Location: Meeting room 1 

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

14:00-14:30 Xiaohan Pei   Prospects of using Bionic Technologies in Oil/gas Development 

14:30-15:00 Timothy Simalenga  
Research and Development Opportunities in Renewable-Green Related 

Technologies in Southern Africa 

15:00-15:15 Lam Yun Wah OA05 Functional replication of tissue microenvironment by bioinprinting 

15:15-15:30 Bohua Sun 2240 
Design and Analysis of the Bio-Inspired Rear Under-Run Protection Devices for Heavy 

Truck 

15:30-15:45 Songbo Wei 1220 Application of Bionic Non-Smooth Theory in Solid Expandable Tubular Technology 

15:45-16:00 Hong Peng Guo 1290 

The Study of Prediction of Agricultural Source Pollution Emissions of Ammonia 

Nitrogen (AN) and Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) Based on Bionic Neural Network 

Algorithm 

 

 

Session 4 Biomaterials - I 16:15-18:15 Location: Meeting Hall 

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

16:15-16:45 Thomas Stegmaier  Bionic developments with fibre based materials Polar Bear Pavillion 

16:45-17:15 Rashid Qaisrani 820 
The Role of Bionic Modifications in Reducing Adhesion and Draft of Agricultural 

and Earthmoving Machinery 

17:15-17:30 Zikai Hua 1110 A new Ortho-POD Biotribometer for Orthopaedic Biomaterials Wear Testing 

17:30-17:45 Tingkun Chen 1950 Influence of Substrate Initial Temperature on Freezing Adhesion Strength 

17:45-18:00 Zhi Ming Liu 1000 Biomimetic Films of BLMs Based on Conductive Hybrid Films of Au NPs and Cellulose

18:00-18:15 Da Li 770 
Effect of Top Structure on Adhesion of Carbon Nanotubes Based Gecko Inspired Dry 

Adhesive 

 

 

Session 3 Biomechanics - I 14:00-16:00 Location: Meeting Room 2 

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

14:00-14:30 W. Jon P. Barnes  
Tree frog toe pads: from biology to biomimetics – developing new reversible 

adhesives that function in wet conditions 

14:30-15:00 Wanfu Wang 950 
Advancement and prospect of bionic techniques in the conservation of the cultural 

heritage 

15:00-15:15 Saijin Peng 1820 Revealing the mechanism of high loading capacity of mammals in leg structure 

15:15-15:30 Li Xin Wang 480 Nepenthes Pitchers: The Inspiration Provider for Mechanical Controlling Plague Locust 

15:30-15:45 Han Zhou 800 Simulation Platform for Fishlike Swimming 

15:45-16:00 Aihong Ji 2880 
Locomotive and Adhesive Behavior of Apopestes spectrum on Murals in Mogao 

Grottoes, Dunhuang 
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Session 5 Bionic Structures 16:15-18:15 Location: Meeting room 1 

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

16:15-16:45 Ille C. Gebeshuber  2820  What is a Physicist Doing in the Jungle? Biomimetics of the Rainforest 

16:45-17:15 Yuying Yan   Natural solutions in plants of anti-gravitational water/liquid movement 

17:15-17:30 Meng Zou 2750 Study on the Energy Absorption of the Bamboo on Dynamic Axial Load 

17:30-17:45 Zhipeng Wang  120 A New Design for Climbing Robots Derived from the Stick Insect 

17:45-18:00 Wenli Deng OA01 Nanofabrication based on adhesive effect of adhesive disc of Parthenocissus tricuspidata 

18:00-18:15 Feng Xie OA02 Research on Anti-Friction of Bionic Micro-Texture Cutting Tool 

 

Session 6 Biomechanics - II 16:15-18:15 Location: Meeting Room 2 

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

16:15-16:45 Lei Ren  Human As a Living Machine: Challenge to Assess its Working Condition 

16:45-17:15 Haisong Ang  Biomimetic MAV with active morphing flapping-wing  

17:15-17:30 Hao Wang 2190 The mechanism of air-righting performance in tree frogs 

17:30-17:45 Ziwu Guan  1800 Morphing Models of a Bat Wing in Flapping Flight 

17:45-18:00 Fugang Rao 1830 Drag Reduction Study about Bird Feather Herringbone Riblets 

18:00-18:15 Bo Liu 1400 Experimental Research on a Novel Design of Variable Area Caudal Fin 

 

August, 15   

Session 7 Biomaterials - II 10:30-12:30 Location: Meeting Hall  

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

10:30-11:00 Thomas Endlein   
Sticking like sticky tape: tree frogs use friction forces to enhance attachment on 

overhanging surfaces 

11:00-11:30 Xun Chen  
Influence of Micro Surface Structure on the Tribological Behaviour of Functional 

Engineering Surface  

11:30-11:45 Yumin Zhu 90 Analysis of characteristics and applications of IPMCMaterial using Nafion membrane 

11:45-12:00 Sirong Yu 550 Preparation of Biomimetic Multi-Scale Oleophobic Surface on X70 Pipeline Steel 

12:00-12:15 Zhi Ming Kang 2060 Liquid Film Flow for Numerical Simulation of Bionic Surface 

12:15-12:30 Keju Ji 2450 Study on the Tribological Behavior of the Foamed Copper Filled with Epoxy Matrix 

 

Session 8 Biomedical Engineering - I 10:30-12:30 Location: Meeting Room 1 

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

10:30-11:00 Xiaoxiang Zheng  Brain Machine Interface  

11:00-11:15 Yan Liu  
Wetting Behaviour of Biomimetic Surface with Micro-nano Binary Structure on 
Metal Substrate: From Lotus-effect to Petal-effect 

11:15-11:30 Bin He 310 Coupling Relationship between the CPG and the Cerebral Cortex with Time Delay 

11:30-11:45 Chang Jiang Wang 300 Structural Integrity Analysis of Hole Shape and Location in Lotus Root 

11:45-12:00 Chuan Wan 1450 
Emotional Expression System Based on Expression Intensity Recognition and Affective 

Model 

12:00-12:15 Yuxi Liao 1230 Tracking time variant neuron tuning properties of brain machine interfaces 

12:15-12:30 Sun Xu 130 
Investigation of the Mechanical Properties and Degradation Behaviors of Mg-Mn-Ca 

and Mg-Mn-Ca-Sr Alloys as Potential Biodegradable Implant Materials 
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Session 9 Biomedical Engineering - II 10:30-12:30 Location: Meeting Room 2 
Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

10:30-11:00 Haeshin Lee   Mussel-inspired Catecholamine Adhesives for Energy Storage and Medical Devices 

11:00-11:30 Chaozong Liu   Bone Tissue Engineering Scaffolds: Going Biomimetic 

11:30-11:45 Kazem Alemzadeh 1620 
Biomimetic Modelling of Human Skull for Dental Applications Using 3D Geometric 

Morphometric Method and Reverse Engineering 

11:45-12:00 Xuemei Fan 2680 
Biological System Behaviours and Natural-Inspired Methods and their Applications to 

Supply Chain Management 

12:00-12:15 Zhenchao Zhu 1130 Design of the Bionic Rehabilitative Leg Based on the Passive Gait Biped 

12:15-12:30 Lina Hao 2210 Design and Simulation of a PAM Based Bionic Elbow Joint 

 
Session 10 Bionic Functional Surface 10:30-12:30 Location: Meeting Room 3 

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

10:30-11:00 Liming Dai   
Controlled Functionalization of Carbon Nanotube and Graphene for 

Multifunctional Applications  

11:00-11:30 Peeyush Soni  Bioinspired macro-morphologic surface modifications in agricultural and 

construction machinery: A selected review of soil-tool adhesion 

11:30-11:45 Weiwei Li 200 The Durability of Hydrophobicity of Butterfly Wing Surface after Icing and Deicing 

Circles 

11:45-12:00 Wen Qiang Wang 2070 
Experimental and Numerical Study on Aerodynamic Noise Reduction of Cylindrical Rod 

with Bionic Wavy Surface 

12:00-12:15 Ji Yue Wang 240 Experimental Study of the Concave Bionic Drag Reduction Needles 

12:15-12:30 Jingguo Liu 1790 Simulation and Analysis of Butterfly-Inspired Eclosion Deployable Structure 

 
Session 11 Robotics and AI - II  14:30-16:30 Location: Meeting Hall 

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

14:30-15:00 Shujun Zhang   1190 
A New Parameterised Feature-based Generic 3D Human Face Model for Emotional 

Bio-robots 

15:00-15:15 Shiqi Tian 1380 Color Image Processing and Self-Localization for a Humanoid Soccer Robot 

15:15-15:30 Haibao Liu  2000 Finite Element Analysis in the Characteristics of Ostrich Foot Toenail Traveling on Sand

15:30-15:45 Zhenchao Zhu 410 Modeling and Control of Passive Dynamic Walking Robot with Humanoid Gait 

15:45-16:00 Wanchao Chi 840 Design of Control Strategy for Autonomous Perching with a Quadrotor 

16:00-16:15 Xiangzhan Kong 1270 
An Integrated System for Planning, Navigation and Robotic Assistance for Mandible 

Reconstruction Surgery 

16:15-16:30 Bai Chen 730 Design of a New Bionic Swimming Robot for Vascular Unclogging 

 
Session 12 Biomaterials-III   14:30-16:30 Location: Meeting room 1 

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

14:30-15:00 Wanlin Guo  Molecular biomimetics and biophysical mechanics  

15:00-15:30 Benard Chirende  Analysis of critical factors affecting performance of bionic tillage discs  

15:30-15:45 David Vokoun 1520 Functionality of Superelastic NiTi Velcro-Like Fasteners 

15:45-16:00 Jinxiang Chen 2770 Biomimetic studies of the beetle forewing in China 

16:00-16:15 Yunhai Ma 1250 
Hybrid Biological Fiber-Reinforced Resin-Based Friction Materials Friction and Wear 

Performance Test 

16:15-16:30 Chenglin He 2780 Trial Manufacture of Bionic Honeycomb Plates and their Bending Properties 
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Session 13 Biomechanics - III 14:30-16:30 Location: Meeting room 2 

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

14:30-15:00 Chengwei Wu  Dynamic Response of Woodpecker’s Head under Impacting Load  

15:00-15:30 Ana Moita  Biomimeticsor biologically inspired design 

15:30-15:45 Bo Liu 1050 Propulsive Performance of Flexible Fin with Fluid-Structure Interaction Study 

15:45-16:00 Yang Yu 2380 A Biologically Motivated Flight Control System for PAVs 

16:00-16:15 Xiao Chun Hu 1890 
The Experimental Study of the Influence of the Foot Articulated Structure on the Biped 

Robot Walking 

16:15-16:30 Lei Wang OA04 Aerial Ballet in Emei Tree Frog: Could frogs turn over during falling in supine posture? 

 

Session 14 Bionic Sensor  14:30-16:30 Location: Meeting room 3  

Time Presenter Paper No. Title 

14:30-15:00 Yezhong Tang   Signal Processing in Auditory and Vestibular System of Tokay Gecko  

15:00-15:30 Feng Zhou   Surface-initiated controlled radical polymerizations  

15:30-15:45 Long Zhang  960 
New design, kinematic and static force modeling of a bio-inspired leg mechanism for 

rough terrain 

15:45-16:00 Guojun Liu 680 An Inchworm Bionic Stepping Actuator based on PZT/ ER Hybrid Dive and Control 

16:00-16:15 Zhao Wei Ma 1500 Modeling of Fish Adaptive Behaviors in Unsteady Flows 

16:15-16:30 Junfeng Pan 1200 Culturing and Bonding of Diatom on a Microfluidic Chip for Biosensing Application 

 

 

 

 

August, 14-15  Location: Science Museum Lobby 

Session Bionic Structures  

Author Paper No Title 

Ji Yu Sun 80 A Model of Sheath of Bovine Horn Coupled Nano-mechanical Properties and Microstructures 

Yong Hua Wang 1100 Acoustic Performance Analysis of Bionic Coupling Multi-Layer Structure 

Qiang Xin 1140 A Method of Rapid Position Estimation  

Teng'an Zou 1480 Characteristics on Stability of a Hydraulic-Driven Bionic Structure Based on Undulating Rhythm Motion 

Da Peng Wang 1570 Bio-Inspired Microhair Arrays for Superhydrophobicity and Unidirectional Wettability 

Qing Zhu Zhang 2160 Effects of Bionic Geometric Structure Press Rollers on Reducing Rolling Resistance and Adhesion against Soil

Chengbin Ge 2430 Anatomical Study of Insect Flight Structure 

Xiao Ting Jiang 2540 Design of the Lightweight Structure and Its Mechanical Properties 

zhen Yu Lu 2560 Multi-functional Optimization of Sandwich Panel with Bio-inspired Lightweight Structure Cores 

Poster Session 
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Session Biomechanics 

Author Paper No Title 

Changjiang Ge 50 High-lift Mechanism of a Bionic Slat 

Ji Yue Wang 100 Designing Wind Turbine Blade by Imitating the Airfoil of Long-Eared Owl 

Changjiang Wang 290 Hydrostatic Stress and Triaxiality Factors in a Lotus Root Cross Section 

Jiang Hai Zhao 1370 Research on Kinematic Modeling of Octopus-Like Arm Manipulator Composed with Mixed Joints 

Hongchang 
Wang 

2110 
Geometric Model Reconstruction and Contour Curve-Analysis of Toes of the Fore Claws of Zokor 
（Myospalax Psilurus) 

Yi Song 2370 Mechanical Performance Tests of Bamboo Beetles Otidognathus Davidis Fairs’ Abdominal Shells 

Benzheng  Dong 2390 Bionic Flexible Wings Design of the Flapper 

Lei Cai 2800 Research on Morphology Specificity of Gecko Feet at Different Scales 

 
Session Biomaterials 
Author Paper No Title 

Hua Ming Wang 540 Implementation and Control of a Rotary Manipulator Driven by Soft Dielectric Electroactive Polymer 

Meng Zhang 2460 Design of a Portable IPMC Actuator Tester 

Bao Lei Wang 2490 Investigation on a Linear Actuator Using an Ionic Polymer-Metal Composite 

Shangrong Li 2740 
Preliminary study on self-sensing method for ion-conductive polymer metal composite (IPMC) actuator based 

on current detection 

Jie Ru 2610 A New kind of Electro-Active Nano-composite Actors Based on SSMA-Reinforced Nafion 

 
Session Agriculture & Industry Application 
Author Paper No Title 

Zhi Wu Han 560 Biomimetic Application Based on the Erosion Resistance Strategies of Tamarisk (Tamarix Chinensis) 

Hong Lei Jia 720 Bionic Sawblade Based on Grasshopper Incisor for Corn Stalk Cutting 

Chen Sun 1150 Power Supply Design of Magnetic Resonance Sounding Equipment for Detecting Mine Groundwater 

Mo Li 1990 A New Approach to the Similarity Analysis in Bionic Engineering and its Applications 

Jinbo Zhang 2180 Simulation of Bionic Anti-Drag Subsoiler with Exponential Curve Feature Using Discrete Element Method 

Zhihong Zhang 2440 Design and Test of Seeding Control System Based on Single-Chip Control 

Huihui Zhao 2480 
Electrophoretic Deposition of Foam Ni/CNT Composites and Their Electromagnetic Interference Shielding 

Performance 

 
Session Biomedical Engineering 

Author Paper No Title 

Zhao Li 270 Volatility of Wavelet Ingredient Based Analysis of Ventricular Tachycardia and Ventricular Fibrillation 

Guo Ru Zhao 370 Design and Realization of an early Pre-Impact Fall Alarm System Based on MEMS Inertial Sensing Units 

Guo Ru Zhao 440 Design and Realization of a Wearable Hip-Airbag System for Fall Protection 

Guo Ru Zhao 450 Design and Realization of a Wireless Data Acquisition System Based on Multi-Nodes and Multi-Base-Stations

Zhaohua Ji 530 Comparison Among Statistical Methods on the Differential Gene Expression Detecting 

Fang Wang  920 A Rat-Robot Control System Based on Optogenetics 

Bao Feng Sun 970 Dynamic Electromyographic Models to Assess Elbow Joint Torque 

Young Hwa Lee 1330 Design and fabrication of one-chip MEMS microphone for the hearing impaired 

Fang Wang 1840 A Multistep Neural Control for Motor Brain Machine Interface by Reinforcement Learning 

Junxia Zhang 1870 Effects of Mass Configurations of Walking Aids on Gait Characteristics 
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Zhiyong Chang  2040 Design of a Bionic Olfactory, Tactile Integrated System and its Application in Chicken Meat 

   

Jing Dan Shao 2120 Succulent Intracalvarium Enclosing and Protecting the Brain of a Falling Gecko 

Zhiyong Chang 2220 Study of a Bionic Electronic Nose Olfactory Model Based on Human Nasal Structural 

Donghui Chen 2310 Artificial Olfactory System Technology On Chicken Freshness Detection 

Ting Ting Liu 2630 The Bearing Capacity and the Rational Loading Mode of Pigeon during Takeoff 

Lei Shang 2670 An Equipment Used for Studying the Vestibular Perception of Gekko Gecko 

 
Session Bionic Functional Surface 

Author Paper No Title 

Gang Zhao  180 Influence of Jet Hole Configuration on Drag Reduction of Bionic Jet Surface 

Lei Shi 2140 The Effect of Bionic V-ring Surface on the Aerodynamic Noise of a Circular Cylinder 

Yan Zhang 2280 Friction and Wear Properties of the Tergum Surface of Mole Cricket, Gryllotalpa orientalis 

Zhi Hui Zhang 2590 
Optimization and Modeling of Mechanical Properties for Gray Cast Iron with Stripe-Shaped Bionic Coupling 

Surface 

Zhi Hui Zhang 2660 
Thermal Fatigue Resistance of 3Cr2W8V Steel with Biomimetic Coupling Surface Characterized by Varying 

Mechanical Properties of Function Units 

 
Session Robotics and AI  

Author Paper No Title 

Lin Sen Xu 20 
Design and Optimization of the Lifting and Propulsion Mechanism for a Biologically Inspired Biped Robot 

Walking on Water 

Jie Shao 400 A Gecko-Inspired Robot for Wind Power Tower Inspection 

Yajuan Li 580 Structural Parameters Optimization of a Bionic Swimming Robot Propelled by Flagella 

Ling Wang 600 Thrust Force Modeling of the Flagella-Like Swimming Micro-Robot 

Yueyang Kou 730 Design of a New Bionic Swimming Robot for vascular unclogging 

Zhiwei Yu 2270 Dynamic Humanoid Gait Simulation of Biped Robot Based on ADAMS 

Zhi Li 2470 Analysis and Design of Hydraulic System of a Hydraulically Actuated Quadruped Robot 

 
Session Bionic methods  

Author Paper No Title 

Dan Shan 70 A Graph Coloring Based TDMA Scheduling Algorithm for Clustering Wireless Sensor Networks 

Yun Ding 630 
A Close to Real-Time Intelligent System for Enumerating Total Viable Bacteria Based on Pattern Recognition 

Technology 

Hong Lei Jia 700 
Grasshopper[ Chondracris Rosea Rosea (De Geer)] Incisors Cutting Edge Contour Data Extraction and 

Quantitative Analysis 

Nannan Liu 1030 Second-Order Statistics-Based Multi-Parameter Estimation of Near-Field Acoustic Sources 

Bo Zhao  1660 A New Mobile Visual Search System Based on the Human Visual System 

Jiaqing LUO 1750 Optimal Distribution Strategy for Vehicle Active Yaw Moment Using Bio-Inspired Computing 

Lihao Zhang 1900 Research on Calculation Method of the Target Parameters of k&c Test-Rig 

Zhihong Zhang 2170 
A Method for Quantitative Analysis of Geometrical Structure of Animal Organs in Meso-Scale: The Dung 

Beetle Foreleg End Tooth as a Case Example 

Wei Li 2330 Aerodynamic Force Test on Tethered Bamboo Beetle Otidognathus Davidis Fair 

Rui Qiao 2550 Study on Design of Metallic Sandwich Structure and its Mechanical and Thermal Properties 
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Bio-Inspired, Smart, Multiscale Interfacial Materials with Super-Wettability  

Lei Jiang * 
Institute of Chemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100190, China  

* E-mail: jianglei@iccas.ac.cn 

Learning from nature, we have built a series kinds of bio-inspired, smart, multiscale interfacial materials following 
the five-step strategy: selection of a unique property found in biology; understanding of the correlation between 
multiscale structure and macroscopic properties; design and synthesis of suitable target molecules; design of a 
two-way response using bistable states; construction of a binary cooperative complementary interface.  
Starting from the superhydrophobic lotus leaves, we revealed that a super-hydrophobic surface with both a large 
CA and small sliding angle needs the cooperation of micro- and nanostructures. Further studies on other natural 
interfaces such as rice leaves, butterfly wings, water strider legs and mosquito eyes, have proved that the 
arrangement and orientation of micro and nano structure can directly affect the surface wettability and water 
movement trends. Recently, inspired by the self-cleaning fish scales underwater, we extended the three phase 
system from liquid/air/solid to the liquid/liquid/solid. The hydrophilic compositions together with the micro/nano 
structures endowing the fish scale with superoleophobicity underwater, which prevent them from pollution. By 
choosing hydrophilic hydrogel material and using the fish scales as templates, artificial fish scales have been 
fabricated, and the mechanical strength of the materials could be enhanced by integrating with nanoclay.  
Based on the micro/nano structured interfaces with special wettability, kinds of basic chemical reactions could be 
done within a small water drop. Crystal arrays could also been prepared based on the superhydrophobic pillars. 
Furthermore, since the superhydrophobic pillar-structured surfaces can generate direction-controlled liquid bridge 
arrays when placing an aqueous droplet upon the surfaces, no matter small molecule, polymer, silver NPs or 
microspheres can be arrayed in one direction along a long distance.  
The four states of wettability (superhydrophilicity, superhydrophobicity, superoleophilicity and superoleophobicity) 
can switch between each other under certain circumstances by combination of surface micro- and nanostructures 
and surface modification of smart molecules. Besides the two dimensional interface, we recently extended the 
cooperation concept into the one dimensional system. The first example is bio-inspired artificial ion channel. 
Using shape controlled polymeric single nanochannel, whose ion transport properties are determined by the 
surface wettability, surface charge and the physical diameters, artificial ion channels with smart gating properties 
under external stimuli have been fabricated by integrating smart molecules into the nanochannels. These intelligent 
nanochannels could be used in energy-conversion system, such as photoelectric conversion system inspired by 
rhodopsin from retina or bR, and concentration-gradient-driven nanofluidic power source that mimic the function 
of the electric eels.  
The other one dimensional system is the artificial spider’s silk. In the moist morning, we always see small water 
drops hanging on the spider’s web. The energy of surface interaction and pressure differences induced by the 
periodic spindle knots on the spider’s silk can drive liquid drops in a specific direction that can collect water from 
moist air. Further, we prepared artificial spider’s silk based on dip-coating method. Droplets of water on the 
artificial spider’s silk behaved similarly to those on its biological counterparts.  
After discovering the directional water collection ability of spider silk for the first time in the world, inspired by 
the cactus surviving in the most drought desert, we probed into the relationship of the structure-function of cactus 
(Opuntia microdasys) and found that the cactus had evolved a multi-structural and multi-functional integrated 
continuous fog collection system, which is superior to that found on the spider silk and can collect water more 
efficiently.  
Learning from nature is a constant principle because nature provides us numerous mysterious properties that have 
developed over millions of years of evolution. Inspired by nature, the constructed smart multiscale interfacial 
materials system not only presents new knowledge, but also has great applications in various fields, such as 
self-cleaning glasses, superhydrophobic textile, water/oil separation, anti-biofouling interfaces, water collection 
system and also green printing technique.  
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Biological Inspiration: How We Learn from Nature to Design Robots, Exoskeletons and Adhesives 

Robert J. Full 
The University California, Berkeley, USA 

rjfull@berkeley.edu 

Biological Inspiration is the use of principles and analogies from biology when advantageous to generate novel 

designs through integration with the best human engineering. Now more than ever before, nature can instruct us on 

how to best use new materials and manufacturing processes discovered by engineers, because these 

human technologies have more of the characteristics of life. 

Translating Nature’s design ideas to products and devices remains challenging. Companies seeking to benefit from 

this frontier should question whether the inspiration from biologists is a mere metaphor or a fundamental principle. 

Nature provides useful hints of what is possible and design ideas that may have escaped our consideration. Given 

the unique process of biological evolution and its associated constraints, identifying, quantifying and 

communicating these design ideas is demanding. Biologists offering advice need not only understand principles of 

structure and function, but use their knowledge of phylogenetic analysis, behavior and ecology to extract 

potentially valuable design ideas. Design ideas motivated from nature should include those involving the processes 

of development, evolution and learning. Engineers should not blindly copy these design ideas, because in 

many cases, engineers have developed approaches, tools, devices and materials far superior to those in nature. 

We must remember that biological evolution works on the “just good enough” principle. Organisms are not 

optimally designed and natural selection is not engineering. Engineers often have final goals, whereas biological 

evolution does not. Organisms must do a multitude of tasks, whereas in engineering executing far fewer tasks will 

do. As a result, “trade-offs” are the rule, severe constraints are pervasive and global optimality rare in biological 

systems. Biological evolution has brought us amazingly functional and adaptive designs. However, biological 

evolution works more as a tinkerer than an engineer. The tinkerer never really knows what they will produce 

and uses everything at their disposal to make something workable. Organisms carry with them the baggage of their 

history. Therefore, they must co-opt the parts they have for new functions. Organisms are not an optimal product of 

engineering, but “a patchwork of odd sets pieced together when and where opportunities arose”. Natural selection 

is constrained to work with the pre-existing materials inherited from an ancestor. Engineers can start from scratch 

and select the optimal raw materials and tools for the task desired, natural selection cannot. Organisms are not 

optimally adapted for the environment in which they reside. Biological evolution can’t keep pace with the 

changing environments because not all phenotypic variation is heritable and if selection were too strong it could 

easily produce extinction. Natural selection can’t anticipate major changes in environments. Behavior can 

evolve more quickly than morphology and physiology leading to mismatches. Engineers can optimize for one or a 

few environments and choose to add appropriate safety factors as dictated by previous experience. Finally, most 

organisms grow, but must continue to function. As a result development can constrain evolution of the final 

product — the adult. Engineers are not so constrained and fortunately are not required to make fully function 

miniature versions of their final designs. 

Given these cautions, the Technological Age of Biology is here and learning from Nature is leading to innovation 

at rates never before seen. In particular, the study of motion – a hallmark of being an animal – has led to the 

development of novel materials, assembly processes and devices. Comparing the remarkable diversity of animal 

locomotion has lead to the discovery of general principles. These fundamental principles have inspired the design 

of new manufacturing processes, control circuits, artificial muscles, self-cleaning dry adhesives, and autonomous 

legged, search-and-rescue robots. 

Animals have evolved simple control systems, multifunction actuators and feet that allow no surface to be 

an obstacle. Extraordinarily diverse animals show the same dynamics - legged animals appear to bounce like 

people on pogo sticks. Force patterns produced by six-legged insects are the same as those produced by trotting 

eight-legged crabs, four-legged dogs and even running humans. Using these principles, many-legged robots such 
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as RHex have been developed. These robots can function to gather information in hazardous areas, and help first 

responders in search and rescue functions. 

Rapid running cockroaches can negotiate rough terrain using their tuned exoskeletons. The advantage of many legs 

and a sprawled posture appears to be in stability and robustness. Mathematical models show that these designs 

self-stabilize to perturbations without the equivalent of a brain. Control algorithms appear embedded in the form of 

the animal itself. These capabilities have led to new manufacturing approaches such as Shape Deposition 

Manufacturing (SDM) and Smart Composite Microstructures (SCM) that can produce tuned, exoskeletal structures 

for robots and many other devices. 

Amazing feet permit creatures such as geckos to climb up walls at over meter per second. Geckos attach by 

using millions of hairs on their toes. Hairs can have the worst case of split ends possible – 100- to 1000 tips that 

are only 200 nm in diameter. These natural nanotech tips don’t stick by glue, suction, or interlock like Velcro, but 

only use intermolecular forces termed van der Waals forces. The hairy toes of geckos self-clean simply by walking. 

The diversity of hairs among the 850 gecko species is remarkable and we can’t yet explain this variation. However, 

these natural designs have inspired a variety of synthetic adhesives manufactured from many different materials 

ranging from carbon-nanotubes to rubbery polymers. Practical applications are limitless – new band-aids, 

surgical instruments, tires, shoes, clothes, sporting equipment and much more. 

Translating Nature’s discoveries into products requires unprecedented integration among disciplines that include 

biology, engineering, physics, chemistry, computer science and mathematics, as well as new collaborative models 

between universities and industry. 
 

Arthropod Cuticle for the Fine Tuning of Clever Sensors 

Friedrich G. Barth 
University of Vienna, Austria 
Friedrich.g.barth@univie.ac.at  

The importance of sensory information for the guidance of animal behavior is reflected by a remarkable diversity 

of sensory organs. This diversity in turn is related to the that of species specific sensory needs. Typically, animal 

sensors and their neuronal pathways are tuned to the biologically relevant stimulus patterns and thus to a particular 

habitat and lifestyle. Both the material composing a sensor and its particular arrangement are crucial parameters 

deciding on stimulus uptake and the sensor’s functional properties. This is demonstrated taking mechanically 

sensitive cuticular sensors of a spider as examples: Tactile hairs, air flow sensing hairs, and a vibration sensitive 

strain sensor embedded in the exoskeleton. 

 

Insect-Machine Hybrid System - New Directions in Bionic Engineering 

Ryohei Kanzaki 
The University of Tokyo, Japan 

kanzaki@rcast.u-tokyo.ac.jp 

Animals living in the real environment perform appropriate behaviors according to the changing environmental 
conditions. Adaptability to changing circumstances is a key feature of animals. In particular, insects are the most 
diverse and abundant animal group, representing more than 70% of all known animal species. They reside almost 
everywhere on the earth and display a range of sophisticated behaviors based on the perception of a multitude of 
stimuli. Insects are well suited for multidisciplinary studies in brain research involving a combined approach at 
various levels, from molecules to single neurons to neural networks, behavior, and modeling.  
One of the adaptive behaviors of insects is high-accuracy odor source orientation. In order to understand the neural 
basis of odor source orientation in silkmoth, we have worked at multiple levels, from genes, single cells of the 
neural system to the actual behavior. Relatively small size of the moth brain and a large body of identified neuron 
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data are being used to attempt rebuilding behaviorally relevant circuits of the moth brain by means of realistic 
biophysical simulations.  
Moreover, in order to know the relationships between neural activity and behavior, we have developed a novel 
‘insect-machine hybrid system’. This experimental system has a mobile robot as its body. The robot is controlled 
by the insect through its behavior (i.e., insect-controlled robot) or the neural activities recorded from the brain (i.e., 
brain-machine hybrid system). As we can arbitrarily control the motor output of the robot, we can intervene at the 
relationship between the insect and the environmental conditions. This system will contribute to evaluation of the 
adaptability of behavior, and to a better understanding of the dynamics of neural networks. 
At first in this lecture, as an example of adaptive behavior of an insect, odor-source orientation behavior of a male 
silkmoth and its neural basis will be shown. Second, the extent of adaptation in the behavioral strategy, as 
governed by the neural system and investigated via a robotic implementation, will be shown. Finally, I will 
demonstrate an insect-machine hybrid system that will lead to great insight for evaluating and understanding 
adaptive behaviors. 

 

Biomimetics in architecture  

Julian F. V. Vincent 
University of Bath, UK 
j.f.v.vincent@bath.ac.uk 

Biomimetics is being applied to architecture, both in design and mechanisms which make the building more 

efficient. The author has recently been involved with a design project for a "biomimetic office" and will describe 

some of the concepts used and developed which can improve the internal environment of the building, its safety 

and its construction. 

 

Biomimetic Design and Manufacturing of Anti-erosion Functional Surfaces 

Zhiwu Han 
Jilin University, China 

zwhan@jlu.edu.cn 

Sand erosion is a phenomenon where solid particles impinging to a wall cause serious mechanical damages to the 
wall surface. It’s tough to be a machine in the desert: particles of dirt and sand work their way into moving parts, 
where they abrade helicopter propellers, airplane rotor blades, pipes and other equipments.  
However, the desert organisms, such as desert scorpion (Leiurus quinquestriatus) and tamarisk (Tamarix 
Chinensis), live their entire lives subjected to blowing sand, yet they never appear to erode. In this study, the 
anti–erosion characteristic rules and mechanism of the scorpion and tamarisk surfaces under the dynamics effect of 
gas / solid mixed media were studied.  
Biomimetic embossed surfaces consisting of an array of three types grooves – square–type groove, V–type groove 
and U–type groove – are designed and investigated to quantify their erosion wear resistance properties. A smooth 
surface sample was fabricated for comparison.  
The results show that the anti-erosion property of biomimetic samples, inspired by desert organisms surfaces with 
different surface morphologies, can be attributed to the rotating flow in the grooves that reduces the particle impact 
speed. Furthermore, the simulation and experiment of the erosion wear behavior of the biomimetic samples and 
blades of a centrifugal fan show that the V-type groove biomimetic surface exhibited the best erosion resistance. 
Biomimetic surface for centrifugal fan blades with optimum parameters could effectively improve anti-erosion 
property by 28.97%. 
We envision that more opportunities for biomimetic application in improving the anti–erosion performance of parts 
that work under dirt and sand particle environment. 
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Session 1: Robotics and AI - I 

<Invited Talk>         Bioinspired-based Intelligent Perching for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
Low Kin Huat 

Nanyang Technological University, Singapore 
mkhlow@ntu.edu.sg 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been commonly applied for surveillance purposes, such as traffic monitoring, search 
and rescue, and reconnaissance. Current UAVs are expected to keep flying during the surveillance missions, decreasing the 
efficiency of energy consumption dramatically. Therefore, endurance is one of the crucial requirements for such UAVs. There 
is where the application of perching is found useful. The concept of perching can be derived from birds -- the master of flight 
in nature. It was found that birds perch now and then in some desired locations where they can continue the surveillance on 
their domain for predator and prey while conserving energy for more critical needs.  It is expected that the energy efficiency 
of birds is much higher than that of UAVs. Therefore, the bio-inspired perching can be a promising solution to improve the 
endurance of UAVs. A comprehensive intelligent perching of UAVs ranges from bio-inspirations from birds to perching 
mechanism development, and to control scheme for autonomous perching. These technologies can be extended and integrated 
to make the scenario a reality and allow UAVs to identify suitable locations, execute controlled, low-speed landing 
manoeuvres on various surfaces, grip and rest to save power, while conducting surveillance, and “release” to regain airborne 
mobility. By intelligent perching it means the approaching of the target can be sensed and corresponding maneuvers can be 
performed to secure the UAV platform to the perch. Moreover, the applicable UAV platforms might include copters with 
multi-rotors, fixed wing UAVs and even robotic birds with flapping wings, and the targets of perching taken into account 
comprehend tree brunches, walls, ground, and roofs to. Such a broad range of perching circumstances allows the intelligent 
perching to more potential applications. In this talk, the observation of bird perching will first be presented. Some existing 
UAV perching works will then described followed by the discussion on future works on UAV perching. 
 
<Invited Talk>   Biologically Inspired Electronic Noses for Intelligent Monitoring and Controlbr of  

Livestock Farm Odours 
Simon X. Yang 

University of Guelph, Canada 
syang@uoguelph.ca 

The livestock farm odor is very complex, which constitutes up to 200 odorous chemical components that interact nonlinearly 
with each other. Odor complaints are a significant issue for today's livestock industries. Odor control technologies are greatly 
impeded by the lack of science-based approaches to assess the levels and effects of odors. In this study, inspired by biological 
olfactory system, an electronic nose (e-nose) system consisting of a sensor array, a signal processing unit, and an intelligent 
analysis software suite was developed. An innovative neuro-fuzzy inference system is developed to calibrate the e-nose 
reading to the olfactory perception of human panelists. The developed e-nose system is capable of providing a reliable and 
objective real-time odor measurement with low operation cost and high consistency. In addition, to have a real-time overall 
profile of the odor around a livestock farm, a wireless e-nose network was developed to obtain the dynamic odor dispersion 
plume in and around the farm. A novel biologically inspired odor dispersion model is developed to dynamically display the 
odor dispersion plume around livestock farms and predict the odor dispersion in the near future based on weather forecasts, 
which will highly facilitate effective and efficient odor control practice. 
 
OA03    A Bio-inspired Vision Tracking Algorithm for Autonomous Landing of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles  

Tianjiang Hua,*K.H. LowbLincheng Shena 
a.College of Mechatronics and Automation, National University of Defense Technology, Changsha410073; 
b.School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering,Nanyang Technological University, Singapore 639598; 

Email: t.j.hu@nudt.edu.cn, mkhlow@ntu.edu.sg, lcshen@nudt.edu.cn 
Keywords:Bio-inspired vision tracking;Corner detector; Harris; Autonomous landing; Stereo guidance; Un-manned Aerial 
Vehicle(UAV) 
An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is an aircraft without a human pilot on board. Its flight is con-trolled either autonomously 
by computers in the vehicle, or under the remote control of a pilot on the ground or in another vehicle. Autonomous landing 
is necessary capability for specified missions, for instance capturing videos of forest fires. Recorded videos are to be 
backedafter their safe accurate landing. However,it is reported that accidents happening within the landing period nearly 
attach 80% of the total mission accidents. This high landing risk is related with the limited load-on-board capabil-ity and 
online computation. Under such circumstance, more appropriate landing guidance approaches are to be developed in practical 
applications.  
This paper proposes and develops a bio-inspired vision tracking approach for Autonomous Land-ing of Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles(UAVs). The architecture and principles of autonomous landing guidance systems are introduced.A Harris based 
corner detector is proposed and developed. This corner detector is utilized to into the practical application of the UAV’s 
landing guided by the infrared binocular stereo. The factors that can influence the number of corner are studied. Different 
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situations of the UAV are taken into account within three stages, in terms of pre-entry, entry, and landing.The developed 
approach uses an autonomous detection algorithm to find out UAV objects from the videos captured by the infrared binocular 
stereo. It contributes to the ground stereo guidance systems for autonomous landing of UAVs. This guidance mode can 
enhance the autonomy and safety. Under this guidance architecture, the recognised object can be projected from the image 
into the space coordinate, and then the positioning and velocities can be achieved by sequential stereo images. Furthermore, 
the guidance information can be transmitted to controllers of the aerial vehicles by data link. The decision and control may be 
made with processing on the received guidance data.Experimental results vali-date the effectiveness of the bio-inspired vision 
approach. This method is mostly independentof algo-rithm parametersand suitable for many scenariosas theinfrared binocular 
stereois taken in the on-landguidance systems. 
 
940        A Robotic Swarm Searching Method for Unknown Environments Based on Foraging Behaviors   

Shoutao Li1,a，Lina Li1,b and Gordon Lee2,c 

1College of Communication Engineering，Jilin University，Changchun, Jilin Province, China  
2Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering，San Diego State University，San Deigo, CA  

       alist@jlu.edu.cn   blilina0709@126.com   cglee@mail.sdsu.edu 
Keywords: target utility function; hybrid search algorithm; local communication 
This paper proposes a novel method for a swarm of robots searching in an unknown environment. The approach focuses on 
the process of feeding and individual coordination characteristics that are inspired by the foraging behavior in nature. First, 
the searching area is divided into several sub-regions using a target utility function, from which each robot can identify an 
area that should be initially searched. Then, a predatory strategy is used for searching in the sub-regions; this hybrid approach 
integrates a random search technique with a dynamic particle swarm optimization (DPSO) search algorithm. If a robot cannot 
find any target information in the sub-region, it uses a global random search algorithm; if the robot finds any target 
information in the sub-region, the DPSO search algorithm is used for a local search. The particle swarm optimization search 
algorithm is dynamic as all the parameters in the algorithm are refreshed synchronously through a communication 
mechanism as the searching progresses until the robots find the target position. Then, the robots fall back to a random 
searching mode and continue to search for other places that were not searched previously. In this searching strategy, the 
robots alternate between two searching algorithms until the whole sub-area is covered. During the searching process, the 
robots use a local communication mechanism to share map information and the DPSO parameters to reduce the 
communication burden and overcome hardware limitations. 
 
780     Simulation and Experimental Study of the Direction Control Based on the Torque Compensation of  

a Snake Robot 
Danfeng Zhang 1, 2, a, Chengdong Wu 3, b, Bin Li 1, c, Minghui Wang 1, d 

1State Key Laboratory of Robotics, Shenyang Institute of Automation, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shenyang 110016, China 

2University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100049, China 
3College of Information Science and Engineering, Northeastern University, Shenyang 110004, China 

azhangdanfeng@sia.com, b wuchengdong@ise.neu.edu.cn clibin@sia.cn, dmhwang@sia.cn 
Keywords: the snake robot; direction control; torque compensation; adaptability 
Because the direction goals of the snake robot are different in applications, e.g. the target point and target path, the direction 
control of a snake robot is a challenging problem. We have proposed a control method, which is called passive creeping 
based on the energy balance. In this paper, the direction of the snake robot which is controlled by the passive creeping control 
method is discussed. A new direction control method which is based on the torque compensation is proposed. The direction 
control method set a universal direction goal for all the applications. The torque of the head joint which leads the locomotion 
direction is adjusted by the torque compensation. The compensated torque decreases the angle between the direction of the 
body axis and the expected direction by the exponential decay function. In simulation, the trajectory and the angle express the 
process of direction adjustment. The error analysis proves the validity and adaptability of the proposed direction control. Also 
the validity of the proposed method is proved by the experiment which is based on the virtual/physical mixed experimental 
system. 
 
2700                 Design and Kinematics Analysis of a Bionic Mechanical Goat Hoof 

Zhang Qun1, a,Ding Xilun2,b,Xu Kun3,c,Chen Hao4,d 
1,2,3,4BeihangUniversity, Beijing, China 

awanderhappy@163.com, bxlding@buaa.edu.cn, cxk_sea@163.com, dhoward.chenhao@qq.com  
Keywords: Goat hoof, bionic, degree of freedom, forward kinematics, simulation 
Different ground environments call for corresponding foot mechanism design. As for unstructuredterrain, through the 
analysis of goat hooves structure, a robot foot mechanism simulating the goat hooves is designed in our research. According 
to screw theory and generalized Kutzbach-Grübler mobility criterion, degree of freedom of the bionic goat hoof mechanism 
is calculated. Then forward kinematics is built based onmechanism geometry. Motion simulation is carried outto verify the 
algorithms of forward kinematics. 
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Session 2: Agriculture & Industry Application  

<Invited Talk>   Research and Development Opportunities in Renewable-Green Related Technologies in  
Southern Africa 
Timothy Simalenga 

CCARDESA, Botswana  
tsimalenga@yahoo.co.uk, tsimalenga@ccardesa.org 

Sustainable agriculture production systems and practices in Southern Africa comprising conservation agriculture embracing 
the principles of soil health, conservation tillage systems and sustainable cropping systems like crop rotation have commonly 
been used in Southern Africa for many decades. In recent years, biomass boards (Bio-boards) and polylactic acid materials 
have been tested in South Africa (ARC-IAE), Ghana, China and Japan as potential renewable-green products to invest in 
restoration of deserts, mined and unproductive agricultural land.  
Bio-board mulches are biodegradable materials which decompose and return into the soil as a source of organic matter 
without leaving any trace of hazardous compounds.  Studies have shown that using ordinary compost will allow weeds to 
compete for vital nutrients but utilization of bio-boards as mulches in small scale farming systems can actually eliminate or 
significantly reduce the cost of weeding and the need to apply weedicides.  Results from experiments show that bio boards 
are very suitable in semi-arid environments, where annual rainfall is scanty but rainfall events are so intensive that ordinary 
compost will be easily washed away. Impregnating boards with fertilizer and using them as mulches will not only reduce soil 
moisture loss but also serve as a means of effectively supplying nitrogen to crops.  
Materials such as polylactic acid (PLA) or polybutylene succinate have also been testedin South Africaas renewable green 
technologies in rehabilitation of land. Such material has already been adopted globally as biodegradable polymers widely 
used in agriculture, packaging, desert and mined land rehabilitation. Of these, PLA (also called bioplastic) is more popular 
not only because of its biodegradability but also has good properties such as high optical clarity, good mechanical properties, 
gas and water barrier properties, making it suitable for wide application. Biodegradability and bio-renewable have proved to 
be the most important properties of PLA to ensure sustainability. PLA tubes have wide application in rehabilitation of 
unproductive land such as mined lands, erosion prone areas, desert lands, agricultural purposes, greening of fields like 
backyard gardens or football ground, and making green roofs. The biodegradability of PLA depends on moisture, temperature, 
sunlight, oxygen and biological activity. Initial tests of using PLA for greening a pavement and rehabilitation of mined lands 
have shown very positive results. 
 
OA05                 Functional replication of tissue microenvironment by bioinprinting 

Lam Yun Wah 
City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong 

Although many studies have demonstrated that cell phenotype is affected by the surface properties of biomaterials, these 
materials often fail to mimic the complexity of the native tissue microenvironment (TME). In this study, we have developed a 
new experimental model that allows the characterisation and functional reconstruction of natural TME. We discovered that 
mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) cultured on cryostat sections of bovine Achilles tendon adopted an elongated and aligned 
morphology, and expressed tenocyte marker tenomodulin (TNMD). This suggests that tendon sections contain the signalling 
cues that guide MSCs to commit to the tenogenic lineage. To reconstruct this instructive niche, we prepared PDMS replica by 
using tendon sections as template. The resulting bioimprint faithfully copied the physical topography and elasticity of the 
section. This replica, when coated with collagen 1, supported tenogenesis of MSC without requiring exogenous growth 
factors. This study illustrates how extracellular biophysical and biochemical features intertwines to form a niche that 
influences the cell fate and demonstrated that such complex information could be conveniently reconstructed with synthetic 
materials and purified extracellular matrix proteins. 
 
2240     Design and Analysis of the Bio-Inspired Rear Under-run Protection Devices for Heavy Truck 

Bohua Sun 1, Jian Zhao1, Zi Yang 2, Luquan Ren 3, Bing Zhu 1, 3,* 
1State Key Laboratory of Automotive Simulation and Control, Jilin University, Changchun, China; 

2Dalian Shenyang Railway Port Logistics Limited Company, Dalian, China. 
3Key Laboratory of Bionic Engineering of Ministry of Education, Jilin University, Changchun, China 

* Corresponding author, e-mail: zhubing@jlu.edu.cn 
Keywords: heavy truck, rear under-run protection devices, bio-inspired design, sheep horn, multiscale modeling, finite 
element  
The rear under-run protection devices (RUPD) could prevent the entry of a small vehicle under rear side of the heavy truck, 
and decrease the injuries and deaths when the accident occurs. In this paper, a new concept of the mechanical design of heavy 
truck RUPD is presented based on the bio-inspired method, by analyzing the structure of a kind of sheep horn, which has 
good capacities of energy absorption and structural strength. Firstly, the space geometry characteristic of the sheep horn in 
macroscopic view was analyzed. Then the research was focused on its mechanical property, and the microstructure of the 
horn sample was observed by the scanning electron microscope (SEM). Based on the test results, the structure characteristic 
and force condition of the horn were discussed. A new RUPD structure was designed in both macro and micro levels using 
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bionic principle. The superior mechanics performance of the sheep horn was transplanted into the new RUPD. Finally, the 
finite element model for the new RUPD, which is inspired from the sheep horn, was established and analyzed. Simulation 
results showed that the protection device had better strength characteristic and could effectively protect car occupants in 
under-run accidents. Therefore, with the remarkable strength performance and simple structure, the bionic RUPD shows the 
promise for practical application. 
 
1220           Application of Bionic Non-Smooth theory in Solid Expandable Tubular Technology 

Bairu Shi1,a, Xiaohan Pei1,b, Songbo Wei1,c, Tao Li1,d, Yiliang Li1,e, Tianmin Shao2,f 
1. PetroChina Research Institute of Petroleum Exploration & Development, Beijing 100083, China 

2. State Key Laboratory of Tribology, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China 
ashibairu@petrochina.com.cn, bpeixh@petrochina.com.cn,cweisongbo@petrochina.com.cn, dli-t@petrochina.com.cn, eylli@petrochina.com.cn, 

fshaotm@tsinghua.edu.cn 
Keywords: bionic, non-smooth surface, laser texture, carbon based coating, expansion cone, friction 
During the application of solid expandable tubular (SET) technology, the friction between expansion cone and tubular results 
in high expansion pressure, high operational risk, and severe abrasion of expansion cone over long distance operation. So far, 
traditional methods have not been able to effectively achieve the purpose of reducing the friction and improving the wear 
resistance of expansion cone. The bionic non-smooth surface has been studied and confirmed to have characters of reducing 
friction and wear, and these characteristics have been successfully applied in many fields. In this paper, the bionic 
non-smooth theory was applied on the surface of expansion cone, and bionic cone was fabricated by laser texturing and 
carbon based coating. The ground tests proved that the bionic surface treatment on the expansion cone could reduce the 
expansion pressure by 15% at least and improve the wear resistance. 
 
1290  The Study of Prediction of Agricultural Source Pollution Emissions of Ammonia Nitrogen (AN) and Chemical 

Oxygen Demand (COD) Based on Bionic Neural Network Algorithm 
Hongpeng Guo1, 2, a, Ganyu Feng1, 2, b, Chunxia Liu 1, 2, c and  Xiaoyi Zhang 1, 2, d 

1The Key Laboratory of Bionic Engineering (Ministry of Education, China), Jilin University, 
Changchun 130022, P.R. China 

2School of Biological and Agricultural Engineering, Jilin University, P. R. China 
aghp@jlu.edu.cn, bfenggy12@mails.jlu.edu.cn, c958987143@qq.com, dxiaoyizhang@jlu.edu.cn, dZhang Xiaoyi is Corresponding author 

Keywords: Ammonia Nitrogen; Chemical Oxygen Demand; Bionic Neural Network Algorithm 
Nearly 40% of Chinese water pollution comes from agricultural sources of pollution, and the annual emissions are difference. 
If we want to control pollution emissions effectively, we need to accurately predict the amount of agricultural emissions of 
Ammonia Nitrogen (AN) and Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD). Due to the complex mechanism of the agricultural 
non-point source pollution, its emissions are very difficult to measure. Currently, the Bionics Research is in a stage of rapid 
development, and it continues to expand into many new areas of research. So the comprehensive study of Bionics and 
pollutant control study will be a good choice. This research used bionic BP（Back Propagation） neural network algorithm, 
and used pollution census data from 2002 to 2007 and established neural network model with neural network algorithm. And 
we predicted the agricultural sources of emissions of AN and COD with the data from 2008 to 2010. Finally we compared the 
predicted value and the actual value. Research results showed that, with using the bionic BP neural network, agricultural 
sources emissions of AN and COD are evaluated actually and the results indicate that the average error is under 5.0%. 
Research results proved that the model is effective. The neural network is a scientific predict method for the agricultural 
sources emissions of AN and COD. It can be widely used in the prediction of agricultural sources emissions of AN and COD. 
 
 

Session 3: Biomechanics - I 

<Invited Talk>  Tree Frog Toe Pads: from Biology to Biomimetics – Beveloping New Reversible Adhesives that 
Function in Wet Conditions 

W. Jon P. Barnes 

University of Glasgow, UK 

Jon.Barnes@glasgow.ac.uk 

Tree and torrent frogs are able to adhere and move about their wet or even flooded environments without falling. Our aim is 
to understand and translate the design of their toe pads into new adhesion concepts for artificial systems. The attachment pads 
show a complex surface structure including channels with hexagonal geometries at both micro- and nano-scales. There are 
mucous glands producing a fluid secretion, extensive fibres running at right angles to the surface, and an inner capillary 
network that seems to act as a shock-absorber. Adhesion is by a combination of capillary and hydrodynamic forces. 
Properties that make frog toe pads smart adhesives include an ability to adhere repeatedly to both hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic surfaces (tree frogs), the ability to adhere to rough surfaces under flooded conditions (torrent frogs), the ability 
to self-clean, and effortless detachment by peeling. We have prepared structured surfaces with different geometries, 
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combining micro and nano-patterning techniques including both optical and soft lithography with polymeric materials, to 
obtain hierarchical structures with a hierarchical contact geometry that resembles the structure of tree frog toe pads. 
Experiments show that such toe pad mimics perform better in friction experiments than unstructured (flat) surfaces under wet 
conditions, but adhesion forces under wet conditions do not differ between structured and unstructured surfaces, in keeping 
with the predictions of capillary adhesion. 
 
<Invited Talk> 950  Advancement and prospect of bionic techniques in the conservation of the cultural heritage 

Wanfu Wang 

Dunhuang Academy, China 

The most important part of cultural heritage. Inhabitation and locomotion of animals are major factors that lead to 
biodegradation and biodeterioration at the cultural heritage sites. In this miniview, based on our team work of cultural relics 
conservation in recent years, were summarized,focusing on the correlated methods and techniques that can be used into 
cross-over study of cultural relics conservation. Animal's biting, nesting, cocooning, crawling, and scratching are all 
behavioral process that easily bring damage to cultural heritage, such as ancient murals, architectures, earth ruins and so on. 
Both modern video record techniques and animal motion trajectory analysis may be taken use to improve the analytic 
accuracy of gait information for animals that crawling on the surface of cultural relics, which promoted the related study of 
motor pattern, behavior process, and damage pattern of animals to cultural relics. The three dimensional tiny force sensor 
with high resolution can be used for measuring normal adhesive force and tangential friction force of animals that contacted 
the surface of fragile cultural relics, and provide newly evidence for biomechanics process illumination of animals 
locomotion. Totally, the application of the bionic techniques to the study of animals behavioral characteristics will provide 
new better opportunity to clarify the biological damaging mechanisms of cultural relicsand control animal bioderioration, 
which will drive the development of cultural relics conservation technology in the near future. 
 
1820          Revealing the Mechanism of High Loading Capacity of Mammals in Leg Structure 

Saijin Peng1, a, Xilun Ding1, b 

1Robotics Research Institute, Beihang University, Beijing, 100191, China 
asaijin.peng@me.buaa.edu.cn, bxlding@buaa.edu.cn 

Keywords: Leg skeletal structure; Plane open-chain five-bar mechanism; Dead-point supporting effect; High loading 
capacity. 
To reveal the mechanism of high loading capacity, the characteristics of the mammalian leg skeletal structure are analyzed, 
and the horse is chosen as a typical example. The supporting situations of the horse are presented, including the symmetrical 
case and the unsymmetrical one. According to the results of animal anatomy, the skeletal structures of the forelimb and the 
hind limb are appropriately simplified to plane open-chain five-bar mechanisms. The force analyses of the five-bar 
mechanisms are presented to explore the variations of joint moments in two aspects: changing the direction of the ground 
reaction force and changing the posture of the leg. It is concluded that the dead-point supporting effect of the leg skeletal 
structure makes the mammals possess high loading capacity. It means thatthe mammals bear loads by bones rather than 
muscles of the leg to keep leg jointsstable. Hence the mammals could carry high loads with little energy consumption of leg 
muscles. 
 
480           Nepenthes Pitchers: the inspiration provider for mechanical controlling plague locust 

Wang Lixin1, a and Zhou Qiang2, b 
1College of Mechanical Engineering, Hebei University of Science and Technology, Shijiazhuang 050018, China 

2 Department of Mechatronic Engineering, China Agricultural University, Beijing 100083, China 
a121677415@qq.com, bzq@cau.edu.cn 

Keywords: Nepenthes pitchers, slippery zone, surface structures, anti-attachment function, biomimetic, trapping plate, locust 
phototactic behaviors. 
Pitchers plants of Nepenthes species growing in nutrient-poor habitats have evolved highly specialized organs for trapping 
and digesting arthropods to obtain sufficient growing nutrients. Nepenthes pitchers are generally recognized by several 
distinguishably morphological zones, and different districts exhibit distinct functions in prey capturing, combined effects of 
the several zones result in great trapping efficiency. This prey ability of pitchers potentially inspires the idea for biomimetic 
developing trapping plate used in controlling agricultural pests, especially plague locust. In this paper, we review the recent 
researches of Nepenthes pitchers, including surface structures, physical properties, and anti-attachment functions. Apart from 
this, combined with our latest studies on mechanical controlling plague locust, the potential application of Nepenthes pitchers 
as establishing biomimetic models utilized in creating the trapping plates is addressed, and several corresponding aspects 
needed to be paid attention to in near future are also highlighted. 
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800                             Simulation Platform for Fishlike Swimming 
Han Zhou a, Tianjiang Hu, Guangming Wang, Daibing Zhang and Yunxiao LV 

College of Mechatronics and Automation, National University of Defense Technology 
azhhan2009@gmail.com 

Keywords: fish swimming, self-propulsion, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), burst-and-coast  

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) technique is considered as an effective approach for analysis of fishlike swimming, 
which quantitatively visualizes interaction between fishes and their fluid environment. This paper proposed and developed a 
simulation environment for understanding fish locomotion and hydrodynamic effects during the self-propelled locomotion in 
a flow field. Approximate kinetic model or/and shape description based camera observation are recommended to specify 
motion of the body. Burst-Coast swimming is analyzed as an illustration of the simulation platform. 

 
2880     Locomotive and adhesive behavior of Apopestes spectrum on murals in Mogao Grottoes, Dunhuang 

Ai-hong JI1,a, Wan-fu Wang2,b, Jun-feng Yan1,c, Fa-si Wu2,d 
1. Institute of Bio-inspired Structure and Surface Engineering, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing 210016, China; 2. 

Conservation Institute of Dunhuang Academy, Dunhuang 736200, China; 
ameeahji@nuaa.edu.cn, bwwanfu@yahoo.com.cn, c316827569@qq.com, dwfs803@126.com 

Corresponding author: Ai-hong JI        E-mail: meeahji@nuaa.edu.cn 
Keywords: insect, locomotion, adhesion, mural, claw 
Abstract: Adhesion of insects on murals is one of key factors leading to the biological diseases of wall paintings in cave 
temples. Murals in Mogao Grottoes, Dunhuang is art treasures. It is very important to study insects damage on murals for 
Mogao Grottoes preservation. We recorded locomotion and adhesive behavior of Apopestes spectrum on murals in Mogao 
Grottoes and simulated murals. The insects can creep steadily on inclined mural surfaces which angle of slopes are 90°, 135° 
and 180°, respectively. Its gait parameters were adjusted with the change of angle of slope. Apopestes spectrum adjust their 
locomotive and adhesive patterns on vertical murals with the change of roughness of the murals surface. The insects can’t 
adhere on two kinds of simulated mural surfaces in ultramarine and realgar color whose roughness are 1.154~1.156 μm. And 
they can adhere on seven kinds of simulated surfaces in iron yellow, indigo, white lead, red lead, orpiment, vermilion and 
yellow lead color whose roughness are 1.319~2.714 μm depending on the mechanism of mechanical interlocking between 
claws and substrates. With the help of wing flapping, the insects can creep on these simulated murals. Apopestes spectrum 
can freely move and stably adhere by claws on other seven kinds of simulated surfaces in atacamite, ink, talc, gypsum, 
natural red soil, azurite and malachite color whose roughness are 3.129~6.662 μm. When insects climb on murals, their claw 
tips flip on the substrates and damage the surface the murals. 
 
 

Session 4: Biomaterials - I 

<Invited Talk>     Bionic developments with fibre based materials Polar Bear Pavillion 
Thomas Stegmaier 

German Institute for Textile and Fibre Research Denkendorf, Germany 
thomas.stegmaier@itv-denkendorf.de  

The polar bear pavilion demonstrates an innovative solar-thermal system for generation and storage of energy: flexible solar 
collectors in the textile building membrane in combination with a patented thermal storage provide an outstanding energy 
sufficiency; the pavilion is energy independent. The sun alone is enough to keep the pavilion warm in winter as in summer.   
The fur of the polar bear was inspiration for the development. It demonstrates how thermal insulation can succeed perfectly. 
The tight-insulating fur with colourless hair and the black epidermis with an absorber function hardly show thermal loss and 
make sure of the conversion of solar energy into thermal energy. The textile membrane of the polar bear pavilion takes after 
this principle.  
The produced warm air is fed over the roof of the polar bear pavilion in an innovative longtime thermal energy storage 
system. It can store enough heat in summer  in order to heat the pavilion during winter. 
 
<Invited Talk> 820  The Role of Bionic Modifications in Reducing Adhesion and Draft of Agricultural and 

Earthmoving Machinery 
Abdul Rashid Qaisrani 

Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, Australia 
Rashid.Qaisrani@daff.gov.au 

Soil adheres to the surfaces of soil engaging components of earthmoving machinery and equipment. It has been pbserved that 
up to 50% of energy may be consumed in overcoming adhesion and friction of soil to the surfaces of soil engaging 
components of agricultural and earthmoving machinery. Surface morphology, chemical composition, elasticity, lubrication 
mechanism and electric osmosis play significant roles in reducing adhesion, friction and energy consumption of various 
equipment. Some of these techniques have very limited application in the practical field conditions because of the time and 
amount of fluid required to achieve the desired results. Whereas other techniques are effective in reducing adhesion and 
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friction and improving work quality of these machines and equipment. This paper analyses the forces including the drafts of 
conventional and bionic bulldozing blades operating under identical conditions using mathematical modelling. The force 
analysis showed that both adhesion and friction play major role in reducing drafts of earrthmoving machinery. It is also worth 
stating that both the surface morphology and the construction materials play important role in reducing adhesion and friction 
of ground eganging components of earthmoving machinery. 
 
1110              A new Ortho-POD Biotribometer for Orthopaedic Biomaterials Wear Testing 

ZiKai Hua, Y.W. Fan 

School of Mechatronics Engineering and Automation, Shanghai University, Shanghai, 200072, P. R. China 
Corresponding author: Dr. Zikai Hua    E-mail: zikai_hua@shu.edu.cn  

Keywords: biotribology; wear; orthopaedic biomaterial; pin on disk; wear testing 
Wear has been the primary failure mode affecting the long-term performance of orthopaedic implants. The tribological 
evaluation of orthopaedic biomaterials in vitro is regarded as an essential material characterization before implantation. In 
this paper, a new biotribometer of pin-on-disk type, the Ortho-POD, was designed and built for the biotribological tests of 
orthopaedic biomaterials. The primary goal of developing this Ortho-POD is to simulate and predict the wear properties of 
orthopaedic biomaterials in clinical application, especially in the form of hip, knee and spine prostheses. This 6-station 
Ortho-POD, including a pin guiding module, a motion module, a framework module and a loading module, provides 
multidirectional slide track shapes and variable load via a computer-controlled programmer. A frequency controller and 
heating system were assembled in the Ortho-POD so as to offer a wide range of testing conditions.  
 
1950              Influence of Substrate Initial Temperature on Freezing Adhesion Strength 

Jingfu Jin1,a ，Tingkun Chen1,b，Min Cao2,c ，Yingchun Qi1,d，Qian Cong1,* 
1College of Biological and Agricultural Engineering，Jilin University，Changchun 130022，P.R.China 

2Journal of Jilin University, Jinlin University, Changchun 130022，P.R.China 
Corresponding author：Qian Cong  E-mail：congqian@jlu.edu.cn 

Keywords: freezing adhesion, icing intensity, initial temperature, aluminum, contact interface 
This study studied the freezing adhesion strength and characteristic of a frozen water droplet on the aluminum substrate 
surface by using water droplets freezing adhesion experiment under different initial temperature and same cooling condition. 
In the tests, the freezing processes of the droplets were observed and analyzed using a microscope. The results show that the 
droplet frozen on a substrate that temperature is higher than the ambient temperature has higher freezing adhesion strength. 
The mechanism of this result may be explained by two reasons: 1) the droplet can well spread out before freezing, which 
leads to a larger adhesion interface area; 2) the large differences of initial temperature between substrate and droplet 
influences the crystallization pattern and type on the freezing interface. Moreover, the advantages and disadvantages of the 
heating deicing method, which is widely used in engineering, were discussed, and the phenomenon and mechanism of snow 
and ice refreezing in nature were explained. 
 
1000         Biomimetic Films of BLMs Based on Conductive Hybrid Films of Au NPs and Cellulose 

Liu Zhiming1, a, Wang Xufeng1,b and Wu Wenjian1,c  
1 Department of Chemistry and Biology, College of Science, National University of Defense Technology, Changsha, 410073, P. R. China 

a liuzhiming1979@126.com, b a6m1j5bt@163.com, c wjwu67@126.com 
Keywords: Biomimetic Film; BLM; Conductive; Au Nanoparticle; Cellulose 
A new type of biomimetic films of bilayer lipid membrane (BLM) supported by conductive hybrid film of Au nanoparticles 
(Au NPs) and cellulose is developed. The facile preparation method of the conductive hybrid films and the relevant micro 
conducting mechanism under electrochemical redox environment are revealed. The regenerated cellulose film is prepared 
from the cellulose/N-methylmorpholine N-oxide monohydrate solution. After the cellulose film is regenerated by deionized 
water, Au NPs in the colloid react with the newborn cellulose film. Rectangular pieces of dry hybrid films with one ends 
clamped with copper foil are used as electrodes. The lipid solution of phospholipid and cholesterol with a ratio of 3:1 is 
brushed onto the surface of dry hybrid films. There are only reducing currents in the cyclic voltammetry responses of 
biomimetic films under the aqueous electrolyte solution of 0.1 mol/L KCl, 1 mmol/L K3[Fe(CN)6] and 1 mmol/L 
K4[Fe(CN)6]. It means that the anions of [Fe(CN)6]4- are almost impossible to be oxidized into [Fe(CN)6]3- by the positively 
charged surfaces of Au NPs under voltages below 0.3 V. 
 
770       Effect of top Structure on Adhesion of Carbon Nanotubes Based Gecko Inspired Dry Adhesive 

Da Li1, Aiwu Zhao1,a, Dapeng Wang1, Henghui Sun1, Erhu Liu1, Rong Wu1, Maofeng Zhang1, HongyanGuo1, Qian Gao1,Tao Mei2 

1. Institute of Intelligent Machines, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei 230031, PR China 
2. School of Engineering Science, University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei 230026, PR China 

aemail:awzhao@iim.ac.cn 
Keywords:Gecko; Dry adhesive; Carbon nanotubes; Top structure 
Vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (VACNT) arrays were designed to mimic natural foot-hairs of geckos in order to 
elucidate the adhesion mechanism. We fabricated and systematically investigated adhesive properties of the VACNT arrays 
with different top structures. Balancing the gas ratio and pressure used for low pressure chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
processing controls the top structures of VACNT arrays which determine the strength of adhesion. Their contact behaviors 
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were observed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The VACNT arrays attached the target surface by different 
contact behavior based on the different top structures. The different contact behavior varied adhesive properties of VACNT 
arrays. VACNT arrays with free top structure present higher adhesion strength due to the side contact with target surface, 
which indicated that the top structure is an important factor enabling generation of a strong adhesion. These results present 
clear implications for the role of top structures in VACNT arrays based synthetic gecko systems, which is important for 
fabrication of gecko-inspired dry adhesives. 
 
 

<Invited Talk> 2820   What is a Physicist Doing in the Jungle? Biomimetics of the Rainforest  
Ille C. Gebeshuber1,2,3,a and Mark O. Macqueen3,b 

1Institute of Microengineering and Nanoelectronics, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, 43600 UKM Bangi, Malaysia 
2Institute of Applied Physics, Vienna University of Technology, Wiedner Hauptstrasse 8-10/134, 1040 Wien, Austria 
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agebeshuber@iap.tuwien.ac.at, bmark@aramis-tech.com 

Keywords: Aristotle, biomimetics, biomineralization, butterfly wings, diatoms, generalist, global challenges, imagination, 
memory, reason, specialist, structural colors, tree of knowledge, understanding. 
This paper summarizes a TEDx Talk that the European physics professor Ille C. Gebeshuber, who has been living in South 
East Asia for nearly five years now, gave to a live audience of 800 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, in July 2012. A similar talk is 
also given as an invited lecture at the 4th International Conference of Bionic Engineering in China in August 2013. The talk 
highlights the importance of news ways of doing science and of doing engineering that are needed to successfully address the 
major challenges humankind is currently facing, and how a generalistic approach synergistically combining Eastern and 
Western thinking might help in this respect. Biomimetics is stressed as an integrated, generalist way of learning from living 
nature, and as best practice example for developing new approaches that are based on understanding rather than learning by 
heart, with memory, reason and imagination as pillars, bridging fields of specialization and of education and thereby blending 
the knowledge of single isolated scientists and specialist scientist networks to a wisdom of the whole, powerful enough to 
help us successfully address our major problems.  
 
<Invited Talk>         Natural solutions in plants of anti-gravitational water/liquid movement 

Yuying Yan 
University of Nottingham, UK 
yuying.yan@nottingham.ac.uk 

There are many natural solutions in plants of anti-gravitational water/liquid movement.  One of the most obvious cases of 
capillarity in nature is the ability of trees to transport water from ground level to a height of up to 100m. The complex 
transport systems in natural plants have been the subject of many studies.  Recent theoretical overviews suggest that the 
exact mechanism of water transport is not fully known. In the present study, the mechanism of such natural solutions 
typically the capillary effect is reviewed and investigated; and based on the cohesion-tension theory which has now been 
generally accepted, analytical models are studied.  The models are used to study how the natural solution could be used to 
improve the capillary limit in heat pipes in which the heat transfer performance are significantly related to the 
anti-gravitational movement of working liquid. 
 
2750             Study on the Energy Absorption of the Bamboo on Dynamic Axial Load 

Zou Meng1a, Wei Can-gang1b, Xu Shu-cai2, Zhang Xiao-dong1, 
Zhang Xiong2, Li Jian-qiao1 

1 Key Laboratory for Bionics Engineering of Education Ministry, Jilin University, Changchun 130022, P. R .China; 
2State Key Lab of Automotive Safety and Energy, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, P. R. China) 

azoumeng@jlu.edu.cn, bweicg11@mails.jlu.edu.cn 
Keywords: Energy absorption, Thin-walled tube, Bamboo, Bionic. 
Energy absorption characteristics of the Phyllostachy pubescens are studied by drop-weight test at axial dynamic loads 
circumstance. The test results show that the energy absorption of nodal samples is bigger than the internodes samples, and the 
specific energy absorption (SEA) of nodal samples and internodes samples are 9.96 J/g and 5.21 J/g respectively, because of 
the nodes and dissepiments enhance the anti-split strength and stripes tensile strength of the Phyllostachy pubescens. The 
SEA of nodal sample is similar to aluminum alloy tube and steel tube more than copper tube, but the internodes sample is 
similar to copper tube less than aluminum alloy tube and steel tube. The energy absorption is increased with moisture content 
because of the toughness enhancement of bamboo fiber, and the SEA is 10.12 J/g, 13.08 J/g and 18.77 J/g respectively when 
the moisture content is 12.2%, 38.7% and 62.1%. The energy absorption is decreased with growth ages because of the 
extension rate decreased and brittleness increased of bamboo fiber, and the SEA is 5.22J/g, 4.34J/g and 3.71J/g respectively 
when the growth age is 1, 3 and5. The analyses show that the bamboo nodal and vascular bundle are main factor to affect the 
bamboo energy absorption. Research can provide a reference and basis for bionic design structural crashworthiness bionic 
design. 

Session 5: Bionic Strutures 
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120                    A New Design for Climbing Robots Derived from the Stick Insect 
Bin He a*, Zhipeng Wang b, and Minghe Li c 

Department of Control Science & Engineering, College of Electronics & Information Engineering, 
Tongji University, No.4800 Caoan Road, Shanghai, 201804, China 

a* hebin@tongji.edu.cn, b wzhp.009@163.com, c limingheliming@sina.com 
Keywords: wet adhesion; climbing robot; bionic pad; kinematics 
Insects have ability to easily climb vertical surface, overcome or avoid obstacles, and adjust gaits based on terrain. This paper 
describes the design and construction of a new wet adhesive climbing robot based on the stick insect, Carausius morosus. 
According to the morphology of insects' pads, mechanism of wet adhesive was analyzed. The main structure of the robot, wet 
adhesion pad, leg and cord-driven part was described in detail. The statics and kinematics model of robot was analyzed and 
established. Adhesion performance test of the foot pad and wall-climbing experiment of the robot were carried to verity the 
design concept of our robot. Experiment results show that the bionic pad has good adhesion performance with stable and 
directional adhesion, and the climbing ability of the robot with the pads is exceptional. The robot can climb up to more than 
80° sloped surface. 
 
OA01       Nanofabrication based on adhesive effect of adhesive disc of Parthenocissus tricuspidata 

Wenli Deng*, Xiaojun Yang, Dong Tian, Shan Peng 
College of Materials Science and Engineering, South China University of Technology, Guangzhou 510640, China 

Corresponding author: Wenli Deng   E-mail: wldeng@scut.edu.cn  full telephone: 86-020-22236708 
Understanding the super adhesive effect of biological system is of great scientific interest and a prerequisite for bio-inspired 
design and fabrication . We present strategies to fully investigate the super adhesive effect of climbing plant ─ 
Parthenocissus tricuspidata by the first time measuring the mass and the attached area of single adhesive disc, by further 
determining the microscopic structure and the adhesive strength of single adhesive disc and by finally elucidating the 
adhesion mechanism in molecular level. We have measured that a single mature adhesive disc has an average mass of only 
about 0.0005 g, an average attached area of about 1.22 mm2 and an adhesive force of about 13.7 N. Microscopic experiments 
show some new microstructures which have never been reported and reveal that the adhesive disc has super adhesive 
property which inspires us to fabricate a lot of mimic adhesives that have potential applications in biomedical science, 
bioelectronics and space science and technology. We found that there are more than 20 kinds of organic compounds in 
adhesive disc, among which a water-soluble polysaccharide was extracted and determined its structure by using 
monosaccharide analysis, methylation, periodate oxidation, Smith degradation, FTIR and NMR spectra. Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) was especially used to investigate the morphological images and adhesive force of monosaccharide. 
Through the anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) template method, we used polystyrene (PS) to fabricate biomimetic surface 
structure of the adhesive disc and measured its adhesive force using AFM, which suggests that such pillarlike structure can 
not produce huge enough adhesive force. This template-assisted method provides a new means to prepare the macropores of 
other soluble polymers in future. A series of new experimental results have been obtained and will be presented. 

 
OA02                Research on Anti-Friction of Bionic Micro-Texture Cutting Tool 

Feng Xie, Xiaobao Lei  
Anhui University, AH Hefei, 230601 

Keywords: Bionic Micro-Texture；Tools；Anti-friction Property；Finite Element Analysis 
High speed, high efficiency, low carbon and environmental protection are the overall trend of metal cutting in the modern 
world. But the increasing of tool life and cutting efficiency is restricted by the rapid wear of tool. Research of bionic 
tribology shows that: non-smooth surface (surface texture), which having certain microstructure unit, has a smaller frictional 
resistance. But not the smoother the friction surface is, the smaller the friction is. Reasonable surface microstructure can play 
a good part in anti-friction, which providing a new research direction for realizing the anti-friction, anti-wear and improving 
cutting efficiency of cutting tool through the changing of microscopic geometry appearance of tool surface. 
In this paper, bionic micro-texture is applied in the surface design of carbide tool with laser processing technology. The 
anti-friction effect of bionic micro-texture to carbide tool is studied by friction-wear experiments and cutting experiments. 
The main research work is as follows: 
(1) Reasonable processing parameters are selected, and then micro-textures (grooves) on the carbide tools surfaces are 
processed with laser processing technology. Lastly, the morphology parameters of grooves are measured. 
(2) Micro-texture sample and 45 steel are made up as friction pair. Friction and wear experiments are conducted under the 
condition of oil lubrication. The results show that: the friction coefficient of carbide tool surface can be availably reduced 
with micro grooves. The friction properties are observably affected by factors such as groove width, average spacing and 
density under different loads condition. So, the best anti-friction effect can be got through the reasonable choosing of micro 
grooves parameters. 
(3) Experiments of micro-texture and non-micro-texture carbide tools are contrasted through orthogonally cutting with 45 
steel. The results show that: cutting forces can be effectively reduced with micro-texture tool. Especially, the micro-texture 
tool has the best effect when the direction of grooves is vertical to the direction of chip’s motion, and the wear degree of its 
front flank is also slighter. 
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Session 6: Biomechanics - II 

<Invited Talk>        Human As a Living Machine: Challenge to Assess its Working Condition 
Lei Ren 

The University of Mancheste, UK 
lei.ren@manchester.ac.uk 

A wide variety of physical movements can be achieved by the human neuromusculoskeletal system, from normal walking to 
the skilful performance of a professional dancer. All these motor tasks involve the load transmission and distribution through 
the body, balance and coordination. The quest toward understanding how these tasks are achieved by the human body has 
been of interest to scientists for centuries. This talk presents our recent attempts to explore the in-vivo working condition of 
the human body during different motor activities. This involves a range of researches into the biomechanics and motor 
control of human motions at different system levels using an integrated experimental and computational approach. Our long 
term aim is to gain comprehensive understanding of the functions of musculoskeletal systems and the interactions between 
the musculoskeletal and neuromotor systems during biological movements. Such research will provide solid foundation for 
the development of novel preventative and rehabilitative programs and devices, clinical diagnostic and surgical techniques, 
and also biologically inspired robotics and mechanisms etc. 
 
2190                     The mechanism of air-righting performance in tree frogs  

Hao Wang 1,a, Lei Wang 2, Jingdan Shao 1,3, Tingting Liu 1,3, Yezhong Tang 2,b and Zhendong Dai 1  
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Keywords: Biomechanics, air-righting, multi-body model, tree frog.  
Tree frogs are able to climb or even jump on leaves and branches using their toe pads adhering to and detaching from 
surfaces, but have to be in the face of the risk of falling down due to fatigue or a slip. While falling down from a great height, 
air-righting response was observed, which prevents tree frogs from injury caused by back hitting the ground, however the 
mechanism underlying is unknown. Using a high-speed camera with a plane mirror, we captured the body and limb 
kinematics of falling tree frogs as they performed rapid air-righting response in three-dimension. The kinematics were then 
characterized into three stages and substituted into a mathematical multi-body model to simulate the air-righting dynamics 
caused by the kinematics. The results show that a head-down tree frog performs rapid air-righting with specific series of 
actions in hindlimb motion, which generates sufficient local angular momentum for the frog to rotate its body upright and 
keep the total moment of momentum conserved. The applications of these results to small landing robots and multi-segment 
spacecraft are anticipated. 
 
1800                        Morphing Models of a Bat Wing in Flapping Flight 

Ziwu Guan1, 2,a, Yongliang Yu2,b  
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Keywords: kinematic model; cambering; bending; twisting; controlling parameters 
Kinematic models, which contain flapping and deformations, of a bat flapping wing when it flies at medium speeds are 
presented in the study. The deformations include cambering - morphing in the chordwise direction, bending - morphing in the 
spanwise direction and twisting respecting angles of attack (AOA) varying along the length of the wing. In the study, we 
assumed a circular-arc-shaped deformation when cambering or bending occurs, and introduced controlling parameters for 
each morphing. Then we showed the expressions of the controlling parameters varying with time at the bat flight speed of 
3m/s according to the data provided by a literature, and verified the reasonability of the assumptions at last. 
 
1830                   Drag Reduction Study about Bird Feather Herringbone Riblets 

Huawei Chen1,a, Fugang Rao1,b, Deyuan Zhang1,c, Xiaopeng Shang1,d 
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Keywords: Biomimetic Surface; Drag Reduction; Bird feather; Herringbone Riblets 
Flying bird has gradually formed airworthy structures e.g. streamlined shape and hollow shaft of feather to improve flying 
performance by millions of years’ natural selection. As typical property of flight feather, herringbone-type riblets can be 
observed along the shaft of each feather, which caused by perfect alignment of barbs. Why bird feather have such 
herringbone-type riblets has not been extensively discussed until now. In this paper, microstructures of secondary feathers are 
investigated through SEM photo of various birds involving adult pigeons, wild goose and magpie. Their structural parameters 
of herringbone riblets of secondary flight feather are statistically obtained. Based on quantitative analysis of feathers structure, 
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one novel biomimetic herringbone riblets with narrow smooth edge are proposed to reduce surface drag. In comparison with 
traditional microgroove riblets and other drag reduction structures, the drag reduction rate of the proposed biomimetic 
herringbone riblets is experimentally clarified up to 15%, much higher than others. Moreover, the drag reduction mechanism 
of herringbone riblets are also confirmed and exploited by CFD. 
 
1400                Experimental Research on a Novel Design of Variable Area Caudal Fin 

Bo Liu a, Lei Wangb, Buyao Chenc, Fenghua Qind, Shiwu Zhange  
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Keywords: caudal fin, variable area, hydrodynamic forces 
Caudal fin has fascinated researchers for decades for their great role in fish swimming, and researchers have developed lots 
of designs of caudal fin to achieve high efficiency and speed propulsion. This paper presents a novel design of variable area 
caudal fin. A “window” which can rotate freely is designed in the middle of the fin and it can be opened by the fluid force and 
closed by a simple mechanism. By closing or opening the “window”, the caudal fin can vary its area dynamically in the 
out-stroke and in-stroke in its motion. Four modes to control the “window” in the pitching motion is  then presented, their 
hydrodynamic forces including thrust force, lateral force and lift force are studied. It is found out that the variable area fin 
model can indeed improve the propulsion performance compared with the traditional fin, and the mode of closing the 
“window” in the out-stroke and opening the “window” in the in-stroke can generate the largest thrust force for our model 
than the other modes. Moreover, experiments about various kinematic parameters with different modes are conducted, it is 
found out different modes behave quite different with same pitching frequency and amplitude, and its propulsive performance 
is highly depend on the kinematic parameters. The variable area caudal fin model casts an inspiration for the novel design of 
underwater propulsive mechanism and the results will be useful for the propulsion study of underwater bio-mimetic vehicles. 
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<Invited Talk>  Sticking Like Sticky Tape: Tree Frogs Use Friction Forces to Enhance Attachment on Overhanging 
Surfaces 

Thomas Endlein  
The University of Glasgow (United Kingdom) 

To live and clamber about in an arboreal habitat, tree frogs have evolved adhesive pads on their toes. In addition, they often 
have long and slender legs to facilitate not only long jumps, but also to bridge gaps between leaves when climbing. Both 
adhesive pads and long limbs are used in conjunction, as we will show in this study. Previous research has shown that tree 
frogs change from a crouched posture (where the limbs are close to the body) to a sprawled posture with extended limbs 
when clinging on to steeper inclines such as vertical or overhanging slopes. 
We investigated this change in posture in White's Tree Frogs (Litoria caerulea) by challenging the frogs to cling onto a 
tiltable platform. The platform consisted of an array of 24 3D-force transducers, which allowed us to measure the ground 
reaction forces of the frogs during a tilt. 
Starting from a crouched resting position, the normal forces on the fore limbs changed sign and became increasingly negative 
with increasing slope angle of the platform. At about 106±12º tilt of the platform the frogs reacted by extending one or two of 
their limbs outward. At a steeper angle (131±11º), the frogs spread out all their limbs sideways, with the hind limbs stretched 
out to their maximum reach. Although the extension was strongest in the lateral direction, limbs were significantly extended 
in the fore-aft direction as well. 
With the extension of the limbs, the lateral forces increased relative to the normal forces. The large contribution of the 
in-plane forces helped to keep the angle between the force vector and the platform small. The Kendall theory for the peeling 
of adhesive tape predicts that smaller peel angles lead to higher attachment forces. We compare our data to the predictions of 
the Kendall model and discuss possible implications of the sliding of the pads on the surface. The forces were indeed much 
larger for smaller angles and thus can be explained by peeling theory. 
 
<Invited Talk> Influence of Micro Surface Structure on the Tribological Behaviour of Functional Engineering Surface 

Xun Chen 
Liverpool John Moors University 

X.Chen@ljmu.ac.uk 

In order to improve the energy efficiency of motor engine, a novel microfinishing process was introduced for crankshaft 
manufacture. With improved microstructural functional surface, the crankshaft tribological performance can be improved in 
terms of friction reduction and wear resistance. This paper will briefly introduce the microfinishing process and present the 
different surface microstructure under different process control conditions. Some influential micro structural features are 
illustrated and analysed, which provide some useful insight of tribological behaviours under various working conditions. The 
paper will also make some remarks on the metrological parameters, which are currently used in industry. The investigation 
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results show that the commonly used surface roughness measure, for example, Ra, may not be the best parameter for the 
functional surface quality control in terms of tribological performance. With the investigation conducted, it would suggest 
that 3D measurement parameters could be better that those 2D parameters. 
 
90           Analysis of characteristics and applications of IPMC Material using Nafion membrane 

Yan Xu 1, 2, Gang Zhao 1, Yumin Zhu 1, Liming Yang 1, Changshun Ma 1, Zhuangzhi Sun 1, Zhiyang Sui 1 
1College of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Harbin Engineering University, Harbin 15000, China; 
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Corresponding author: ZHAO Gang   E-mail: xychangke@163.com 

Keywords: Nafion membrane; IPMC; preparation; output force  
Forming process for manufacturing Nafion membrane was analyzed to improve the Ionic Polymer Metal Composites (IPMC) 
artificial muscle output force. For the purpose, the Nafion membrane was prepared with different thickness. Nafion 
membrane of 1 mm, 1.25 mm, 1.5 mm, 1.75 mm, 2 mm was selected for the IPMC preparation; finally, the IPMC samples 
were tested and analyzed for the output force. The results revealed that the IPMC tip output force was increased by increasing 
the thickness of the base film. Based on the characteristics of low drive voltage of IPMC material and high response 
deformation, a raie propulsion system was designed. 1~3V power supply of the device was maintained; controlling the 
change of driving voltage amplitude was employed for loading the IPMC material and the change of frequency was 
employed to control the speed of the propulsion system. From the underwater real environment testing, the highest roving 
speed of 1 cm/s was achieved. The experimental results effectively proved the feasibility of IPMC material as an actuator. 
 
550            Preparation of Biomimetic Multi-Scale Oleophobic Surface on X70 Pipeline Steel 

Sirong Yu a, Wei Wang b, Hao Li c, and Jun Xu d 
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Keywords: Shot peening; Bionics; Micro-nano structure; Perfluorooctanoic acid; Oleophobic Surface. 
Oleophobic surface has broad application prospects in petroleum, petrochemical, and food industries because of its non-stick 
oil and self-cleaning characteristics. Oleophobic surface has mainly two features: one is fine structure with micro-nano 
combined scale, and another is low surface energy. An oleophobic surface was successfully prepared on X70 pipeline steel 
surface using shot peening, chemical etching and low surface energy modifying composite methods in this study. The surface 
of X70 pipeline steel sample was first treated by shot peening, forming a rough structure on the sample surface. And then the 
sample surface was chemically etched with hydrochloric acid (HCl) solution to further refine the surface structure, forming 
micro-nano combined structure. Finally the surface of the specimen was low energy modified using perfluorooctanoic acid 
ethanol solution (PAES). The influences of HCl concentration, chemical etching time, perfluorooctanoic acid concentration, 
and modification time on the contact angle were analyzed. The best process parameters were optimized. The surface 
morphology of X70 pipeline steel sample was observed using scanning electron microscope (SEM). It was observed that 
there were micron structures composed of the convexes and concaves on the specimen surface treated by shot peening and 
chemical etching. There were nanoscale acicular structures on the micrometer grade structure. After the micro-nano 
composite structure was modified with PAES, the contact angle between the sample surface and oil droplet was significantly 
improved. The maximum contact angle of the sample surface with oil droplet was 141°. 
 
2060                    Liquid Film Flow for Numerical Simulation of Bionic Surface 
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Keywords: bionic surface, liquid film flow, numerical simulation 
Inspired by the surface characteristics of dog’s tongue, this paper builds a multi-scale bionic surface model, and researches 
the liquid film flow behaviors on the bionic surface and on the smooth surface by numerical simulations based on the 
standard k-epsilon turbulence model and VOF model. At the angle of surface and horizontal direction of 45°, the spreading 
processes of liquid film flow on the bionic surface are described. Compared with the smooth surface, flowing distance of the 
liquid film on the bionic surface is shorter at the same time, and the bionic microstructures make the liquid film form the 
vortex disturbance in the downstream and spread evenly in the upstream. The reason is that staggered and overlapped bionic 
microstructures can be able to generate disturbance of the liquid film persistently. 
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2450           Study on the Tribological Behavior of the Foamed Copper Filled with Epoxy Matrix 
Keju Ji1, Yinsong Xu1,Huihui Zhao1, Zhenggen Huang1, Zhendong Dai1,* 
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Keywords: Foamed copper; epoxy resin; Thermal Conductivity; Foamed-copper modeling; Wear Mechanisms 
In order to improve the thermal performance and wear resistance of the polymer, foamed copper filled by the curable 
epoxy-matrix composite are developed as tribological materials. Graphite and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) 
were incorporated the contents as friction additives. The tribological properties of the foamed-copper reinforced composites 
were investigated on an UMT-2 friction and wear tester. An electric field was imposed between the specimen and disc to 
monitor the formation of transfer film by means of “contact resistance”. It is found that the foamed-copper reinforced 
composites possess better wear resistance than homologous polymers, and the smaller is the aperture, the better the wear 
resistance. While the friction coefficients increase for the local direct contact between the copper and the steel disc. The 
copper skeletons contribute to the timely transfer of friction heat and the load-sharing. The foamed-copper unit was modeled 
from the foaming mechanism of the polyurethane foam. Two parameters of the surface area density of foamed copper and the 
area ratio of copper at the friction interface were quantized based on two kinds of typical contact models. The modeling 
analysis can lead to a better understand the influence of metallic skeletons on the wear performance of composite. 
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<Invited Talk>                          Brain Machine Interface 
Xiaoxiang Zheng 
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Brain Machine Interface (BMI) is a new area to impact biomedical research, human health andrehabilitation in recent years. 
Based on the study of brain function, such as vision and motion, its purposeis to combine engineering and neurophysiological 
knowledge to develop an innovative medical devicethat functionally links the central nervous system directly with man-made 
systems. This directcommunication enables the researchers help in the disease treatment for disabilities, such as spinal 
cordinjury, blindness. By analyzing invasive brain data, computationalmodels/algorithms are developed and realized by 
machinery interfaces to preserve the same neuralfunction/mechanism of damaged biological system. With the deep study in 
the areas, such as sensory andmotor, the biological mechanism that how subject generates actions are extensively studied and 
modeledinspires neuroscientists and engineers to further develop the machine that realizes how human can see ormove. Here 
we could like to give a brief introduction on the current progress of invasive brain machine interfaces and the research work 
on invasive Brain Machine Interfaces developed at Qiushi Academy of AdvancedStudies, Zhejiang University. We focus on 
the platform setup of invasive brain machine interface on primates, neural data modeling and signal processing, and the 
real-time control of the delicate robot hand.The future work includes the deep understanding of the informationprocessing of 
the brain function, and ultimately the close-loop analysis, which possibly needs to merge appropriate sensory feedback into 
more mature brain-human interfaces. 
 
<Invited Talk> Wetting Behaviour of Biomimetic Surface with Micro-nano Binary Structure on Metal Substrate: 

From Lotus-effect to Petal-effect 
Yan Liu, Shuyi Li, Jijia Zhang, Zhiwu Han, Luquan Ren 
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Corresponding author: Yan Liu    E-mail: liuyan2000@jlu.edu.cn  full telephone:+86 431 85095760 

In this paper, a fast, facile and low-cost one-step electro-deposition process is reported to construct the super-hydrophobic 
surface with controlled adhesion on the copper substrate. The cooperation of hierarchical micro-nano structures and cerium 
myristate with low surface energy plays an important role in the formation of super-hydrophobic surface. By simply changing 
the reaction time, the super-hydrophobic surface with controlled adhesion can be obtained easily. The tunable effect of the 
adhesion can be described as the transition from the petal effect to lotus effect owing to different morphologies and 
microstructure scales on the surface. A maximum contact angle of 155.1° and rolling angle of less than 2° was observed on 
the super-hydrophobic surface with high adhesion. Nevertheless, corresponding contact angle of 160.9° and CAH of 3° 
appear on the self-cleaning surface. Additionally, such kind of cathodic lanthanides super-hydrophobic surface has an 
excellent stability in solution of a large pH range. The results obtained here can benefit our understanding the effect of 
wetting states on the super-hydrophobic surface with controlled adhesion, and such a technique will develop a unique new 
approach to fabricate a controlled super-hydrophobic surface with rare-earth element on conductive engineering materials.  
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310            Coupling Relationship between the CPG and the Cerebral Cortex with Time Delay 
Qiang Lu1, 2, a, Bin He1, b 
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Keywords: Central Pattern Generator, Neural Mass Model, Time Delay, Cerebral Cortex, Bifurcation 
The brain activity is a cooperative process of neurons and the existence of the coupling relationship which is crucial for 
performing of the operational tasks in various specialized areas of nervous system. It is known that information flow in neural 
networks is not instantaneous. A finite signal transmission speed along the axons results in a space dependent time delay. The 
central pattern generator (CPG) can generate rhythmic oscillations and has been applied in robot locomotion. In order to 
study the dynamic performance of the CPG with time delay and the coupling relationship with the cerebral cortex, a new 
CPG model with time delay and a model between the neural mass model (NMM) and the CPG are built. The coupling model 
is based on biological experiment results. The bifurcation theories and the maximal Lyapunov exponent are used to analyze 
the dynamic performance. The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) Both the parameter p of the NMM and the 
parameter k of time delay are the critical determinants of the cerebral cortex. The mode of the cerebral cortex is decided by 
the parameter p. And the parameter k can modulate the cerebral cortex from chaos to a stable state. (2) The results show that 
the phase diagram of the CPG can’t keep the limit cycle and the state of the NMM is chaos with time delay increasing. It 
implies that a person with a slow reaction is easy to lose the stability of his/her locomotion. 
 
300             Structural Integrity Analysis of Hole Shape and Location in Lotus Root  
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Hole shapes and their locations in lotus roots were studied and presented in this paper. The finite element method was used to 
study the effect of several factors on the structural integrity of a lotus root-like component. The factors considered in this 
paper include hole shape, number, size and location. The analysis of different structures was carried out using ANSYS 
software and assuming a porosity of 20% for each case. Stress values, effects of each factor and interactions between factors 
are discussed in the paper. The results from the analysis showed that engineering component design can be inspired by the 
lotus root which has several holes of different shape and size. 
 
1450       Emotional Expression System based on Expression Intensity Recognition and Affective Model 

Chuan Wan1, a, Yantao Tian1, 2, b 
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Keywords: Human-computer interaction; Expression intensity recognition; Affective modeling; 
Affective computing is an indispensable aspect in harmonious human-computer interaction and artificial intelligence. Making 
computers have the ability of generating emotions is a challenging task of affective computing. Affective Computing and 
Artificial Psychology are new research fields that involve computer and emotions, they have the same key research aspect, 
affective modeling. The paper introduces the basic affective elements, and the representation of affections in a computer. And 
then this paper will describe an emotion generation model for a multimodal virtual human. The relationship among the 
emotion, mood and personality are discussed, and the PAD emotion space is used to define the emotion and the mood. We 
obtain the strength information of each expression component through fuzzy recognition of facial expressions based on 
Ekman six expression classifications, and take this information as a signal motivating emotion under the intensity-based 
affective model. Finally, a 3D virtual Human emotional expression system with facial expressions is designed to show the 
emotion generation outputs. Experimental results demonstrate that the emotion generation intensity-based model works 
effectively and meets the basic principle of human emotion generation. 
 
1230             Tracking Time Variant Neuron Tuning Properties of Brain Machine Interfaces 

Yuxi Liao1,2, Hongbao Li1,2, Xi Chen1,2, Qiaosheng Zhang1,2, Yiwen Wang2a and Xiaoxiang Zheng1,2 
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Keywords: brain-machine interfaces (BMIs); time variant; tuning curve; multi-Gaussian 
Tuning properties of neurons, which represent how information is encoded in neural firing, are well accepted as time variant. 
For a steady-performed brain machine interface (BMI), the decoding algorithm should be able to catch this change in time. 
Unfortunately, an assumption-less tuning property is too complicate to trace. Simplifying the tuning curve to linear or 
exponential one may lose important information. We propose to approximate the tuning curve with multiple Gaussian 
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functions, and modeled the non-stationary tuning curves by the changes on the Gaussian parameters. Applied on in vivo 
neural data when the monkey is performing a 2-dimension tracking task, we found the non-stationary tuning properties can 
be tracked by the changes on parameters of Gaussian components, which greatly decreases the number of parameters need to 
be observed. Following this idea, we can design an adaptive method by updating parameters of tuning model. 
 
130   Investigation of the mechanical properties and degradation behaviors of Mg-Mn-Ca and Mg-Mn-Ca-Sr alloys 

as potential biodegradable implant materials 
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Calcium (Ca), strontium (Sr) and manganese (Mn) were selected to develop Mg-1.5Mn-1Ca-xSr (x=0, 1 wt. ％) alloys as 
potential biodegradable implant materials due to their good biocompatibility. Then solid-solution treatment was performed on 
the as-cast ingots to refine their microstructures. Mechanical testing was performed both on the as-cast and solution-treated 
Mg-1.5Mn-1Ca-xSr alloys using tensile tests. Corrosion properties were studied using immersion tests and electrochemical 
tests in SBF solution. The corrosion mechanism of Mg-1.5Mn-1Ca-xSr alloys was researched in detail by analyzing the 
corrosion morphology and corrosion products. The results indicate a decrease in grain size and an increase in strength with 
adding strontium (Sr). After solid-solution treatment, the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and the elongation of 
Mg-1.5Mn-1Ca-1Sr alloy reached to 180MPa and 14.5%. The corrosion resistance decreased slightly with the addition of 
strontium (Sr). However the suitable corrosion rate between 0.0044 mg/cm2/h and 0.01 mg/cm2/h can ensure the service 
process of Mg-1.5Mn-1Ca-xSr alloys after being implanted in the body. The experimental results proofed that the corrosion 
rate was largely based on the quantity and the distribution of the second phases. Mg2Ca Mg17Sr2 and α-Mn phases are inactive 
than α-Mg and acted as cathode in the electrochemical reaction, which accelerated the corrosion of α-Mg matrix around them 
and occur pitting. By solid-solution treatment, both the mechanical properties and corrosion resistance of Mg-1.5Mn-1Ca-xSr 
alloys increased significantly. The performance improvements owe to the dissolve of Mg2Ca phase and the dispersive of 
Mg17Sr2 phase and α-Mn phase. All the results indicated that the Mg-1.5Mn-1Ca-xSr alloys have the potential to be 
biodegradable implant materials. 
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Water-resistant, robust adhesive properties shown in marine mussels originate by the presence of catecholamine proteins. The 
chemical identification of catecholamine inspired researchers to develop material-independent surface chemistry, and the first 
example was spontaneous, oxidative polymerization of dopamine to be poly(dopamine). Poly (dopamine) is able to form a 
nanometer scale thin adhesive layer on virtually any materials surfaces of oxides, ceramics, synthetic polymers, and carbon 
materials. Also, poly (dopamine) is able to permanently functionalize even superhydrophobic surfaces, which inspired to 
develop energy efficient two-dimensional microfluidic mixing device. Another advantage of the poly (dopamine) coating is 
that an additional layer (ad-layer) consisted by proteins/DNAs/polymers/ceramics can be easily formed by chemical reactions 
via Schiff base and Michael addition by dipping the poly(dopamine)-functionalized surface into the second solution that 
contains molecules of interest. Recently, one-step dipping of surfaces onto a solution that contains both poly(dopamine) and 
molecules of interest can achieve functionally equal or better surfaces compared to the conventional two-step modifications. 
In this presentation, a novel catecholamine surface chemistry mediated by oxidative polymerization of norepinephrine called 
poly (norepinephrine) will be presented. Poly(norepinephrine) surface modification provides various platforms such as 
ring-opening polymerization and therapeutic agent immobilization, and those properties have not been shown in 
poly(dopamine). Finally, this presentation briefly explain how the mussel-inspired coating can be utilized for energy storage 
devices. 
 
<Invited Talk>              Bone Tissue Engineering Scaffolds: Going Biomimetic 

Chaozong Liu 
Newcastle University, UK 
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Scaffold is a critical component in tissue engineering, it provides a framework and initial support for the cells to attach, 
proliferate and differentiate, and form an extracellular matrix (ECM). It is this ECM which provides the structural integrity of 
tissue. Many musculoskeltal tissues have a hierarchical structure that varies over length scales of 0.1-1mm and require 
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regeneration in specific macroscopic shapes. It is vital for the collagen-hydroxyapatite scaffold to mimic the structure and 
properties of human tissue to direct the macroscopic process of tissue formation. This work is to study the biomimetic design 
of bone scaffolds with aim to produce biomimetic collagen-hydrodyapatite scaffolds for bone tissue engineering. 
To allow the mimic architecture and composition of the bone, biopolymer-collagen-hydroxyapatite composite scaffolds were 
prepared by an rapid prototyping integrated in-situ collagen mineralisation method as reported elsewhere. The hierarchically 
microstructure were examined by using micro-CT, and supplemented by SEM and TEM analysis. The compositions were 
analysed by XRD, FTIR and XPS. Dynamic mechanical properties of the scaffolds were analyzed by using a dynamic 
mechanical analyzer (DMA8000, PerkinElmer). The dynamic stress scan and frequency scan methods in shear mode were 
performed on scaffolds in both dry and wet condition at 30oC. The changes in modules and tan delta as a function of dynamic 
deformation were monitored. 
The integration of rapid prototyping process in scaffold fabrication allowed control of both internal and external architectures 
of the scaffolds. Micro-CT examination revealed the scaffolds prepared have interconnected porous structure and pores sized 
in the range of 50 to 350 µm. The architecture of the scaffold could be manipulated to mimic the bone. SEM and TEM 
examinations revealed that nano-HAp precipitate onto and guided by the collagen fibers to form a composite with close 
interaction between them. Both XRD and TEM examination demonstrated the hydroxyapatite was low crystalinity with 
morphology similar to that hydroxyapatite found in the bone. It was observed that in-situ mineralisation of collagen fibers 
resulted in increase of the storage modulus of the scaffolds. The viscoelastic behaviour of collagen is a combination of the 
elastic components and viscous component. With the addition of HAp, it increased the elastic component of the scaffold as 
evidenced by the increase of modulus and decrease of tan delta value. The influence of HAp on the dynamic property was 
dependent on the ration of collagen/HAp ratio. 
The resultant collagen scaffolds were found to have the expected redefined internal channels and a hierarchical bone mimetic 
structure that varied over length scales of 10–400 μm. Such features can provide fresh culture medium to all cells and remove 
metabolites from the cells, and are appropriate to maintaining the activity of cells, regulating cell behavior, and reconstructing 
3D multicellular masses. 
These new and emerging technologies are enabling the materials scientists and engineers to design and fabricate novel 
scaffolds incorporating various biomimetic characteristics at molecular and nanometer scales. The ability to engineer the 
architectural structure, composition, biodegradation, and dynamic properties of collagen scaffolds, as reported in this study, 
provides a significant advance toward realization of making scaffolds that could be well exploited in several area of tissue 
engineering.  
 
1620   Biomimetic Modelling of Human Skull for Dental Applications Using 3D Geometric Morphometric Method 

and Reverse Engineering 
Kazem Alemzadeh 
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Keywords: biomimetic modeling of human skull, Bionic design, geometric morphometric, Reverse Engineering, Digital 
dentistry, Digital Occlusion.  
This paper describes a novel biomimetic modeling of human skull using integrated geometric morphometric methods with 
reverse engineering technologies to prototype a novel humanoid chewing robot with a patient-specific prescription (i.e. 
chewing trajectory) for dental research.  The methods and the processes are developed specifically to maintain the design 
intent of the prime aesthetic and functional properties of the skull from chewing point of view. The biomimetic modeling is 
based on the classical surfacing approach (i.e. point-curve-surface) for heterogeneous objects design rather than rapid 
surfacing (i.e. polygonized) allowing iso-geometric analysis, which is used in most commercial dental CAD/CAM software. 
The paper also demonstrates that the classical surfacing methods allows feature CAD modeling to maintains the skull original 
shape features obtained in digitization unchanged throughout the segmentation and surfacing processes before final stage of 
solid modeling.  Animation and prototype have been developed to test the accuracy of the biomimetic modeling of human 
skull. 
 
2680    Biological System Behaviours and Natural-inspired Methods and Their Applications to Supply Chain 

Management 
Xuemei Fan1a, Shujun Zhang2b, Kevin Hapeshi2c, Yinsheng Yang3d,  
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Keywords: learn from nature, biological system behaviours, supply chain management, ACO, Bees Algorithm, Genetic 
Algorithm, Firefly Algorithm 
People have learnt from biological system behaviours and structures to design and develop a number of different kinds of 
optimisation algorithms that have been widely used in both theoretical study and practical applications in engineering and 
business management. An efficient supply chain is very important for companies to survive in global competitive market. An 
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effective SCM (supply chain management) is the key for implement an efficient supplychain. Though there have been 
considerable amount of study of SCM, there have been very limited publications of applying the findings from the biological 
system study into SCM. In this paper, through systematic literature review, various SCM issues and requirements are 
discussed and some typical biological system behaviours and natural-inspired algorithms are evaluated for the purpose of 
SCM. Then the principle and possibility are presented on how to learn the biological systems' behaviours and natural-inspired 
algorithms for SCM and a framework is proposed as a guide line for users to apply the knowledge learnt from the biological 
systems for SCM. In the framework, a number of the procedures have been presented for using XML to represent both SCM 
requirement and bio-inspiration data. To demonstrate the proposed framework, a case study has been presented for users to 
find the bio-inspirations for some particular SCM problems in automotive industry. 
 
1130                  Design of the Bionic Rehabilitative Leg Based on the Passive Gait Biped 

Zhenze Liu 1,a, Dejun Liu 2,b, Lei Zhang 1,c and Yantao Tian 1,d 
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Keywords: Almost-cyclic lagrangians function; kinetic energy shaping; potential energy shaping; zero dynamics control 
The wearable assistive and rehabilitative leg is a complex mechanical device mounted with the underactuated joints based on 
the bionic mechanism. This device can ameliorate the movement function of the nerve and muscle system of the lower 
extremity. By applying the bionic control strategy and exerting force on the lower extremity of patients, the walking gait of 
normal human being can be simulated. The patients with leg deformity who need to be remedied can benefit from this 
method. The expense on medical treatment can be considerably reduced by this kind of device, which alleviates the burden 
on family and society economically. The walking stability controller is designed for researching the biped robots in 3D 
( three-dimensional) space. By constructing the almost-cyclic Lagrange function, the biped robot dynamic system is 
decoupled into sagittal and lateral portions. Then the potential energy shaping and kinetic energy shaping controller is 
designed for the sagittal portion of under-actuated robot in 2D space , so that the stable walking gait and bionic characteristic 
gait can be obtained; the output zero dynamic controller is applied to control the lateral counterpart, which satisfies the 
dynamic decoupling conditions of the system. The simulation results show that the proposed method is effective. 
 
2210                      Design and Simulation of a PAM Based Bionic Elbow Joint 

Lina Hao1,a,Chaoqun Xiang1,a,Yuan Peng1,a, 
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Density Ratio 
A bionic elbow joint driven by motor is lack of flexibility. So a good option is to improve the flexible and power density ratio. 
This paper has designed a 3-DOF bionic elbow joint based on pneumatic artificial muscle, and the simulation and forward 
kinematics analysis have been done. The simulation results show that the structure scheme is feasible, and the movement is 
smooth. This structure can improve the generalization of the bionic joint and then lay a foundation in the serialization and 
standardization of the transmission part. 
 
 

Session 10: Bionic Functional Surface 

<Invited Talk> Controlled Functionalization of Carbon Nanotube and Graphene for Multifunctional Applications 
Liming Dai 
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The interesting electronic and photonic properties, coupled with their unusual molecular symmetries, have made carbon 
nanotubes and graphene nanosheets very attractive for many potential applications, including in energy-related and 
biomedical areas. Like other materials, however, carbon nanomaterials that possess desirable bulk properties rarely features 
the surface characteristics required for certain specific applications. Therefore, surface functionalization is essential, and 
researchers have devised various covalent and non-covalent chemistries for making carbon nanomaterials with the bulk and 
surface properties needed for specific energy-related and biomedical applications. We, along with others, have developed 
several covalent and non-covalent functionalization strategies for modification of carbon nanotubes (both non-aligned and 
vertically-aligned nanotube arrays) and graphene nanosheets. The controlled surface functionalization of aligned carbon 
nanotubes is particularly attractive, as it allows surface characteristics of the aligned carbon nanotubes to be tuned while their 
alignment structure can be largely retained. This, together with polymer masking, enabled us to functionalize carbon 
nanotubes in a region-specific fashion with various reagents (e.g. ssDNA chains, charged species) along the nanotube length. 
We have also reported the asymmetric functionalization of the two opposite surfaces of individual graphene sheets with 
different moieties. These asymmetric functionalization approaches can lead to the self-assembly of carbon nanotubes and/or 
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graphene sheets into hierarchically structured materials, opening up a rich field of functionalized carbon nanomaterials with 
enhanced properties for various multifunctional applications, including sensors, membranes, gecko-foot-mimetic dry 
adhesives, flexible electronics, as well energy-related and biomedical systems. In this talk, I will summarize some of our 
rational concepts for the controlled functionalization of aligned carbon nanotubes and graphene nanosheets for 
multifunctional materials and device applications, along with an overview on the recent developments in this exciting field. 
 
<Invited Talk>  Bioinspired Macro-Morphologic Surface Modifications in Agricultural and Construction Machinery: 

A Selected Review of Soil-Tool Adhesion 
Peeyush Soni 

Asian Institute of Technology, Thailand 
soni.ait@gmail.com 

Soil-tool adhesion creates an unfavorable liability on power source to develop additional effort for overcoming adhesive 
forces. This reduces quality of work and increases energy consumption and working resistance in both farm implements as 
well as in construction machinery. This is especially significant in sticky soils.Keeping in view of enormous losses associated, 
scientists and engineers have been trying to solve the problem of soil-tool adhesion to reduce draft requirement of soil 
engaging tools.  
The soil-tool interaction can be understood as a system comprising soil, water and tool surface. Laplace pressure, meniscus 
tension and viscous resistance are produced by a thin interfacial film of water at the soil-tool interface. These forces, among 
other factors, predominantly govern the system and are sensitive to the nature and properties of tool surfaces. Factors 
affecting soil-tool adhesion are soil properties, liquid properties, tool characteristics, tool material and working conditions. 
Various methods of reducing soil-tool adhesion have been researched; surface design modification, tool heating, heat 
treatments, lubrication, material, coating, vibration and electro-magnetic field application are such often-reported attempts. 
Soil-shedding ability of various non-smooth shapes, surface conditions or a combination of both have opened up a relatively 
newer field of research- popularly called Bionics or Bio-mimetics. 
Biomimetics - an adaptive science, which is learning from nature, suggests reducing soil slding resistance onto tool surface 
with altering surface designs. Recently, a number of investigations into application of polymers for macro-morphological 
modification of surfaces have been carried out. These researches, with extensive stress on convex or domed protuberations as 
one of the widely used construction units, have tried to harness benefits from using polymers in agriculture. Enamel coating 
and Ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMW-PE) have proved themselves as an emerging modification with 
attractive compatibility with adhesive soils.  
Considering cost and complicacy involved in the methods of reducing soil-tool adhesion, biomimicry- learning from the 
soil-burrowing creatures of nature, appears to be promising. Surface design modification based on typical natural 
morphologies, have exhibited exciting results. The future trend is likely to incorporate anti-adhesion properties of such 
techniques or their combinations. 
 
200           The Durability of Hydrophobicity of Butterfly Wing Surface after Icing and Deicing Circles 
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Keywords: biomimetics, frost formation, hydrophobic surface, butterfly wing  
The hydrophobicity and anti-ice performance of some artificial hydrophobic coatings surfaces degraded after several icing 
and de-icing cycles. In this paper, the frost formation on the surface of butterfly wing was observed and the contact angles of 
nine butterfly wing surface were measured after 0 to 5 icing/de-icing cycles. The results showed that the changes in contact 
angles on butterfly specimen are not obvious after icing/deicing process. The analysis showed that the topography of butterfly 
wing surface forms a special structure with a larger space inside can accommodate more frozen droplets and avoid the 
structure being destroyed. This study may provide a basis for design new industrial surfaces to accommodate frost/ice 
growth. 
 
2070     Experimental and Numerical Study on Aerodynamic Noise Reduction of Cylindrical Rod with  
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Keywords: bionics, cylindrical rod, wavy surface, aerodynamic noise, flow control 
Inspired by the non-smooth structure of the leading edge of owls’ wing，a bionic wavy cylindrical surface is proposed in this 
paper to reduce the aerodynamic noise of a cylindrical rod. The effects of bionic wavy surface on the aerodynamic and 
aeroacoustic performance of the cylinder are investigated by wind tunnel and numerical simulation. The fluctuating pressure 
of the smooth cylinder and the bionic wavy surface cylinder are tested by pulsating pressure sensors in FD-09 low speed 
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wind tunnel of China Aerospace Aerodynamics Research Institute. The fluctuating pressure of the bionic wavy surface 
cylinder is significantly lower than that of the smooth cylinder. We used the software ANSYS FLUENT to research the effect 
of the bionic wavy surface on the aerodynamic characteristics and aerodynamic noise of a cylinder by the Large Eddy 
Simulation(LES) and the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings (FW-H) equation. Compared with the smooth cylinder, the 
aerodynamic noise of the bionic wavy cylinder is reduced by 6.7dB. A study of the relationship between the fluctuating lift 
and the aerodynamic noise size is conducted. We found that the sound pressure level of the wavy surface cylinder is 
significantly lower when the lift fluctuation amplitude decreased. Bionic wavy surface can effectively restrain the separated 
shear layer transition to turbulence. The frequency of vortex shedding which causes the lift fluctuations is reduced, so the 
aerodynamic noise of the circular cylinder is reduced. 
 
240                  Experimental Study of the Concave Bionic Drag Reduction Needles 

Jiyue Wang, Qian Cong* 
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Keywords: Syringe Needle, Bionics, Drag Reduction, Concave, Non-smooth 
In this paper, we have started from the point of view of bionics, doing surface bionic non-smooth design at the standard 
No.16 animal syringe needles. Then treating the concave as the bionic unit, we worked out the concave bionic drag reduction 
needles by use of the laser material remove processing means. In accordance with the national standard on the injection drag 
test of disposable needles, we did the puncture drag comparative test of the smooth needles and the bionic needles, getting the 
correspondence relationship between the drag reduction rate and the bionic unit parameters. We found that the maximum drag 
reduction rate up to 44.05%, and it appeared when the concave interval was 0.9mm and the concave diameter was 0.09mm. 
Then through discussing the drag reduction mechanism of the bionic needles, we knew that the bionic units reduced the 
actual contact area between the needle outer wall and the simulation skin, and it was the main reason of bionic needles 
puncture drag decreases. 
 
1790              Simulation and Analysis of Butterfly-Inspired Eclosion Deployable Structure 
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Deployable structures, as an important kind of structure, have been widely used in a variety of satellite antennas and space 
reflectors. The research of deployable structures usually faces a series of theoretical and technical challenges because the size 
and mass are not only the limitations of deployable structure but also the key issues in the design process. Nevertheless, the 
appearance of bionic provides a new concept to develop the deployable structures. Inspired by the eclosion and development 
of butterfly wings, a bionic inflatable deployment structure has been presented in this paper. The whole system of emulate 
model is established and has a simulation analyzed with the help of dynamic analysis software. This simulation is aimed at 
emulating the deploying process, and calculating the stress distribution of the structure. Then some relative curve fitting is 
conducted on the deploying trajectory. A prototype has been fabricated and tested to be able to deploy smoothly and steadily. 
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<Invited Talk> 1190  A New Parameterised Feature-based Generic 3D Human Face Model for Emotional Bio-robots 
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To represent various human facial expressions is an essential requirement for emotional bio-robots. The human expressions 
can convey certain emotions for communications of human beingswith some muscles’ positions and their movements. To 
design and develop emotional robots, it is necessary to build a generic 3D human face model. While the geometrical features 
of human faces are freeform surfaces with complex properties, it is the fundamental requirement for the model to have the 
ability of representing both primitive and freeform surfaces. This requirement makes the Non-rational Uniform B-Spline 
(NURBS) are suitable for 3D human face modelling. In this paper, a new parameterised feature based generic 3D human face 
model is proposed and implemented. Based on observation of human face anatomy, the authors define thirty-four NURBS 
curve features and twenty-one NURBS surface features to represent the human facial components, such as eyebrows, eyes, 
nose and mouth etc. These curve models and surface models can be used to simulate different facial expressions by 
manipulating the control points of those NURBS features. Unlike the existing individual based face modelling methods, this 
parameterised 3D face model also gives users the ability to usethe model imitate any face appearances. In addition the 
potential applications of the new proposed 3D face model are also discussed. Besides emotional bio-robots, it is believed that 
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the proposed model can also be applied in other fields such as aesthetic plastic surgery simulation, film and computer game 
characters creation, and criminal investigation and prevention. 
 
1380              Color Image Processing and Self-Localization for a Humanoid Soccer Robot  
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The paper proposed a series of image processing algorithm to recognize the evidences in an image accurately for humanoid 
soccer robot, such as color image segmentation based on HSV model, edge detection based on four linear operator, field 
straight line extraction by Hough transform based on 8-neighbhour connected domain clusters and identification of line 
intersection shape based on Hopfield network. Based on evidences from image processing, Piecewise Monte Carlo 
localization is presented to solve kidnap problem so that localization of humanoid robot can be not only adapt to rule changes 
for competition, but also be more efficient and robust.  The effectiveness of the piecewise MCL is verified by RoboCup 
Adult Size humanoid soccer robot, Erectus. The experimental results showed that the humanoid robot was able to solve the 
kidnap problem adaptively with two strategies: resetting or revising, in which resetting was more efficient than revising 
gradually.  
 
2000           Finite Element Analysis in the Characteristics of Ostrich Foot Toenail Traveling on Sand  
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Keywords: ostrich foot toenail, reverse engineering, model reconstruction, finite element simulation, sand fixation and flow 
limitation. 
The ostrich foot toenail plays a crucial role in the process of ostrich foot traveling on sand. 3D laser scanner was used to 
measure the three-dimensional point clouds of ostrich foot toenail surface morphology, and the three-dimensional model of 
ostrich foot toenail was reconstructed by using reverse engineering technology. The finite element analysis in the interactions 
between ostrich foot toenail and sand was implemented by Abaqus and Hypermesh. The quasi-static analytical results of 
ostrich foot toenail inserting the sands showed that the groove structure of the toenail had a better sand fixation effects, the 
tiptoe structure was beneficial to insert into the sands, and the inverted triangular structure of the toenail had the weak 
disturbance on the sands which produced the less resistance of the toenail inserting the sands. According to the velocity and 
the stress fields in the process of the ostrich foot toenail dynamically traveling on sand, ostrich foot toenail tiptoe could help 
to improve the thrust of traveling on sand, the groove area of the toenail played the effects of sand fixation and flow 
limitation in the process of ostrich foot toenail traveling on sand. 
 
410            Modeling and Control of Passive Dynamic Walking Robot with Humanoid Gait  
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Considering the sagittal movement and the lateral swing in the humanoid practical walking, a new humanoid passive 
dynamic bipedal robot with the lateral movable upper body is proposed in this paper. The finite state machine (FSM) theory 
is adopted to control the robot, which changes agilely the control strategy according to the practical states of the humanoid 
gait. In the method, the torque compensation adaptive excitation control strategy is used for sagittal control and PID is 
applied to the upper body for the robot’s lateral stability. It is verified by the co-simulation using ADAMS and MATLAB 
that the bipedal robot can reach the stable humanoid gait with the high energy efficiency.  
 
840                Design of Control Strategy for Autonomous Perching with a Quadrotor  
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Abstract. Perching with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has been an emerging topic in the field of biomimetic 
engineering during last decade. Taking the newly designed gripping mechanism into account, a control strategy for 
autonomous perching with a quadrotor is further proposed, implemented and validated in this paper. Based on the perching 
procedure of birds in nature, this article focuses on the steps of engaging with the target during perching, latching to the target 
after engagement and releasing from the target when de-perching. The autonomous control strategy is integrated into the 
gripping mechanism after it is derived. Experiments on its effectiveness and reliability with a quadrotor are finally conducted, 
showing that the control strategy is capable of autonomously perching a quadrotor to a target pole. 
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Mandible reconstruction surgery is an extremely complex and high-risk surgical surgery. The aim of the project is to import 
the robotics technology into mandible reconstruction surgery, which can reduce the workload for doctors, decrease the 
difficulty of operation and improve the accuracy and quality of surgery. The development of Mandible Reconstruction 
Surgery Robotic System (MRSRS) provides a solution by integrating pre-operative 3D reconstruction and surgery planning, 
optical navigation system, and intro-operative robot-assisted operation. In this paper, the whole robotic system was 
introduced firstly. Secondly, a novel Mandible Reconstruction Surgery Multi-arm Robot (MRSMR) and its optical navigation 
system were developed to assist surgeons. At last, the accuracy test of the medical robot was conducted. The skull model 
experiment is finished to evaluate the robotic system. 
 
730                   Design of a New Bionic Swimming Robot for Vascular Unclogging 
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In this paper, a new 6-DOF bionic swimming robot with two screw propellers and one balance paddle is designed. This robot 
can swim up-and-down and roll without any effect on forward motion. The spiral swimming method is modeled and analyzed 
firstly. In order to optimize the bionic robot’s structures, the motion resistance and propulsive force are simulated and 
calculated. Also, experiments are performed to verify the action principle and the optimal analysis results of the robot. 
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A detailed analysis of factors influencing the performance of bionic tillage discs is carried out, specifically the effect on 
reducing drawbar force required to pull a tillage disc. Data used for this analysis was obtained from soil bin tests done on 
different bionic tillage discs and measured using a 5 kN load cell and data logger. The bionic discs used in this research were 
convex and concave types. The maximum speed attainable during the tests was 4.4 km/h which is closer to the normal tillage 
operation speed of 5 km/ h – 7 km/h.  According to the results, the 3 mm high convex disc gave the highest drawbar force 
reduction of 332 N compared to 124 N obtained from 3 mm deep concave disc. 
 
1520                      Functionality of superelastic NiTi Velcro-Like Fasteners 
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Velcro hook-and-loop fasteners invented more than 60 years ago is an example of the mechanism inspired by the tiny hooks 
found on the surface of burs of a plant commonly known as burdock. Recently, we have reported on a novel Velcro-like 
fastener made of two arrays of hook shaped thin NiTi wires. Unique features of such fastener, such as high strength, a 
significant increase of strength with increasing temperature, nice reproducibility of the detachment force course, forceless 
contact or silent release all derive from the superelasticity of the NiTi micro-wires but much it depends also on the shape of 
the NiTi hooks.  
In this continuing study, assuming the known material properties and optimized shape of hooks, we have simulated the 
strength of the fastener depending on the hook density. Additionally, we have investigated the “fatigue of the cyclic 
superelastic fastening” using special tests involving periodic hooking-unhooking of two single NiTi hooks. 
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This report reviews biomimetic studies performed in China on the beetle forewing, noting that Chinese scholars studying 
bionics have substantially advanced various branches of biomimetic research in beetles. The report also proposes the 
development of branches of bionic research and establishes the foundation for corresponding experiments and theories. Then, 
using the A. dichotoma forewing as a an example, the cross-sectional shape, orientation of the laminated fiber layers, 
structure of the trabeculae, and respective mechanical properties of the forewing, as well as their biological significance, are 
reviewed. 1) The forewing has a lightweight border frame structure and an optimal design of variable cross-sections suitable 
for different positions, which achieves the specific second moment of inertia required for flight. 2) Due to the 
non-equiangular, laminated structure of the forewing, there are two types of tensile fracture morphologies: fiber breakage and 
residual bridging. This study demonstrates the anisotropy and the effectiveness of the forewing’s tensile strength by analyzing 
the orientation direction of the fibers. 3) The trabecular structure can be used to efficiently improve the peel resistance of the 
laminated composites. Based on the above points, possible directions for future work are also indicated in this paper. 

 
1250   Hybrid Biological Fiber-Reinforced Resin-Based Friction Materials Friction and Wear Performance Test 

Yunhai Ma1, 2,a, Shengsheng Ma1, 2,b, Shenglong Shen1, 2,, Jin Tong1, 2 and Li Guo1, 2 

1 The Key Laboratory of Bionic Engineering (Ministry of Education, P. R. China), Jilin University (Nanling Campus), 5988 Renmin Street, 
Changchun 130022, P. R. China 

2 The School of Biological and Agricultural Engineering, Jilin University (Nanling Campus), 5988 Renmin Street, Changchun 130022, P. R. China 
amyh@jlu.edu.cn, bmavictory@sohu.com, cliguo2012@jlu.edu.cn 

Keywords: friction material, biological fiber, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, friction, wear 
Friction material is essential for automotive braking system. Based on previous study of existing friction material problems, 
hybrid biological fiber-reinforced resin-based friction materials (HBRMs, from the reinforced fiber component of resin-based 
friction materials) were explored in this study. Bamboo fiber, jute fiber and wool fiber (all have length of 3-5 mm) were 
processed to make three types of HBRMs and considered as three factors of biological reinforced fiber in test using 
orthogonal experimental design. Each factor had three levels of 1%, 2% and 3% fiber mass fraction while the ratio of other 
raw materials remains unchanged. According to the orthogonal experimental design table, nine formulations (denoted as 
M1-M9) were determined to test the HBRMs. For comparison, non-bio-fiber reinforced friction material (NBM) was added 
in the test. The properties of the HBRMs tested included Rockwell hardness, impact strength and density. The friction and 
wear performance of the braking materials was examined by a speed friction tester. The results show that the friction 
coefficient of the HBRMs was slightly higher than that of the NBM, indicating biological fibers affected the friction 
coefficient. The friction coefficient of the HBRMs decreased firstly with the increase of temperature and had the lowest value 
when the temperature reached 300℃, and it increased then as temperature increased. During recovery process, the friction 
coefficient of the HBRMs firstly increased with the decrease of temperature and then decreased greatly when the temperature 
dropped to 100℃. The wear rates of the HBRMs increased with the increase of temperature and reached maximum value 
when temperature reached 200℃, then it decreased with the increase of temperature. The results of fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation analysis on the friction coefficient and wear rate show that the best comprehensive properties were presented when 
the mass fraction of bamboo, jute and wool fiber were 3%, 3% and 1%，respectively. 
 
2780             Trial Manufacture of Bionic Honeycomb Plates and their Bending Properties 

Chenglong Gu1, a, Chenglin He1, b, Jianxun Liu1, c and Jinxiang Chen*1, d 

1International Institute for Urban Systems Engineering, School of Civil Engineering, Southeast University, Nanjing, 210096, China 
a kang2008year@126.com, b 814330748@qq.com, c13913862013@126.com, dchenjpaper@yahoo.co.jp 

Key words: Honeycomb, lightweight composite, basalt fiber, bionic material, bending property. 
In order to develop the lightweight composite materials, we developed an integrated manufacturing method. The first trial 
production of the integrated honeycomb plate was fairly rough. This paper focuses on the trial manufacture of bionic 
honeycomb plates and discusses their mechanical properties. The conclusions were :1) An edge-sealing bionic integrated 
honeycomb plate has been provided; 2) some specific cases of improving the integrated manufacturing technology have been 
studied; and 3) the failure strength in the integrated honeycomb plate is significantly higher than that of the honeycomb plate 
with the adhesive layer. 
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Session 13: Biomechanics - III 

<Invited Talk>          Dynamic Response of Woodpecker’s Head under Impacting Load 

Chengwei Wu 
Dalian University of Technology, China 

cwwu@dlut.edu.cn 

Woodpeckers can beat trees 20-25 times per second for several seconds, with a 1200g deceleration, but it appears that they 
never get brain concussion. How does the stress wave propagate from the beak to brain, and how does the specific structure 
prevent a woodpecker from brain damage? In this paper, we establish a finite element model of a typical woodpecker’s head 
based on the X-ray tomography images. Based on the material property of cranium and beak measured by nano-indentation 
technology, we perform the numerical analysis of the impact response of the woodpecker’s head to explore the stress 
concentration zone and how the stress wave propagates in the head structure. The results show that the maximum stress in the 
bird’s brain is only on the order of hundred pascals. This is because the special structure of the woodpecker’ head and the 
mechanical property of the skull materials give a special protection for the brain. 

<Invited Talk>  Characterization of the Topography and Wettability of Biomimetic Réplicas of the Surfaces of Rose 
Petals and Clover Leaves 

A.S. Moita 
Instituto Superior Técnico, Portugal 

anamoita@dem.ist.utl.pt 

Biomimeticsor biologically inspired design relies on an understanding of biological functions, structures, and principles of 
various entities found in nature with the goal of designing products, processes and systems of commercial and/or industrial 
value which mimic certain features of the biological counterparts. Particularly interesting applications in this realm concern 
the production of custom made surfaces. For example, many plant leaf surfaces have a hierarchical topography built up of a 
combination of microstructures and superimposed nanostructures which influence physical properties such as adhesion, 
wettability and spectral properties. The replication of the superhydrophobic and self-cleaning properties of the Lotus leaf is 
one of the best examplesin this area. Interesting properties can also be found in other plants, as shown for instance by 
Bhushanet al., who attempted to replicate the adhesive characteristics of rose petals.  
Low-cost effective methodsthat accurately replicateand transfer the relevant micro and nanostructures and patterns onto 
polymeric materials are especially useful in a biomimetic context were the goal is to identify the hierarchical architectures 
that generate such particular properties (namely hydrophobicity or adhesion). In the present work we use the Koch’s method 
to produce replicas of a number of plant leaves with different surface properties. The selection of the plants was based on 
bibliographic research and field trips to botanic gardens. The final surfaces, which were used in this work, were chosen to 
have different wetting and adhesive properties. The replicas and the original plant leaves are characterized and compared 
regarding their topography and their wettability. Given that transition between homogeneous and heterogeneous wetting 
regimes may occur under dynamic conditions, the hydrophobic vs adhesive properties of the replicas are investigated and 
compared with the natural leaves, by comparing the dynamic behaviour of impacting water droplets. 
 
1050             Propulsive Performance of Flexible Fin with Fluid-Structure Interaction Study 

Bo Liu a, Min Xub, Lei Wangc, Jie Yangd, Shiwu Zhange  
University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, Anhui, China 

ayunjue@mail.ustc.edu.cn, bxumin@ustc.edu.cn, clwang020@mail.ustc.edu.cn, djieyang@ustc.edu.cn, eswzhang@ustc.edu.cn 

Keywords: fluid-structure interaction, flexible pectoral fin, Young’s modulus, moment of inertia, bending stiffness, thrust 
force 
Fluid-structure interaction (FSI), which solves the coupling between solid and fluid, has more and more been adopted by 
researchers to better study interaction between the hydrodynamic and structural flexibility. In this paper we adopt FSI and 
study a model simplified from the pectoral fin of Koi Carp.  Flexibility is a comprehensive assessment of soft structures, it 
not only relates to the material constitutive parameter, but also relates to the apparent morphology parameter. The Young’s 
modulus and moment of inertia are two typical parameters. In this paper we first investigate the Young’s modulus’ effect on 
the propulsive performance, the fluid structures are analyzed and the motions are presented, then we discuss the moment of 
inertia, their thrust forces are compared. Results show that proper flexibility can greatly increase the thrust forces while too 
flexible fin’s behavior is worse. Moreover, the bending stiffness, a uniform parameter combines the material property and 
morphology parameter, is explored. It is found out that even for the same bending stiffness, different couples of Young’s 
modulus and moment of inertia will lead to different propulsive performance. These findings will provide a useful guidance 
for the design and manufacture of novel flexible underwater bio-mimetic vehicles. 
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2380                     A Biologically Motivated Flight Control System for PAVs 
Yang Yu1, a, Zhengjie Wang1,b,Meifang Guo3 

1Scholl of Mechatronical Engineering, Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, China 
3212 Institute, China North Industries Group Corporation, Beijing, China 

aheavycarrier@126.com, bwangzhengjie@bit.edu.cn 

Keywords: PAVs, wing-load sensing, bionic-optical sensing, bionic flight control system. 
In this paper, the methods of bionic flight control system for PAV are researched and a simplified model contained 
bionic-sensor component is designed. Based on some idealized assumptions, a simulation is accomplished. The results 
demonstrated that it is feasible to develop a bionic flight control system and the system is able to provide a compact and 
low-priced design scheme for PAV. 
 
1890   The Experimental Study of the Influence of the Foot Articulated Structure on the Biped Robot Walking 

Hu Xiaochuna, Li Xiaopeng, Zhang Qingqing, Zhao Bao, Xia Qin 
School of Mechanical and Automotive Engineering, Hefei University of Technology, Hefei, China 

ahuxiaochun@hfut.edu.cn 

Keywords: foot deformation, walking gait, kinematics, structure, biped robot.  
Purpose：By investigating the variation of the human walking gait kinematics with respect to the foot deformation constraint, 
prove that bionic design of feet are the necessity for biped robots to imitate human walking better in terms of flexibility, 
stability and efficiency. The results will be significant for future research and development of biped robots. Methods: A 
human being was assumed as a perfect biped robot which had ideal motion drive and control. The walking gait parameters of 
two healthy men with foot deformation unconstrained and constrained were tested respectively by the inertia motion capture 
suit, and then they were processed by programming and analyzed by comparison. Results: The data analysis showed that 
when subjects walked with foot deformation constrained, their angular displacements of lower limb joints generally increased, 
the curves of angular velocity and accelerations fluctuated in certain walking phases, the walking pace and stride length 
decreased obviously, the single support phase shortened while the double support phase lengthened. At the same time, 
subjects felt subjectively that their body motion was less flexible, the walking posture was difficult to control, and the 
walking stability was more strenuous to keep. Conclusion: Combining the logical analogies with the detailed experimentation 
results, it is inferred that biped robots with rigid feet will have to suffer awkward and unstable walking gait, heavier and 
strenuous steps, and lower energy efficiency while walking. The paper concludes the necessity of bionic design of the robot 
feet for improving the walking quality of the biped robots. The conclusion and the experiment data will be of significant 
value for future work of robot design and evaluation. 
 
OA04        Aerial Ballet in Emei Tree Frog: Could frogs turn over during falling in supine posture? 

Lei Wang1,a, Hao Wang2,b, Yang Liu1,c, Jing Song1,d, Li Ding1,e, Zhendong Dai2,f, Yezhong Tang1,g 
1Department of Herpetological Research, Chengdu Institute of Biology, the Chinese Academy of Sciences, Chengdu, 610041, China 

2Institute for Bio-inspired Structure and Surface Engineering, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing, 210016, China 
awanglei@cib.ac.cn, b13814071716@163.com, cliuyang1986@sina.cn, dsongjingoak@163.com, edingli917@gmail.com, fzddai@nuaa.edu.cn, 

gtangyz@cib.ac.cn 

Keywords: arboreal frog; ecotype; somersault; air-righting; hindleg 
The capability of rapid posture adjusting during aerial descent were behaviorally measured in three ecotypes of anuran 
species, e.g. arboreal Emei tree frog (Rhacophorus omeimontis), geocole Emei music frog (Babina daunchina) and aquatic 
African clawed frog (Xenopus laevis) to test the hypothesis that the tree frogs but not the other anurans were able to regulate 
the aerial posture and land with feet when dropping accidentally. For this purpose, we built an experimental settings 
including a device to keep the subjects stably in an abdomen-up position under the internal top and release the subjects within 
80 ms, a high speed digital video camera to capture the falling postures, and a mirror standing vertically with the camera to 
capture the side images. The successful landing was defined as the subjects touching down the ground with feet for the first 
touch since some individuals can turn over right after landing. The results showed that R. omeimontis has the successful 
landing rate of 72.2%, significant differing from those of B. daunchina (33.3%) and X. laevis (22.2%), respectively. B. 
daunchina lives in land and usually jumps away when encountering predators while X. laevis is a total aquatic animal and 
loses completely abilities of jumping and aerial posture adjusting. The tree frogs often jump from one tree or branch to 
another in order to predate or anti-predate so that the function of aerial posture regulation involved. 
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Session 14: Bionic Sensor 

<Invited Talk>         Signal Processing in Auditory and Vestibular System of Tokay Gecko 

Yezhong Tang*, Catherine Carr, Wenbo Wang, Jakob Christensen-Dalsgaard and Zhendong Dai  
Chengdu Institute of Biology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China 

* tangyz@cib.ac.cn 

Geckos are well known for their specific abilities of vocal communication and 3-D locomotion. Engineering would be 

inspired by these stereotypical behaviors and the underlying biophysical and neurobiological mechanisms. We have therefore 

combined bioacoustics with neuroanatomical and electrophysiological methods to elucidate auditory and vestibular signal 

processing in Tokay gecko (Gekko gecko). The results show that 1) the dominant frequencies in species-specific calls matches 

the most sensitive frequencies measured with the auditory brainstem response; 2) ears are highly directional, owing to strong 

acoustical coupling of the eardrums and almost perfect sound transmission from the contralateral ear; 3) the auditory and 

vestibular nuclei in the brainstem are well developed and adapted to the sound localization and locomotion; 4) responses of 

neurons in the vestibular brainstem correspond to the postural changes and to yaw, pitch and roll turns. 
 
<Invited Talk>              Surface-Initiated Controlled Radical Polymerizations 

Feng Zhou 
Lanzhou Institute of Chemical Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Surface-initiated controlled radical polymerizations (SIP) from initiator-modified surfaces lead to polymer brushes with 

variable compositions, architectures and functionalities, as well as complex (co)polymers and organic/inorganic hybrid 

materials. Among the different controlled radical polymerization techniques, atom transfer radical polymerization is widely 

used for tailoring the surface chemistry and topography. However, a number of problems always exist: polymerization in 

inert atmosphere; less control due to fast polymerization; large amount of monomer wasted. We have developed some novel 

approaches that can allow SI-ATRP to proceed in ambient environment, ultrasmall volume solutions and in more controlled 

manner.  

We are particularly interested in the type of charged polymer brushes, i.e. polyelectrolyte brushes. Charge repulsion makes 

polymer chains assume more stretched state and can be easily tuned by counterions interaction. In the way, the conformation 

can be changed. This provides feasible way to tune the surface friction property. The extreme low friction makes polymer 

brushes ideal platform for antibiofouling and antibioadhesion. Biofouling by living organisms to surfaces always caused 

serious problems, including reduced ship speed, increased fuel consumption due to drag, corrosion and malfunction. By 

grafting effective polymer brushes on nano- and micro-structured surfaces, we are able to achieve nearly perfect 

antibiofouling. Based on fundamental research result, we are also developing environmental friendly and metal free 

antifouling coatings for seawater field tests. 
 
960     New Design, Kinematic and Static Force Modeling of a Bio-Inspired Leg Mechanism for Rough Terrain 

Zhang Long1, a, Ma Dawei1, b, Zhu Zhongling1, c, Hu Jian2, d 
1 School of Mechanical Engineering, Nanjing University of Science and Technology, Nanjing 210094, China 

2 Department of Computer Science and Technology, Southeast University, Nanjing 210096, China 
alzhang@mail.njust.edu.cn, bma-dawei@mail.njust.edu.cn, czzl_nj@163.com, dhujiannjust@163.com 

Keywords: Bio-inspired robot; legged machine; kinematical analysis; static analysis 

This paper presents an invertebrate leg-like mechanism, which is biologically inspired from invertebrate creatures such as 

crabs and insects. For the purpose that the leg mechanism could imitate the behavior of the invertebrate animal on rough 

terrain, it should have the same degree of freedoms as the crabs or insects have. The novel leg mechanism consists of 3 joints 

which linkage has 5 degrees of freedom (DOFS), and mainly depends on a coxa joint driven by a parallel mechanism for the 

biomimetic motions. The parallel mechanism with 3 DOF is well designed and implemented with the excellent kinematical 

performances as invertebrate creatures. The mathematical model of the leg mechanism and the kinematical analysis are 

described, and static force performance characteristics are also discussed. The kinematical performances of the leg 

mechanism are analyzed by the numerical simulation conducted in biomimetic robots application. The simulation results 

show the performance of the proposed leg-like mechanism and verify that the leg can be used in the biomimetic robot which 

could exactly imitate limb motions. 
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680           An Inchworm Bionic Stepping Actuator based on PZT/ ER Hybrid Dive and Control 
Guojun Liu1,a, Jianfang Liu1,b, Jianqiao Li2c, Zhigang Yang1d, Jia Zhu1e 

1College of Mechanical Science and Engineering, Jilin University, Changchun 130025, China 
2Key Laboratory of Bionic Engineering (Jilin University), Ministry of Education, 130025, China 

agjliu@jlu.edu.cn, bjfliu@jlu.edu.cn (Corresponding author),cjqli@jlu.edu.cn, dyzg@jlu.edu.cn, ejiazhu2008@163.com 

Keywords: inchworm, PZT stack pump, ER fluids valve, stepping actuator 
An unconventional inchworm stepping actuator based on bionics is presented, which consists of driving unit (PZT stack 
pump), fluid control unit (ER fluids valve), actuating mechanism (precision hydraulic cylinder). As a new type of precision 
force/ displacement driving and positioning system, it inherits the advantages of conventional inchworm actuators, and also 
has its own remarkable characteristics, such as that stepping displacement can be adjusted precisely through varying the 
working voltage and frequency, etc. The driving unit is actuated jointly by double PZT stacks; Multi-channel parallel 
cylindrical ER fluids valve is designed as the control valve. In the lab, the inchworm bionic stepping actuator based on PZT/ 
ER hybrid dive and control is designed and manufactured, and the related performances are tested systematically. The 
maximum driving force reaches 49N, and the step size and driving speed VS the working voltage shows a good linear 
relationship under three different signal waveforms. At the same time, in the frequency range less than 40Hz, the driving 
speed VS the frequency approximately shows a linear relationship. When working voltage is 100V and rectangle wave signal 
inputs, the step size reaches 12.6μm. When the working voltage and frequency is 100V, 40Hz, respectively, the driving speed 
reaches 420μm/s. The maximum drive speed of test prototype reaches 1051 μm/s, when working in frequency 75 Hz. The 
systematic test shows that the method using PZT and ER hybrid drive and control technology to develop a new type of 
inchworm bionic stepping actuator is feasible, which provides a reference for the future development of new type of actuator. 
 
1500                      Modeling of Fish Adaptive Behaviors in Unsteady Flows 

Zhaowei Ma, Tianjiang Hu a ，Han Zhou，Guangming Wang and Daibing Zhang 
College of Mechatronics and Automation, National University of Defense Technology, Changsha 410073, China 

at.j.hu@nudt.edu.cn 

Keywords: adaptive behaviors, neural oscillators, gait model, unsteady flow, altered flow pattern, central pattern generator (CPG) 
Fish can swim swiftly in complicated flow environments, which conceives inspirations for man-made underwater vehicles. 
This paper concentrates on observation and modeling of fish adaptive behaviors in unsteady flows. A good representative of 
bony fish, crucian, is taken as the experimental specimen for investigating biological adaptation with response to alteration of 
surrounding flow patterns. Difference of swimming parameters is confirmed by recorded samples within several flow 
patterns. Furthermore, a bio-inspired gait model is constructed to stimulate fish adaptive behaviors, since the traditional 
model is hardly suitable. The model is inspired and supported by biological neural oscillators. By using the developed neural 
oscillator model, not only certain rhythmic motions under a steady flow pattern can be generated, but also behavioral 
transitions between multiple different patterns within unsteady flows come true. Experimental results validate the 
effectiveness of the developed neural model in continuously and smoothly regulating fish propulsive patterns within unsteady 
flows. 
 
1200           Culturing and Bonding of Diatom on a Microfluidic Chip for Biosensing Application  

Jun Cai1,a, Junfeng Pan1*,b, Mingli Chen1,c, Yu Wang1,d and Deyuan Zhang1,e  
1 School of Mechanical Engineering and Automation, Beihang University, Beijing, 100191, PR China  

ajun_cai@buaa.edu.cn, b panjunfeng@foxmail.com, c295847510@qq.com, dhutter2@163.com, ezhangdy@buaa.edu.cn 

Keywords: diatom; microfluidic chip; biosensing; biosenor; hierarchical structure 
In order to fabricate biosensors with high sensitivity, the diatom Coscinodiscus excentricus was cultured on a microfluidic 
chip made with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), then the organic matter of diatom cells was removed and only diatom 
frustules were left, after which the cleaned frustules were bonded onto the bottom of the PDMS micro chamber by ultraviolet 
irradiation. The overview and the detailed morphology of the frustules in the chamber were analyzed by SEM, and the 
ultraviolet irradiation bonding mechanism of diatom with PDMS was discussed. Finally, the diatom based microfluidic chip 
was tested with the fluorescein-labeled protein; and the result showed that the fluorescence intensity of the diatom was 4 
times stronger compared with that of the surrounding blank region.  
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Session: Bionic Struture 

80      A Model of Sheath of Bovine Horn Coupled Nano-mechanical Properties and Microstructures 
Ruiqing Wang 1, Xiaohui Wang 2, Yueming Wang 3, Jiuhao Gao 4, Jin Tong 3 and Jiyu Sun 3,a 

1 the Second Hospital, Jilin University, Changchun, 130041, P. R. China 
2 School of Basic Medical Science, Jilin University, Changchun, P.R. China 

3 Key Laboratory of Bionic Engineering (Ministry of Education, China), Jilin University, Changchun, 130022, P.R. China 
4 The first engineers scientific research institite of the general armaments department, Beijing, P.R.China 

a Corresponding author: Sun Jiyu    email: sjy@jlu.edu.cn 
Keywords: bovine horn; nano-mechanical property; microstructure; coupled model 
With the long-term evolution, the bovine horn as the primary protective and offensive weapon has superior mechanical 
properties. The bovine horn consists of two parts, the keratinous horn sheath and the bony core. The keratinous is natural 
composite material with a highly toughness and can bear impact and repeated loads during fighting. It has a complex 
hierarchical microarchitecture. To establish the qualitative model for finding the possible relationship between structure and 
mechanical properties of bovine horn, in this paper, the model was established that based on the parameters provided by 
microstructure imaging and nanoindentation testing from transverse and longitudinal directions. Which would provide 
information useful for the developing bionic composite materials for micro-aircraft, bionic tribology, bionic medical 
apparatus and bionic organs (tissue engineering). 
 
150                      Design and Experiments of a Bionic Hook-shape Subsoiler 

Qiang Zhang 1,2,a, Lulu Yu 2,b, Honglei Jia 1,c, Xianjun Liu2,d, Li Zhang 2,e 

1Key Laboratory of Bionic Engineering, (Jilin University), Ministry of Education.No. 5988 Renmin Street, Changchun, China 
2College of Biological & Agricultural Engineering, Jilin University, No. 5988 Renmin Street, Changchun, China 

azhangqiang@jlu.edu.cn, bllyu@jlu.edu.cn, cjiahl@vip.163.com, d378240622@qq.com, ebatonlili@126.com 
Keywords: Bionics; Tillage resistance; Subsoiler; Soil animals  
Based on study of morphology of animal claws and subsoiling characteristics of subsoiler, a bionic hook-shape subsoiler is 
designed to decrease its operating resistance and to improve the terrain surface morphology. Design concepts and the 
structure scheme of the subsoiler are presented. The influences of tillage depth and operating speed on the operating 
resistance of bionic hook-shape subsoiler are examined in soil bin experimental tests by comparison with a standard 
arc-shape subsoiler regulated by national standard (JB/T 9788-1999). It is proved by experimental results that the bionic 
hook-shape subsoiler when the operating speed range is 4-5km / h, compared with the standard arc-shape subsoiler, showed 
much lower operating resistance and power requirement against soil. The resistance-decrease index of the bionic hook-shape 
subsoiler is 24.1%, 24.4% and 26.5% at 300, 350 and 400mm cutting depth, respectively.   
 
520                    Study on Wear of Bionic Roller Based on Arca subcrenala Lischke 

Feng-ming Teng, Xing-wang Zhang, Fang-yuan Liu, Qian Cong 
Key Laboratory of Engineering Bionics of Ministry of Education, Jilin University, Changchun 130022, China 

Based on the Arca subcrenala Lischke’s surface morphology and its excellent wear-resistance, we designed and processed the 
cement rollers with stripe-shaped surface. We used test optimization and regression analysis techniques, made the number of 
stripes and stripe’s depth as the experimental factors, and have studied the stripe-shaped cement roller wear mechanism. We 
got the relationship function between roller wear with the depth and number of stripes, explored the influence of resistance 
about wear based on the various test factors, and made a simple analysis of the wearable mechanism of the stripe-shaped 
Bionic rollers. 
 
930            The Impressive and Inspirational Rhizome-Root Systems of Bamboo and Biomimetics 

C. S. Chen1,a, Katherine Chen2,b 
1National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu, Taiwan 

2Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA 
acschen@mx.nthu.edu.tw, bnanobioharvardmit@yahoo.com 

Keywords: Bamboo, rhizome, root, biomimetics, smart systems 
Bamboo is the fastest growing plant in the world. It has provided us with all our daily necessaries including food, clothing, 
housing, transportation, medicine, arts (music, painting). Bamboo has helped us in cleaning our environment (absorption of 
more carbon dioxide and producing more oxygen than any other plants), securing our soil. It has also provided us with many 
valuable inspirations in sciences and technology, human cognition, literatures and social behaviors. Bamboo is a real versatile 
and fascinating plant. 
Even though great efforts have been spent in investigating the bamboo, there are still more attractive features and inspiration, 
particularly in the rhizome and roots of bamboo to be explored for our additional benefits and appreciation. We hope to 
improve our smart systems including sensing and many other technologies with the help of the fast propagating and dense 
bamboo rhizome-root systems. We also hope to improve our water and soil sustainability with the help of the very efficient 
water regulating and soil preservation of bamboo. We are exploring the possible interactions between the bamboo rhizomes 
and roots as well. 
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1100              Acoustic Performance Analysis of Bionic Coupling Multi-layer Structure 
Yonghua Wang1,2,a, Chengchun Zhang1,b*, Luquan Ren1,c, 

Mohamed Ichchou2, Marie-Annick Galland3, Olivier Bareille2 
1Key Laboratory of Bionic Engineering (Ministry of Education), Jilin University, Changchun 130022, P. R. China 

2Laboratory of Tribology and System Dynamics, Ecole Centrale de Lyon, Ecully 69134, France 
3Laboratory of Fluid Mechanics and Acoustics, Ecole Centrale de Lyon, Ecully 69131, France 

aYonghua.Wang@ec-lyon.fr, b*jluzcc@jlu.edu.cn, clqren@jlu.edu.cn 
Keywords: Biomimetic method; Multi-layer acoustic structure; Impedance transfer method; Absorption coefficients 
The interest of this paper lies in the proposition of using bionic method to develop a new sound absorption structure. Inspired 
by the coupling absorption structure of the skin and feather of a typical silent flying bird – owl, a bionic coupling multi-layer 
structure model is developed, which is composed of a micro-silt plate, porous fibrous material and a flexible micro-perforated 
membrane backed with airspace. The impedance transfer method is applied to calculate the absorption coefficients and 
analyze the influences of different parameters of each layer on absorption coefficients of this model. Based on numerical 
simulations, the effectiveness of this proposed model is tested. The average absorption coefficient reaches 0.85 within the 
frequency range from 200 Hz to 2000 Hz. The significant improvement of absorption coefficients can be mainly due to the 
Helmholtz effects of the micro-silt plate and flexible micro-perforated membrane, and the combination with porous materials 
can lead to even better absorption performance in broadband. 
 
1140                            A Method of Rapid Position Estimation  

Qiang Xing1,2，a, Zhendong Dai 1, Hao Wang 1,b* 

1. Institute of Bio-inspired Structure and Surface Engineering, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing,210016,China 
2. College of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing 210016,China 

aemail:xingqiang85@nuaa.edu.cn, b*email: haowang@nuaa.edu.cn 
Keywords: EMD; Motion detection; FOV; Compound eye; Multi objects 
Initiation of insect’s optomotor reaction, researchers developed the element movement detector (EMD) in motion detection 
field. The detector can estimate the motion parameters of the moving target quickly in 2-D spatial orientation, such as angular 
velocity and angular displacement. Based on the compound eyes, we designed a new positioning method. It has the ability in 
positioning in 3-D spatial orientation with wide field of view (FOV). And then we did some experiments to verify that the 
positioning algorithm had higher accuracy of position estimation in time. 
 
1440        Study on the Anti-Corrosion Properties of Drill Pipe Surface with Bionic Ring Structure 

Yunhai Ma1, 2, a, Zhifeng Yan1,2, b, Yucheng Liu1,2, c, Fudong lin1,2, 
Zhiqinwang1,2, Li Guo1,2 and Jin Tong1,2 

1 The Key Laboratory of Bionic Engineering (Ministry of Education, P. R. China), JilinUniversity (Nanling Campus), 5988 Renmin Street, Changchun 
130022, P.R.China;  2 The College of Biological and Agricultural Engineering, Jilin University (Nanling Campus), 5988 Renmin Street, Changchun 
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The combination between cuticle and prism layer of a shell is similar to that of the coating and substrate. The form of 
mechanical bond between the shell cuticle and prismatic layer was treated as the main bionic point, and shell surface 
morphology structure was treated as the bionic prototype in this study. Accordingly, the surface of 26GrMo steel drill pipe 
was designed having the structure of bionic ring groove. Using the revetest scratch tester of Revetest Xpress Plus, the 
bonding strength of the coating of drill pipe with and without bionic structure were measured, and the change of bonding 
strength were observed. The experimental results show that the critical load breaking the surface coating of drill pipe with 
bionic ring groove was 12.77 N. The status of combination between the coating and the surface of drill pipe with bionic ring 
groove model was quite intact and the scratch curve was relatively stationary when the load was less than 12.77 N. However 
the critical load breaking the surface coating of drill pipe without bionic ring groove was 5.4 N which was half of the critical 
load that for drill pipe with bionic ring groove. Meanwhile, the scratch curve had larger fluctuation compared with that with 
bionic ring groove. Therefore, the bionic structure can enhance the bonding strength between the surface and coating of the 
drill pipe. The bionic structure can greatly improve the mechanical combination form between the coating and the surface of 
drill pipe. It can be also beneficial to the combination of the coating and the drill pipe surface to improve the anti-corrosion 
performance of the drill pipe. 
1480   Characteristics on Stability of a Hydraulic-Driven Bionic Structure Based on Undulating Rhythm Motion  

Haijun Xu, Shengyao Yi, Tengan Zou and Lei Zhang 
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Hydraulic system has special application for bionic structure and rhythm motion, since driving structure and method has huge 
influence on characteristics of bionic propelling. With a bionic undulating propeller driving by hydraulic system, some 
analysis on stability of bionic motion unit and undulating wave has been brought forward. Results show that stability 
characteristics can be improved while adjusting parameters of bionic structure and hydraulic system, as well as the rhythm 
motion be ameliorated. All these will make important guidance for enhancing bionic propelling efficiency, and have been 
validated partly by some experiments on a bionic undulating propelling prototype.  
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1570         Bio-Inspired Microhair Arrays for Superhydrophobicity and Unidirectional Wettability 
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Bio-inspired vertically aligned microhair arrays on polymer substrates were fabricated using polystyrene (PS) sphere 
colloidal lithography, followed by oxygen plasma reactive ion etching. After subsequent tilted ion beam irradiation, stooped 
microhair arrays were obtained. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was employed to characterize and analyze the 
as-synthesized samples. The results demonstrate that microhairs are vertically aligned in a large area and bend along a same 
direction after tilted ion beam irradiation. Furthermore, each microhair is sculptured with many elaborate nanogrooves. The 
wettability of the microhair arrays has been investigated. It is revealed that the vertically aligned microhair arrays after 
silanization present robust superhydrophobicity, which is attributed to the trapped air and hierarchical roughness. However, 
the stooped microhair arrays exhibit unidirectional wettability, which results from the different energy barrier in the forward 
stooped direction and the reverse direction. Moreover, their wettability could be tuned by the morphologies of microhair 
arrays. Due to these remarkable wetting properties, the bionic microhair arrays could have promising applications including 
antifogging, microfluidics, biomedical coatings and self cleaning surfaces. 
 
1820          Revealing the Mechanism of High Loading Capacity of Mammals in Leg Structure 
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Keywords: Leg skeletal structure; Plane open-chain five-bar mechanism; Dead-point supporting effect; High loading 
capacity. 
To reveal the mechanism of high loading capacity, the characteristics of the mammalian leg skeletal structure are analyzed, 
and the horse is chosen as a typical example. The supporting situations of the horse are presented, including the symmetrical 
case and the unsymmetrical one. According to the results of animal anatomy, the skeletal structures of the forelimb and the 
hind limb are appropriately simplified to plane open-chain five-bar mechanisms. The force analyses of the five-bar 
mechanisms are presented to explore the variations of joint moments in two aspects: changing the direction of the ground 
reaction force and changing the posture of the leg. It is concluded that the dead-point supporting effect of the leg skeletal 
structure makes the mammals possess high loading capacity. It means thatthe mammals bear loads by bones rather than 
muscles of the leg to keep leg jointsstable. Hence the mammals could carry high loads with little energy consumption of leg 
muscles. 
 
1850         The Research on Noise Reduction Device Based on Micropore Structure of Honeycomb 
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Cavitation noise is the major source of noise in fluid power transmission system. Noise value is t important index to measure 
the quality of equipments. So reducing noise is the primary goal. Honeycomb called a natural miracle has unique structure 
and perfect acoustic performance. A kind of noise reduction device was presented in this paper based on micropore structure 
of honeycomb and micro-perforated panel theory. The design idea and design proposal of the device has been discussed. 
Then simulation of the device had been done in order to optimize the design. The number and position of cavitation has been 
assured and the open porosity was selected as a judgment index. The results of simulation indicated the device added to fluid 
system could reduce cavitation noise effectively. The device was made and added to the water circuits in experiment field. 
Eliminating interference of environmental noise, the noise of water circuits system used the device was decreased by 3dB 
compared with the system without the device. 
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Press roller is a commonly used tool for compacting soil to a suitable compactness. An ideal press roller should be able to 
ensure a low adhesion and rolling resistance in a suitable compaction. However, in tillage operation, the phenomenon of soil 
adhesion occurred widely when press roller worked. In this research, the ventral surface of dung beetles was taken as the 
bionic prototype and bionic ridged geometric structure press rollers were designed using ultra high molecular weight 
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polyethylene material. Under the same testing conditions, press rollers with different geometrical details were conducted to 
examine the effect of ridge section diameter, ridge height to diameter ratio and the number of ridges along the circumference 
of the rollers on rolling resistance and soil adhesion. The results showed that the all bionic rollers exhibited lower adhesion 
than a conventional roller. While, only ridged bionic roller with suitable size could reduce rolling resistance. The bionic roller 
with the ridge diameter of 40 mm, dimensionless ratio of height to diameter of 0.5, the number of 12 indicated the lowest 
resistance in this work, 25 % lower than conventional roller. 
 
2170   A Method for Quantitative Analysis of Geometrical Structure of Animal Organs in Meso-scale: the Dung 
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The geometrical shapes of some animal organs have distinguished functions and properties that can provide useful 
information for bionic engineering applications. Hence, it is necessary to quantitatively measure the geometrical structure of 
those animal organs. However, some of the animal organs are tiny, complex and in the Meso-scale (0.1~10 mm). Their 
potential bionic application requires an accurate and efficient method to quantitatively analysis of their geometrical shapes. 
But existing methods are difficult and inefficient to quantitatively analysis. Yet, it was found that MATLAB image processing 
and computer vision technique can be advantageously exploited to obtain outer margin geometrical information from 
stereomicroscopy photograph. In this work, based on MATLAB, a program was designed and a method was proposed that 
specified for extract meso-scale animal organ outer margin contour points. The procedure for obtaining quantified 
geometrical information can be conclude as that stereomicroscope image of bionic object animal organ was prepared, the 
image to reduce noise interference was processed, the outer edge contour points was detected, and the points x and y 
coordinates data to computer database was stored. The foreleg of dung beetle Copris ochus Motschulsky, which is with 
special tooth-like structure for burrowing, the height of the end tooth is only around 1 mm and the width is about 0.5 mm, 
supported by this method, the outer edge profile of the foreleg end tooth was extracted from stereomicroscopy image with 
669 × 727 pixels, about 1500 outer edge contour points was obtained, points’ x and y coordinates data were inputted to 
computer database for further analysis. This method is efficient, accurate and easy to adapt to quantitatively analysis of 
geometrical characteristic features of other animal organs in meso-scale. 
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Insects in nature have outstanding flight skills, and the research on their flight kinematics and dynamics can provide 
inspiration for the design of flapping-wing aircraft. An experiment was designed to study the mechanism and reveal the 
dynamics when Otidognathus Davidis Fair (ODF) flies. In this paper, two flight parameters, including lift and thrust of ODF, 
were tested using the insect flight test system, while ODF was under constraint on plexiglass. Experimental results showed 
that frequency of the wing was about 64 3Hz± , and the maximum of lift and thrust can reach 95mN and 300mN, respectively. 
With the increase of the weight, both of the peak values of lift and thrust change very little. Furthermore, their tendencies are 
of the same. 
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Compared with the fixed-wing and rotary-wing aerial vehicle, the bionic ornithopter has unique advantages in flying 
maneuverability and flexibilities, becoming one of the focuses of current researches. Because of their high speeds, long 
distance flight sand low energy consumptions, more and more attentions has been paid to flying insects. Their unique 
physical structures and flight modes will enlighten the bionic ornithopter. In this paper, four insects’ flight-related muscle 
biological structures were dissected to specify the effects of the muscles. Then the flapping wing behavior of two of these 
insects was tested to guide for design of the bionic ornithopter. The anatomic results showed that they commonly own the 
dorsoventral muscles, whose weight proportions increase with their body wall thickness. The three-dimensional flapping 
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traces of Dragonflies and Uangs are respectively “8-shape” and “resemble-8-shape”. With combines of anatomy and flapping 
wing behavior test, the dorsoventral muscle and the tergal longitudinal muscle affect some flight parameters (flapping wing 
frequency, flapping wing angle, flapping wing movement, etc.). But these flight parameters’ changes were not sure entirely 
caused by the muscles. The study of insect physiology structure and flight mode not only can help the further understanding 
of the production mechanism of high-lift when insects flying, but also can provide theoretical support for development of the 
bionic ornithopter. 
 
2540                  Design of the Lightweight Structure and Its Mechanical Properties 
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Based on the microstructure of the cross-section of the beetle's elytra, a kind of bio-inspired lightweight structure was 
designed and made by the carbon fiber material. The compressive and shear mechanical properties of the lightweight 
structures were studied with finite element method. In addition, quasi-static compression experiments of the structure 
samples were carried out. The experimental results and the finite element analysis results were compared and analyzed, 
which proved the effectiveness of the finite element analysis. 
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Based on the microstructure of the beetles elytra’s cross-section, a bio-inspired metallic structure was designed. The 
mechanical property and the thermal property of the structure were analyzed with finite element method, and the compressive 
force-displacement curve and temperature distribution the structure were obtained, respectively. At the same time, the 
bio-inspired metallic structure sample was made with the material of the stainless steel sheet, and the quasi-static experiment 
and the thermal experiment of the structure were carried out. Comparing the experimental results with the FEM analysis, the 
results proved both the accuracy and reliability of FEM. 
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The overall heat dissipation coefficients of the sandwich panels with bio-inspired lightweight composite cores were analyzed 
by using the effective medium model, Then the effective heat dissipation objective function of the panel was constructed. The 
author took advantages of the Latin hypercube sampling method to sample the experimental data and then to calculate it. On 
this basis, the static and dynamic mechanical objective functions of the panel were obtained by using the response surface 
method. Finally, the overall objective function was constructed and solved to achieve the target of multi-functional 
optimization. 
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Biomimicry is a new discipline which studies the best ideas of the nature and then imitates these designs and processes to 
solve human problems. Animals, plants, and microbes are the consummate engineers. They have found the things which 
works, which are appropriate, and most important of all, the things which will last here on Earth. In this study, the authors 
have focused on Nature’s Micro-Organism such as virus. A virus capsid is the protein shell of a virus which encloses the 
genetic material. Many viruses use an icosahedron or helical structure for their capsids. The capsid consists of numbers of 
subsets. Each of subsets also consists of number of triangles. Triangulations are different in viruses. But studies show that 
triangles are the base of virus geometry. Recent mechanic researches about the high resistance virus shells which are 
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connected by weak chemical connections, is the evidence of the importance of knowing about virus capsid geometry and 
mechanism. Besides, virus behavior in body which causes different kind of diseases can be considered as one of integral 
design parameters that may affects the design process. In this paper the authorsinvestigated the field ofform generation in 
algorithmic/digital spaces based on natural processes of form generation. In other words with the help of computational 
design, we can derive the structural parameters of virus shell such as icosahedron or helical structure arrangements and virus 
behavior specification in body, and then translate these biologic parameters into architectural purposes. 
  
 

Session: Biomachanics 
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To avoid broadband noise from a slat cove, the deployed slat contour is usually modified by filling cove, but the design is 
sensitive to aerodynamic performance. In the paper, a bionic slat without a cove is built on the basis of a bionic airfoil (i.e. 
stowed bionic multi-element airfoil), which is extracted from a long-eared owl wing. The quasi-two-dimensional models with 
a deployed bionic slat and a stowed bionic slat are manufactured by rapid manufacturing and prototyping system, respectively, 
and measured in a low-turbulence wind tunnel. The results are used to characterize High-lift mechanism: the lift coefficients 
of the model with a stowed slat are larger at less than 4°angle of attack, but the model with a deployed slat has the larger lift 
coefficients at greater than 4°angle of attack. Furthermore, the deployed bionic slat can increase stall angle and maximum lift 
coefficient, but also delay the decline of the lift coefficient curve slope meaning that the leading-edge separation is postponed 
within a certain range of angle of attack. At the same time, the flow field around the models is visualized by smoke wire 
method. The leading-edge separation of the model with a stowed slat is shown at low Reynolds number and angle of attack. 
However, the finding does not occur in the flow field of the model with a deployed slat at the same conditions, probably 
because the gap between the bionic slat and the main wing results in favorable pressure gradient, the deployed bionic slat 
decreases the peak of adverse pressure gradient by increasing the chord of the bionic multi-element model, and the bionic slat 
wake excites transition to the boundary layer on upper surface of the main wing. This superiority may be used as reference in 
the design of the leading-edge slat without a cove.  
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In today’s world, the energy crisis is serious increasingly. While making fuller use of renewable resources is an effective 
means to alleviate energy crisis. In order to make more efficient use of wind energy, we designed wind turbine blade by 
imitating the airfoil of Long-eared Owl and combining with the excellent aerodynamic characteristics of Long-eared Owl 
wings, hoping to get more efficient bionic blade wind turbine. Firstly, we extracted the airfoils of Long-eared Owl, and 
processed the wingspan models in the light of the airfoils on different locations of wingspan direction (spanwise ratio). 
Secondly, we put the various biological wingspans and the standard wingspan into wind tunnel tests, finding that the central 
(spanwise ratio is 40%～50%) of the Long-eared Owl wings is the main part to provide lift and the Long-eared Owl airfoil at 
spanwise ratio 50% has the best aerodynamic performance. Thirdly, we applied the airfoil at spanwise ratio 50% to the 500W 
standard small-size wind turbine blades, calculated parameters of the blade which imitated the Long-eared Owl airfoil, and 
processed the corresponding wind turbine model. Finally, we tested the efficiency of the bionic blade wind turbine, proving 
that the bionic blades can improve the efficiency of the wind turbine and the bionic blade wind turbine has the obvious 
advantages in high-wind conditions, the efficiency improvement maximum is 38%.  
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Engineers often use nature as an inspiration for generating designs. Plants have optimised their structures over millions of 
years of evolution. A lotus root, rhizome of Nelumbo Nucifera Gaertn having gas canals was studied in the paper. The lotus 
root cross section subjected to an external water pressure was analysed and compared with other cross sections including a 
circular hollow cross section. It was found that the lotus root cross section has more areas containing higher triaxiality factors 
due to the holes. The hydrostatic stress in the lotus root cross section varies from zero to several times that of the external 
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water pressure. However, the hydrostatic stress in a circular hollow cross section has a constant ratio to the external pressure. 
The research results show that engineering components with designed multi-holes can affect its failure behaviour. The 
structure of lotus root may be adopted in the design of engineering materials and structures. 
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The study on the locomotion mechanism in laboratory has defined performance limits for animals presently. But it is more 
significant for investigating mechanics of animals in their free state. In order to study the locomotion properties of Chinese 
mitten crabs Eriocheir sinensis Milne-Edwards locomotion on one smooth terrain and four types of rough terrains, a high 
speed 3-D (three-dimension) video recording system was used to record motion video images of crabs. The gait patterns, 
average velocity, the mechanical energy of the center of mass and percentage energy recovery were investigated with motion 
analysis system. The results show that Chinese mitten crabs used alternating tetrapod gait moving on smooth terrain and with 
the increasing of terrain roughness, the regularity of gait tended to be less conspicuous. When moving on smooth terrain, the 
average velocity decreased with the body mass of crabs increased. For rough terrains, the average velocity of the crabs with 
small body mass decreased with the body mass of crabs increased, but for big crabs, the average velocity had an increased 
relationship with the body mass. Like other legged animals, Chinese mitten crabs used two fundamental models of energy 
exchanging patterns: the inverted pendulum gait and the bouncing gait. In both of gait patterns, the bouncing gait was the 
main energy saving and conserving pattern. 
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This paper presents an invertebrate leg-like mechanism, which is biologically inspired from invertebrate creatures such as 
crabs and insects. For the purpose that the leg mechanism could imitate the behavior of the invertebrate animal on rough 
terrain, it should have the same degree of freedoms as the crabs or insects have. The novel leg mechanism consists of 3 joints 
which linkage has 5 degrees of freedom (DOFS), and mainly depends on a coxa joint driven by a parallel mechanism for the 
biomimetic motions. The parallel mechanism with 3 DOF is well designed and implemented with the excellent kinematical 
performances as invertebrate creatures. The mathematical model of the leg mechanism and the kinematical analysis are 
described, and static force performance characteristics are also discussed. The kinematical performances of the leg 
mechanism are analyzed by the numerical simulation conducted in biomimetic robots application. The simulation results 
show the performance of the proposed leg-like mechanism and verify that the leg can be used in the biomimetic robot which 
could exactly imitate limb motions. 
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Small size and superior jumping ability of locust provides an ideal structure model for bionic jump institutions research. In 
this paper, locust Trilophidia annulata as the research object. Use three-dimensional scan warts Locust hind, then get its 
simplified model by the software Matlab. According to the femur and tibia simplified model, calculated the rotational inertia 
and inertia movement of the femur and tibia in the take-off process. By analyzing the calculated results found that the 
presence of muscle tissue in locust femur lead to its larger rotational inertia, tibia hollow structure lead to a smaller moment 
inertia. Such structure not only to facilitate locusts control of its hind footbut also provide sufficient power for its jump. 
 
1370       Research on Kinematic Modeling of Octopus-Like Arm Manipulator Composed with Mixed Joints 
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Due to the space constraints and obstacles, the traditional industrial manipulator is too difficult to achieve some tasks, such as 
the gluing for the wing bulkhead of the aircraft and the maintenance for cooling pipes of the nuclear power plant, etc. 
Continuum manipulator, inspired by the trunk and the tentacle, proves to be very effective for above-mentioned tasks. A 
novel octopus-like biomimetic robots, is proposed in this paper, which is consisting of continuum joints and discrete joints, 
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and provide a host of benefits, such as the large space of movement, the high flexibility and the heavy load. A novel 
analytical approach for solving kinematics of the octopus-like arm manipulator with mixed joints is presented in this paper. 
Based on the bionic mechanism of the continuum manipulator constructed from mixed joints, the robot configuration is 
established. In this paper, we present a detailed formulation and explanation of a novel kinematic model for the continuum 
robots with mixed joints. The modeling method based on the Denavit–Hartenberg parameters(also called DH parameters) is 
used to depict the motion of robot. The robot is comprised of the continuum joint and the rotated joint, so the kinematic 
model of continuum joint is crucial for constructing that of the whole robot. The continuum joint is equivalent to a section of 
elastic body, whose D-H parametors can be obtain from the constant-curvature method. Then the forward kinematics of the 
whole robot can be builded in a D-H frame. Research results will create a new modeling method for the octopus-like 
continuum manipulators with mixed joints, which can give a new approach for the design on the biomimetic manipulators 
operating in the unstructured envirement. 
 
1720  Study on Wind Tunnel Tests and Aerodynamic Performance of the Bionic Airfoil Based on the Swallow’s Wing 
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This paper demonstrates the design of the airfoil of small wind turbines, and the bionic airfoil was inspired by the 
morphology of the swallow’s extended wing. The wind tunnel tests on the bionic and standard airfoils NACA4412 were 
conducted, and the aerodynamic performances of the airfoils were numerically investigated. The results show that the bionic 
airfoil has better aerodynamic performance, the lift coefficient and lift-drag ratio are larger than those of the NACA4412; 
with the angle of attack increases, both the bionic and standard airfoils stall, but the stall characteristics of the bionic airfoil 
are better.  
 
1780            Aerodynamic and aeroacoustic influence of leading-edge serrations of owl wing 

Geng-hua Liao1,2, Qing-ping Liu1,2, Wen-qiang Wang1,2,Zhi-wu Han1,2,Lu-quan Ren1,2, Cheng-chun Zhang1,2 
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It is well-known that the serrated leading edge of the outmost primary feather of some owl wings plays an important role in 
both gliding and flapping flight silently. In this paper, we discuss the influence of aerodynamic characteristic affected by the 
serrations besides suppressing noise. We obtained data cloud of the surface of a owl wing by Vivid-9i Non-contact 3D 
Digitizer, and every wing-cross-section data at selected spanwise locations was used to construct the three-dimensional owl 
wing. The geometry parameters of the leading edge serrations were extracted by Stereo Microscope(SM). In order to 
determine the effect of the serration dimensions on the aerodynamics and aeroacoustics, orthogonal experiments was 
performed under three Reynolds numbers with different angle of attacks, and the flow field around the wing was also 
visualized. We found that flow separation on the suction side of wing is controlled by serrations in a low Reynolds number. 
Keywords: owl wing, serrations, aerodynamics, aeroacoustics, orthogonal experiments 
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Zokor is a typical soil-borrowing animal – a rodent. The two fore claws of zokor are the main organs for excavating. 
Compared to claws of other rodents’ burrowing organs, the fore claws of zokor can realize efficient burrowing in compacted 
soil. In this work, the zokor (Myospalax psilurus) collected in northeast of China, as one species of Myospalacinae, was 
chosen as the research object. The geometric characteristic of the middle toe of the fore claws of the zokor was examined by 
stereo microscopy. Surface point clouds of the toe were obtained by reverse engineering. Using imageware software for 
building the lower and upper contour curves. Furthermore, the lower and upper contour curves were fitted and their second 
derivative and the curvature were calculated. The results show that the curvature of lower and upper contour curves along 
longitudinal toe direction obey polynomial distribution; the change of the curvature of the upper contour curves along the 
longitudinal direction of the toe is smaller and its surface is smooth, which assure smooth of surface of the hole burrowed by 
the zokor, while the change of the curvature of the lower contour curves is larger. The curvature of lower and upper contour 
curves along the transverse direction of the toe obey polynomial distribution too, the change of the curvature of the upper 
contour curves along the transverse direction of the toe is smaller, and the variation of the curvature of the upper contour 
curves is regular, that decreased firstly, then increased and then decreased again, this cycle repeated several times. The 
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change of the curvature of the lower contour curves is larger. The above results can provide some technical references for 
designing bionic soil-engaging component of agricultural machinery. 
 
2340               Wing Kinematics of Long Eared Owl and Sparrow Hawk in Flapping Flight 
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Many species of owl has ability of fly silently. To explore the mechanism of owl’s silent flight, the kinematic character of the 
silent flight owl have been studied preliminarily on 3D motion capture technology. The paper has compared the flight motion 
between the long eared owl(Asio otus) and sparrow hawk(Accipiter nisus). According to the kinematic data, the flight 
trajectory, flapping frequency, flapping cycle, wrist angle, upstroke and downstroke percentage of cycle were computed and 
analyzed. The results show that wing tip, wrist and primary feather P10 of long eared owl and the eagle owl have obvious 
trajectory in flapping flight. Especially the wing tip trajectory in upstroke shows double“8”type. However, the wing tip 
trajectory in upstroke of sparrow hawk shows single“8”type. The wrist angle of silent owl keeps in downstroke and decreases 
in upstroke. But the wrist angle of sparrow hawk has increased first and then kept in downstroke, and the angle has begun 
decrease in upstroke. The above results show the difference of wing kinematics between silent owl and sparrow hawk, and 
will be useful for bionic design and silent fly technology.  
 
2370       Mechanical Performance Tests of Bamboo Beetles Otidognathus Davidis Fairs’ Abdominal Shells 
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The biomaterials, with excellent properties such as high strength-weights ratio, will inspire inspirations about bionic 
composite materials to satisfy the scalding hypercriticisms for aerial materials. The investigations of biomaterial mechanical 
performances are of great advantages in bionic designs and bionic manufactures. The mechanical performances of Bamboo 
Beetles Otidognathus Davidis Fairs’ abdominal shells were tested with a nano-indenter in this paper. The experiments results 
demonstrated that the harnesses and modulus are different at different test areas. The mechanical performances resemble 
much at the same latitude but decrease along longitude from the forehead to the rearward, indicating that the mechanical 
performances of the abdominal shells distribute topologically. What’s more, the topological distributions of mechanical 
performances illustrate a kind of unlearned structure optimizations of insects which will provide edifications to designs of 
light and strong materials. 
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The fixed-wing aircrafts rely mainly on thrust generated by engine and lift produced by wings to keep flying, so there are 
strict requirements on their speeds and angle of attack . The flappers can hover freely in the air like insects because they have 
different flight principles and forms compared with fixed-wing aircrafts. The flapper is consisted of the flapping-wing, the 
flapping-wing mechanism and the drive. The flapping-wing is used to generate lifts and thrusts while the wing mechanism 
and the drive provide main power to the flapping wing. Traditionally, flapper uses rigid wing to provide lift and thrust force. 
The researches of the insect flapping wing process indicate insect wings would produce certain flexibility and umbrella effect 
in this process. Based on the above research, the compression molding is employed to manufacture the bionic flexible wing 
in this article. What’s more, in order to imitate the umbrella deformations at the wing tips, IPMC (Ionic Polymer 
Metal-Composites) are fixed on the flexible wings to achieve umbrella deformations. 
 
2700                  Design and Kinematics Analysis of a Bionic Mechanical Goat Hoof 
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Different ground environments call for corresponding foot mechanism design. As for unstructuredterrain, through the 
analysis of goat hooves structure, a robot foot mechanism simulating the goat hooves is designed in our research. According 
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to screw theory and generalized Kutzbach-Grübler mobility criterion, degree of freedom of the bionic goat hoof mechanism 
is calculated. Then forward kinematics is built based onmechanism geometry. Motion simulation is carried outto verify the 
algorithms of forward kinematics.  
 
2800                 Research on Morphology Specificity of Gecko Feet at Different Scales 
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The fine-level structure of toes contributes to the extraordinary climbing ability of G. gecko. Research on the morphology 
specificity of gecko feet at different scales provides anatomical information for revealing gecko’s motor ability and provides 
theoretical basis and data which can support the development of the robot gecko feet. During the research, we used 
KEYENCE (VHX-600E) digital microscope system to observe and photograph the forefoot and hindfoot of G. gecko at 
different scales. The image processing as well as calculation of foot area and toe area was done using image processing 
software after the number of toe setae lamella was counted. Results: there was no significant difference between the numbers 
of setae lamellae on the first toes in both forefoot and hindfoot (p>0.3). The same situation also appeared in the second and 
forth toes. The numbers of the third and the fifth toe setae lamella in forefoot are significantly different from the 
corresponding ones in hindfoot (p<0.01), the difference between the whole area of the forefoot and hindfoot was more 
significant (p<0.005). The area of the first toe in forefoot was different from the corresponding one in hindfoot (p<0.05), 
while the areas of the other four toes were more different from the corresponding ones in hindfoot (p<0.005). The results of 
the research suggest that specific designs should be adopted in the devisal of forefoot and hindfoot as well as the 
corresponding toes. 
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Inspired by the setal microstructure found on the gecko’s toe-pads, a highly dense array of high-aspect-ratio (HAR) artificial 
setae has been developed with a novel mould casting technique using a porous silicon (PSi) template. To overcome the high 
fluid resistance in the HAR capillary pores, the PSi template surface is modified with a coating of dimethylsilane monolayer. 
The coating exhibits similar chemical composition and surface energy as the precursor of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) 
replica. The compatibility between the template and the replica addresses the major challenge of molding HAR 
microstructures, resulting in high resolution replicas of artificial PDMS microsetae with complicated geometry resembling 
real gecko’s setae. The artificial setae are characterized by a mean radius of 1.3 μm, aspect ratio of 35.1, and density of 
~4.7×105/mm2. Results from adhesion characterizations reveal that with increasing preload, the shear adhesion of micro-setae 
continually increases while the normal adhesion decreases. The unique adhesion performance is caused by both van der 
Waals force and elastic resistance of PDMS setae. With further structural optimizations and addition of actuation mechanism, 
artificial setal arrays might eventually demonstrate fascinating adhesion performances of gecko for mimetic devices such as 
wallclimbing devices. 
 
90           Analysis of characteristics and applications of IPMC Material using Nafion membrane 
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Forming process for manufacturing Nafion membrane was analyzed to improve the Ionic Polymer Metal Composites (IPMC) 
artificial muscle output force. For the purpose, the Nafion membrane was prepared with different thickness. Nafion 
membrane of 1 mm, 1.25 mm, 1.5 mm, 1.75 mm, 2 mm was selected for the IPMC preparation; finally, the IPMC samples 
were tested and analyzed for the output force. The results revealed that the IPMC tip output force was increased by increasing 
the thickness of the base film. Based on the characteristics of low drive voltage of IPMC material and high response 
deformation, a raie propulsion system was designed. 1~3V power supply of the device was maintained; controlling the 
change of driving voltage amplitude was employed for loading the IPMC material and the change of frequency was 
employed to control the speed of the propulsion system. From the underwater real environment testing, the highest roving 
speed of 1 cm/s was achieved. The experimental results effectively proved the feasibility of IPMC material as an actuator.  
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Biomaterials have an integrated, hierarchical structure with outstanding mechanical properties which are far beyond those 
achieved by using the same synthetic materials. Nano indentation techniques have recently been adapted for studying the 
biological materials. In this paper, the surface texture and nano mechanical properties of claw material in beetle Dorcus 
titanus were investigated. It is founded that the claw possesses of an optimized shape as well as the non-smooth surface 
texture with many stripes like as the fullows close to the arc inside. The results of nano indentation tests indicate that the 
modulus value of the claw cuticle near the tip (11.25±0.57 GPa) is over three times larger than that near the claw root 
(3.61±0.22 GPa) and there is an incremental hardness and modulus values from the claw root to the tip. Quantitive 
measurements on the nano mechanical properties of claw material could help to develop biomimetic materials suitable for 
industrial products. 
540      Implementation and Control of a Rotary Manipulator Driven by Soft Dielectric Electroactive Polymer 
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Dielectric Electroactive Polymers (EAPs) are closest to natural muscles in terms of strain, energy density, efficiency and 
speed. A 2-DOF (Degree of Freedom) rotary manipulator driven by soft dielectric EAP is designed based on the biological 
agonist–antagonist configuration. Compact rolled actuators are chosen and implemented to drive the manipulator. To avoid 
the complicated solving of nonlinear differential equations, electromechanical characteristics of actuators are obtained by 
measuring their force behavior under different voltages and lengths. A CMAC (Cerebellar model articulation controller) 
neural network-based closed loop controller is developed to implement the position control of the manipulator and is 
evaluated by tracking a circle. According to the force analysis of the manipulator, forces of antagonistic actuators are 
determined by force decomposition to produce the desired force output, and then the voltages for actuators at certain lengths 
can be calculated through measured electromechanical characteristics. Experiment shows the measured force agrees well 
with the desired force. Due to the advantages of dielectric EAP, the manipulator has application prospects in areas of 
rehabilitation, force feedback or flexible manipulation without damage.  
 
680           An Inchworm Bionic Stepping Actuator based on PZT/ ER Hybrid Dive and Control 
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Abstract. An unconventional inchworm stepping actuator based on bionics is presented, which consists of driving unit (PZT 
stack pump), fluid control unit (ER fluids valve), actuating mechanism (precision hydraulic cylinder). As a new type of 
precision force/ displacement driving and positioning system, it inherits the advantages of conventional inchworm actuators, 
and also has its own remarkable characteristics, such as that stepping displacement can be adjusted precisely through varying 
the working voltage and frequency, etc. The driving unit is actuated jointly by double PZT stacks; Multi-channel parallel 
cylindrical ER fluids valve is designed as the control valve. In the lab, the inchworm bionic stepping actuator based on PZT/ 
ER hybrid dive and control is designed and manufactured, and the related performances are tested systematically. The 
maximum driving force reaches 49N, and the step size and driving speed VS the working voltage shows a good linear 
relationship under three different signal waveforms. At the same time, in the frequency range less than 40Hz, the driving 
speed VS the frequency approximately shows a linear relationship. When working voltage is 100V and rectangle wave signal 
inputs, the step size reaches 12.6μm. When the working voltage and frequency is 100V, 40Hz, respectively, the driving speed 
reaches 420μm/s. The maximum drive speed of test prototype reaches 1051 μm/s, when working in frequency 75 Hz. The 
systematic test shows that the method using PZT and ER hybrid drive and control technology to develop a new type of 
inchworm bionic stepping actuator is feasible, which provides a reference for the future development of new type of actuator. 
Keywords: inchworm, PZT stack pump, ER fluids valve, stepping actuator   
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The structure of corn stubble was complex and closely combined with the soil, so dig location and root-soil separation are the 
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urgent problem of the manufacturing of corn stubble harvesting machinery. This paper mainly focuses on investigating the 
interaction principles of corn stubble and soil which by the UU triaxial compression tests. Compared the shear strength of 
three different types of corn root-soil complexes (vertical root, horizontal root, complex root) and pure soil, and analyzed 
three important factors affecting the root-soil complex shear strength, it was shown that the presence of corn fibrous root can 
enhance the soil shear strength and different with their layout types. It will provide a theoretical basis for the design of bionic 
agricultural tillage components for root- soil separation. 
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Friction material is essential for automotive braking system. Based on previous study of existing friction material problems, 
hybrid biological fiber-reinforced resin-based friction materials (HBRMs, from the reinforced fiber component of resin-based 
friction materials) were explored in this study. Bamboo fiber, jute fiber and wool fiber (all have length of 3-5 mm) were 
processed to make three types of HBRMs and considered as three factors of biological reinforced fiber in test using 
orthogonal experimental design. Each factor had three levels of 1%, 2% and 3% fiber mass fraction while the ratio of other 
raw materials remains unchanged. According to the orthogonal experimental design table, nine formulations (denoted as 
M1-M9) were determined to test the HBRMs. For comparison, non-bio-fiber reinforced friction material (NBM) was added 
in the test. The properties of the HBRMs tested included Rockwell hardness, impact strength and density. The friction and 
wear performance of the braking materials was examined by a speed friction tester. The results show that the friction 
coefficient of the HBRMs was slightly higher than that of the NBM, indicating biological fibers affected the friction 
coefficient. The friction coefficient of the HBRMs decreased firstly with the increase of temperature and had the lowest value 
when the temperature reached 300℃, and it increased then as temperature increased. During recovery process, the friction 
coefficient of the HBRMs firstly increased with the decrease of temperature and then decreased greatly when the temperature 
dropped to 100℃. The wear rates of the HBRMs increased with the increase of temperature and reached maximum value 
when temperature reached 200℃, then it decreased with the increase of temperature. The results of fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation analysis on the friction coefficient and wear rate show that the best comprehensive properties were presented 
when the mass fraction of bamboo, jute and wool fiber were 3%, 3% and 1%，respectively. 
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Velcro hook-and-loop fasteners invented more than 60 years ago is an example of the mechanism inspired by the tiny hooks 
found on the surface of burs of a plant commonly known as burdock. Recently, we have reported on a novel Velcro-like 
fastener made of two arrays of hook shaped thin NiTi wires. Unique features of such fastener, such as high strength, a 
significant increase of strength with increasing temperature, nice reproducibility of the detachment force course, forceless 
contact or silent release all derive from the superelasticity of the NiTi micro-wires but much it depends also on the shape of 
the NiTi hooks.  
In this continuing study, assuming the known material properties and optimized shape of hooks, we have simulated the 
strength of the fastener depending on the hook density. Additionally, we have investigated the “fatigue of the cyclic 
superelastic fastening” using special tests involving periodic hooking-unhooking of two single NiTi hooks. 
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As a new intelligent material, the ionic polymer-metal composite(IPMC) can be driven under low voltage with large 
deformation, and has been widely used in biomedical and robotic systems. Traditional IPMC testing system is bulky, high 
cost, and inconvenient to use. In order to achieve the portability and convenience of the IPMC testing system, a small and 
low-cost IPMC tester was designed. The power supply and control system of the tester were integrated into an IPMC 
electrode clamp. The main research work included control system circuit design, electrode clamp and overall exterior design. 
The displacement measurement results showed that the design for the IPMC tester was correct and feasible. 
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Key words: IPMC; linear actuator; mechanism design. 
Ionic polymer-metal composite (IPMC) is a new kind of electroactive polymer with the advantages of low driving voltage 
and large bend, which has shown great potential for practical applications. In this paper, IPMC was fabricated by casting and 
electroless plating. Using the as-fabricated IPMC, a linear actuator was designed to transform bending motion of a cantilever 
IPMC into straight line motion. The linear actuator's output displacement and blocking force were investigated on a test 
apparatus. The results showed that the mechanism design for the linear actuator was feasible.     
 
2520           Model and Fabrication of Biomimetic Integrated Porous Core Laminated Composite 

Jian Mei Fan1, 2 
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Keywords: beetle elytron; biomimetic; laminated composite; porous core layer 
This paper deals with imitating a novel type of biomimetic integrated composite with porous core layer from the beetle elytra 
microstructures. Firstly,the microstructures of the elytron of  Anoplophora Glabripennis, Anomala Corpulenta Motschulsky, 
Prosopocoilus Inclinatus and Melolonthidae were examined with SEM(Scanning Electron Microscope). Inspired by these 
structure characteristics, a biomimetic composite model was proposed, in which the two face layers were interconnected with 
a porous core layer, and there are continuous fibers embedded into these three layers to enhance mechanical performance of 
the laminated composite. Then a specimen of this laminated composite with porous core layer was fabricated. The procedures 
included: weaving a piece of two layers space fabric by glass fibers as the preform of the composite,filling the mixed resin 
which contained 50%  paraffin wax  particles and 50% epoxy resin into the space of the fabric, putting it into a flat mold, 
keeping 36 hours, and finally heating the composite to remove the paraffin wax to form the porous core layer. The 
experiment showed that the model of integrated porous core laminated composite inspired by the beetle elytra structure was 
reasonable and this novel type of lightweight composite material was manufacturable. 
 
2610         A New kind of Electro-Active Nano-composite Actors Based on SSMA-Reinforced Nafion 
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Ionic polymer metal composite actuators (IPMCs), a new kind of smart material, have taken much attention as suitable 
candidates for the next generation actuators, micro-electromechanical systems, medical devices and micro air vehicles. In this 
paper, a new kind of IPMCs was developed by incorporating sulfonated poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride) (SSMA) into the 
Nafion structure to overcome some of the major drawbacks of traditional electro-active polymers. The results show that the 
ion exchange capacity and water uptake ratio of the SSMA-Nation membrane increased dramatically. Compared with general 
IPMCs, the maximum bending displacement and the maximum blocking force of the SSMA-reinforced IPMCs improved 
greatly: the 1 wt.% SSMA-IPMC exhibited the maximum bending displacement of 11 mm up to 1.4 times, while the 5 wt.% 
SSMA-IPMC exhibited the maximum blocking force of 26 mN up to 1.2 times. 
 
2740   Preliminary Study on Self-Sensing Method for Ion-Conductive Polymer Metal Composite (IPMC) Actuator 
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This paper presents a preliminary idea for sensing the deformation of ion-conductive polymer metal composite (IPMC) 
actuator based on current detection. This method is based on the principle that the impedance of the IPMC actuator is 
correlated to its bending curvature. Experimental results on the relationship between actuating voltage, current and 
deformation are presented. It is shown that there are phase differences among these three variables. And it is further shown 
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that within a certain range of deformation, there is a correlation between the impedance and the deformation. The findings 
suggest it is possible to design a novel way to detect the output feedback of IPMC actuator. 
 
2780             Trial Manufacture of Bionic Honeycomb Plates and their Bending Properties 
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In order to develop the lightweight composite materials, we developed an integrated manufacturing method. The first trial 
production of the integrated honeycomb plate was fairly rough. This paper focuses on the trial manufacture of bionic 
honeycomb plates and discusses their mechanical properties. The conclusions were :1) An edge-sealing bionic integrated 
honeycomb plate has been provided; 2) some specific cases of improving the integrated manufacturing technology have been 
studied; and 3) the failure strength in the integrated honeycomb plate is significantly higher than that of the honeycomb plate 
with the adhesive layer. 
 
2810     Preparation and Characterization of SPS-PMHS Hybrid Ionic Polymer-Metal Composites Studies 
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Keywords: Ionic polymer-metal composite (IPMC), Nafion, SPS-PMHS, the Nonaqueous working time. 
A macromoleclar polymer (Sulfonated polystyrene - Polyhydromethylsilane, SPS-PMHS) was synthesized from polystyrene 
by sulfonation, acylation, amination and hydrosilylation. Characterization of the hydrosilylation process was performed with 
attenuated total reflectance-fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy. The SPS-PMHS was homogeneously 
dispersed in the Nafion matrix with doping level of 33.3 wt %. Experimental results show that the yield tip-displacement 
values of the polymer nano-composite have not been enhanced, but the nonaqueous working time is 2.7 times higher than 
that of the virgin nafion. 
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220       Research on the Design of Intelligent Obstacle Avoidance Car Model Based on Ultrasonic Wave 
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Based on the characteristic of an ultrasonic sensor that can sense the external environment, we design an intelligent vehicle 
with obstacle avoidance function. First, we use MSP430 as the core of the design system. Second, we distribute the ultrasonic 
sensor evenly on the round zone of the obstacles to process the data and ambient temperature, which is transmitted from the 
ultrasonic receiver through the SCM (what is SCM, explain). Finally, we make it to realize the functions of intelligent 
controlling and avoiding obstacles automatically.  
 
560     Biomimetic Application Based on the Erosion Resistance Strategies of Tamarisk (Tamarix Chinensis) 

Wei Yin, Zhiwu Han∗, Hailong Feng, Junqiu Zhang, Huina Cao, Shichao Niu 
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Keywords: Tamarisk, Biomimetic, Groove surface, Gas / solid erosion  
Sand erosion is a phenomenon where solid particles impacting to a wall cause serious mechanical damages to the wall 
surface. However, a tamarisk lives its entire life subjected to blowing sand, yet it never appears to erode. In this study, the 
erosive wear characteristics and mechanism of the biomimetic groove surfaces under the dynamics effect of gas / solid mixed 
media were studied. The biomimetic surface microstrain after the erosion of the V–type groove was studied by X–ray 
diffraction (XRD). The morphologies of eroding surface were examined by scanning electron microscope (SEM). The 
contrast tests showed that the erosion resistant trend occurred according to the following descending order from best 
resistance: V–type groove, U–type groove, square groove and smooth samples at the 30° impact angle. The presence of the 
rib of the biomimetic surface would increase erosive wear of surfaces in a distal position with respect to the rib itself.  
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Damage caused by erosion has been reported in several industries for a wide range of situations. In the present work, a new 
method is presented to improve the erosion resistance of machine components by biomimetic method. A numerical 
investigation of solid particle erosion in the standard and biomimetic configuration blade of axial fan is presented. The 
analysis consists in the application of the discrete phase model, for modeling the solid particles flow, and the Eulerian 
conservation equations to the continuous phase. The numerical study employs computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software, 
based on a finite volume method. User-Defined Function was used to define wear equation. Gas - solid flow Axial fan was 
simulated to calculate the erosion rate of the particles on the fan blades, and comparatively analyzed the erosive wear of the 
smooth surface, the groove-shaped and convex hull-shaped biomimetic surface axial flow fan blade.  
The results show that the groove shape biomimetic blade anti-erosion ability is better than the other two fan blades. 
Thoroughly analyzed of the biomimetic blade anti-erosion mechanism from many factors including the contour maps and 
streamlines of incident speed, particles from the airflow velocity distribution, collision velocity, impact angle, trajectory, and 
the number of collisions. 
 
640              Application of Management Bionics to Technological Innovation in Agriculture 
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Effect . 
A study was done on agricultural enterprises technology innovation based on the management bionics method. From the 
perspective of bionics, this study investigates influence factors, mechanisms and team building of agricultural enterprises 
technology innovation based on the scientific and normative analysis of management bionics. Through standardized 
management bionic analogy analysis, the following analogies were drawn:  agricultural enterprises technology innovation 
influence factors and the onion biological form, agricultural enterprises technology innovation mechanism and the biological 
enzyme catalytic reaction mechanism, agricultural enterprises technology innovation team building with the bee biological 
group effect. Therefore, three bionic element models of agricultural enterprises technology innovation were built, namely 
agricultural enterprises technology innovation onion model, technology innovation enzyme catalytic reaction bionic model 
and the bees’ team effect bionic model. This study ends with the corresponding bionic strategies and suggestions about 
agricultural enterprises technology innovation, which may provide references for the development of agricultural enterprises 
technology innovation in China. At the same time, this study also enriches the research range and theoretical system of 
management bionics. 
 
720                 Bionic Sawblade Based on Grasshopper Incisor for Corn Stalk Cutting 
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Grasshopper [Chondracris rosea rosea (De Geer)] possesses sharp and serrated incisors that give it capacity to cut plant. The 
special outline of the incisor modeled by reverse engineering was used for the prototype of the teeth of bionic saw 
manufactured by Wire Electronic Discharge Machine. In total, one traditional saw and four bionic saws (which are full teeth, 
first teeth, second teeth, and third teeth) were manufactured and compared for the cutting property. The experiments for 
cutting corn stalk using bionic saws and traditional saw were conducted in laboratory conditions using universal testing 
machine at quasi-static speed of 4 mm per second. The results show that the cutting force and the average energy consumed 
for cutting corn stalk using bionic saw is lower compared with commercial saw. 8.95 J consumed for cutting a corn stalk 
using bionic saw of full teeth in average is lower by 12.85% than 10.27 J needed for traditional saw. In additional, the 
average cutting force for four types of bionic saws is lower than that of traditional saw. The least average force is 41.11 N for 
bionic saw of first teeth which is much lower than 71.97 N for traditional saw. In conclusion, the special shaped incisors of 
grasshopper are a potential prototype that can be exploited to develop new cutting element to cut lignocellulosic biomass 
more efficiently. These results would be helpful for designing cutting elements on crop harvesting, biomass size reduction 
and other processing machinery. 
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Abstract. Perching with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has been an emerging topic in the field of biomimetic 
engineering during last decade. Taking the newly designed gripping mechanism into account, a control strategy for 
autonomous perching with a quadrotor is further proposed, implemented and validated in this paper. Based on the perching 
procedure of birds in nature, this article focuses on the steps of engaging with the target during perching, latching to the target 
after engagement and releasing from the target when de-perching. The autonomous control strategy is integrated into the 
gripping mechanism after it is derived. Experiments on its effectiveness and reliability with a quadrotor are finally conducted, 
showing that the control strategy is capable of autonomously perching a quadrotor to a target pole. 
 
950         Advancement and Prospect of Bionic Techniques in the Conservation of the Cultural Heritage 
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The ancient wall paintings and earthen architecture ruins are the most important part of cultural heritage. Inhabitation and 
locomotion of animals are major factors that lead to biodegradation and biodeterioration at the cultural heritage sites. In this 
miniview, based on our team work of cultural relics conservation in recent years, the latest findings domestic and overseas in 
fields of ethology and bionics were summarized, focusing on the correlated methods and techniques that can be used into 
cross-over study of cultural relics conservation. Animal's biting, nesting, cocooning, crawling, and scratching are all 
behavioral process that easily bring damage to cultural heritage, such as ancient murals, architectures, earth ruins and so on. 
Both modern video record techniques and animal motion trajectory analysis may be taken use to improve the analytic 
accuracy of gait information for animals that crawling on the surface of cultural relics, which promoted the related study of 
motor pattern, behavior process, and damage pattern of animals to cultural relics. The three dimensional tiny force sensor 
with high resolution can be used for measuring normal adhesive force and tangential friction force of animals that contacted 
the surface of fragile cultural relics, which make animal adhesion modeling and historical relics mechanical model 
constructing possible, and provide newly evidence for biomechanics process illumination of animals locomotion. Totally, the 
application of the bionic techniques to the study of animals behavioral characteristics will provide new opportunity to better 
clarify the biological damaging mechanisms of cultural relics and control animal bioderioration, which will drive the 
development of cultural relics conservation technology in the near future. 
 
1150     Power Supply Design of Magnetic Resonance Sounding Equipment for Detecting Mine Groundwater  
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On the basis of studying the principles and characteristics of various switching power supply, this text designed a high power 
supply that can be used for magnetic resonance sounding equipment for detecting mine ground water. The characteristics of 
the switching power supply include using full-bridge converter as main power topology and adopting SG3525 chip as control 
core. The SG3525 generates high-frequency PWM signal, the PWM drives the four switch tubes of full-bridge for alternate 
conduction by IR2110, so we can get continuous and stable DC voltage. The design of the switching power supply has a lot 
of advantages, such as high efficiency, low noise, high stability, small volume and weight. 
 
1460                   Prospects of using Bionic Technologies in Oil/gas Development 
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Presently there are some challenging technological problems which severely restrain the progress of oil/gas development and 
production. To address these existing specific challenges, solutions enlightened and obtained from bionics have been applied. 
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This paper reviews the applications of the most influential bionic technologies in the oil/gas development and production 
engineering, which include bionic non-smooth surface, shape memory polymer, bionic porous material, etc. Some successful 
field applications of these bionic technologies are described in detail, e.g. the application of the non-smooth theory in the 
solid expandable tubular technology to reduce friction resistance, and the utilization of bionic porous material as sand control 
screen to effectively improve sand retention and reduce the influent resistance. The vision of the potential bionic technologies, 
such as bionic inflow-control devices and nanorobots are also discussed. 
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The similarity phenomenon exists widely in nature and similarity theory is of importance in various types of engineering 
problems, especially in bionic engineering. In this work，a conception of fuzzy similarity was introduced. An effective 
mathematical method was put forward to identify the extent of morphological similarity between two living things of the 
homogenous species or the heterogeneous species and quantitative analysis of the similarity degree was carried out. A 
computer program based on the genetic algorithm was developed to solve and optimize the numerical scaling coefficient 
between an original profile data and a target one. To seek the maximum fuzzy similarity degree, an object function which is 
the core idea in this method was built to compute the similarity coefficient according to the corresponding points in these two 
sample profiles. Moreover, a series of arrays from the profiles of the foreleg of praying mantis(Mantis religiosa Linnaeus)  
was imported into the program. The results indicated the fuzzy similarity degree of samples was considerably high, which 
means the shape of the praying mantis’s apical claw is quite uniform. Therefore, this computation method of similarity degree 
is effective.  
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Subsoiling, as an important mode of conservation tillage, can break plowpan and increase permeability and water retention 
ability of soil which increase the crop yield. Subsoiler, as a key component of subsoiling, significantly effects on the tillage 
resistance. Reduction of working resistance of subsoiler can decrease output power of tractor and then further reduce the cost 
of subsoiling operation. The existing subsoilers have problem of overlarge subsoiling resistance. The conventional methods 
to resolve such problem include optimal design of the structural parameters of subsoiler and application of oscillation 
subsoiling device, but those methods not only make the structure of subsoiler more complex, but also increase the cost of 
agricultural production. Based on biomimetics principles, the upper surface outline of the claw of the house mouse (mus 
musculus), which has exponential function curve feature, was applied to the structural design of cutting soil edge of subsoiler 
shaft. Accordingly, the bionic subsoiler which has exponential function curve feature was designed and manufactured. The 
comparative experiments were conducted using the two types of subsoilers which have exponential function curve shape and 
parabola type in tillage depth at 300mm and 350mm with the forward velocitys of 0.5m/s and 1.0m/s in the indoor soil bin. 
The horizontal tillage resistances of the two types of subsoilers were measured using remote-measuring system of agricultural 
machinery dynamic parameters under different experimental conditions. The results showed that the horizontal tillage 
resistances increased with the increase of tillage depth and forward velocity. The horizontal tillage resistances of bionic 
anti-drag subsoiler (BAS) were obviously less than those of parabola type subsoiler (PTS) under same experimental 
conditions and the reduction was in the range of 8.5-38.2%. It indicated that the cutting soil edge of shaft with exponential 
function curve structure has remarkable anti-drag property. The simulations of tillage processes of the two types of subsoilers 
were conducted using discrete element method (DEM), the stress fields and velocity fields were obtained under different 
simulation conditions. The results showed that the directions of stress fields and velocity fields of the two types of subsoilers 
have forward and upward variation trend, but the directionality of contact stress of PTS was nonuniform compared with BAS, 
and such results lead to an increase in soil disturbance. The intensities of stress field and velocity field of BAS were 
obviously less than those of PTS under same experimental conditions, The results of simulation were consistent with the 
results of tillage experiments, indicating that the bionic subsoiler with exponential function curve feature has significant 
anti-drag property. The exponential function curve can be applied to the structural design of cutting soil edge of subsoiler 
aiming to reduce tillage resistance.  
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The traditional drill uses a land wheel to drive seed metering-device. But the wheel bears high resistance and slips easily. 
Moreover, the adjustment of seeding rate in the precise seeding machine is more difficult. To solve these problems and 
inspired from self-regulation function of biology, this paper designed a seeding control system which was used in the precise 
seeding machine. The system used a hall sensor to measure the seeder’s working speed. Based on SCM (Single Chip 
Micyoco), the control system could judge the speed of seeder. And then it determined the relationship between the seeder’s 
working speed and the rotational speed of the seed metering-device according to the seeder’s working, distance of seeds and 
the requirement of sowing rate. 
The system could reduce the influence of sowing inhomogeneous caused by land wheel’s slipping effectively. By experiment, 
we found that the system was reliable. The experiment also could make the speed of the seed metering-device and seeder 
uniformity, improving the uniformity of the amount of seeding, and achieve the goal of design. This new bio-inspired design 
in this paper provides a clue for solve problems of the seed metering-device and seeder. 
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One of the most effective means to treat electromagnetic pollution is to develop electromagnetic interference shielding 
materials. Such as skeleton-originated foam nickel, a new lightweight porous material with large surface area, good 
conductivity and permeability, has drawn much expectation by virtue of its excellent electromagnetic interference 
shielding(EMI) performance. Recently, with the development of nanometer materials, Tremendous researches also showed 
that it is an efficient way to combine Foam Ni with nanometer materials for enhanced EMI performance. Herein, in this work, 
porous nickl/carbon nanotube (CNT) composites were successfully prepared by a facile electrophoretic deposition method. 
scanning electron microscope (SEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and EMI tests were adopted to carefully 
characterize its morphology, compositions and EMI performance, respectively. The results indicated that CNT was 
homogeneously and tightly deposited on the surface of foam Ni by electric field force during the electrophoresis process. 
With the addition of CNT, the shielding behavior of the 90 PPI and 1.5 mm thick composite could be as high as 31dB in 
average, which is 14 dB increased compared with the pure foam Ni under same conditions around 8~12 GHz frequencies. 
The synergistic effects of both foam Ni and CNT resulted in superior EMI performance and broad application prospects. 
 
2530                    Improvement of Torque Control in EPS Using Induction Motor  
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On-line Parameter identification.  
In order to solve the torque control problem in electric power steering using induction motor，the system mathematical 
model was established and the impact on the torque control caused by the variation of rotor resistance was analyzed. Using 
feed-forward and feedback integrating control and on-line resistance identification to improve the accuracy of torque control 
and current tracking response. Simulation comparisons showed that the proposed method could significantly improve the 
current response speed and accuracy in induction motor control of electric power steering system. 
 
2680    Biological System Behaviours and Natural-inspired Methods and Their Applications to Supply Chain 
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People have learnt from biological system behaviours and structures to design and develop a number of different kinds of 
optimisation algorithms that have been widely used in both theoretical study and practical applications in engineering and 
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business management. An efficient supply chain is very important for companies to survive in global competitive market. An 
effective SCM (supply chain management) is the key for implement an efficient supplychain. Though there have been 
considerable amount of study of SCM, there have been very limited publications of applying the findings from the biological 
system study into SCM. In this paper, through systematic literature review, various SCM issues and requirements are 
discussed and some typical biological system behaviours and natural-inspired algorithms are evaluated for the purpose of 
SCM. Then the principle and possibility are presented on how to learn the biological systems' behaviours and natural-inspired 
algorithms for SCM and a framework is proposed as a guide line for users to apply the knowledge learnt from the biological 
systems for SCM. In the framework, a number of the procedures have been presented for using XML to represent both SCM 
requirement and bio-inspiration data. To demonstrate the proposed framework, a case study has been presented for users to 
find the bio-inspirations for some particular SCM problems in automotive industry. 
 
 

Session: Biomedicial Engineering 

140           Design and Research of Upper Limb Rehabilitation Robot and its Clinical Application 
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Aim to the problems of existing upper limb rehabilitation robots, such as complex structure, poor clinical application, 
difficulties of marketing and so on, this paper designed a novel 7-DOF rehabilitation robot from bionic structure, control 
system, man-machine compatibility and clinical application. And also it discussed methods of training and evaluation for 
upper limb rehabilitation robot. Contrast to others, the robot can solve some practical problems and improve clinical 
application.  
 
160    Topology analysis of a metabolic functional gene transcriptional regulatory network of Escherichia coli 
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Under the perspectives of network science and systems biology, the characterizations of transcriptional regulatory networks 
(TRNs) beyond the context of model organisms have been studied extensively. However, little is still known about the 
structure and functionality of TRNs that control metabolic physiological processes. In this study, we present a newly version 
of the TRN of E.coli controlling metabolism based on functional annotations from GeneProtEC and Gene Ontology (GO). 
We also present an exhaustive topological analysis of the metabolic transcriptional regulatory network (MTRN), focusing on 
the main statistical characterization describing the topological structure and the comparison with TRN. From the results in 
this paper we infer that TRN and MTRN have very similar characteristic distribution.  
 
270    Volatility of Wavelet Ingredient Based Analysis of Ventricular Tachycardia and Ventricular Fibrillation 
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Keywords: Daubechies wavelet, Ventricular tachycardia, Ventricular fibrillation, ECG, Multiresolution analysis 
Ventricular tachycardia (VT) and ventricular fibrillation (VF) are two kinds of malignant arrhythmia. In order to solve the 
problem of distinguishing this two ECG signals, in this paper a algorithm based on Daubechies wavelet transform have been 
proposed. First the two signals have been sampled uniformly and according to the space projection theory, sampling 
values approximate the coefficients of the first level scaling function. Then the sampling value sequence will go through 
the high-pass filter of Daubechies wavelet and down sampling after, so the coefficients of the first layer Daubechies 
wavelet about the VT and VF can be got. After that the Fourier spectrum of the first layer wavelet coefficient will 
be calculated by FFT. Last, the percentage of the entire spectrum the high - frequency component accounts for will be 
calculated. VF signal and VT signal will be distinguished by analyzing this percentage. Applying this algorithm to the 237 
VF signal and 179 VT signal coming from MIT-BIH database, the sensitivity reaches 93.67% while the specificity reaches 
75.42% 
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Falls are the second leading cause of unintentional injury deaths worldwide, so how to prevent falls has become a safety and 
security problem for elderly people. At present, because the sensing modules of most fall alarm devices generally only 
integrate the single 3-axis accelerometer, so the measured accuracy of sensing signals is limited. It results in that these 
devices can only achieve the alarm of post-fall detection but not the early pre-impact fall recognition in real fall applications. 
Therefore, this paper aimed to develop an early pre-impact fall alarm system based on high-precision inertial sensing units. A 
multi-modality sensing module embedded fall detection algorithm was developed for early pre-impact fall detection. The 
module included a 3-axis accelerometer, a 3-axis gyroscope and a 3-axis magnetometer, which could arouse the information 
of early pre-impact fall warning by a buzzer and a vibrator. Total 81 times fall experiments from 9 healthy subjects were 
conducted in simulated fall conditions. By combination of the early warning threshold algorithm, the result shows that the 
detection sensitivity can achieve 98.61% with a specificity of 98.61%, and the average pre-impact lead time is 300ms. In the 
future, GPS, GSM electronic modules and wearable protected airbag will be embedded in the system, which will enhance the 
real-time fall protection and timely immediate aid immensely for the elderly people.  
 
440               Design and Realization of a Wearable Hip-Airbag System for Fall Protection 
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Nowadays the fall is a serious problem for elderly people with the coming of aged society in the world. According to 
statistics，hip fracture accounts for the most of the deaths and costs of all the fall-induced injury. This paper presented an 
airbag system for hip protection, which included air source, sensors, micro-controller, gas circuit and airbags. A six-axial 
inertial sensor module that integrated an embedded three-axis MEMS accelerometer and a three-axis MEMS gyroscope was 
used to collect human motion data, and a one-axis obliquity sensor was used to collect human angle data. The 
micro-controller was employed to recognize the activities of daily living (ADL) and the fall based on fall detection algorithm 
and the collected data from sensors. The gas circuit was triggered once the event that the fall would be inevitable had been 
confirmed by the micro-controller, then the compressed gas would fill into airbags through the gas circuit rapidly. Therefore, 
a buffer would appear between the human body and the ground before the body impacted on the ground, which would reduce 
the impact of the human body. Compressed CO2 was selected as the air source after we tested several kinds of gas. A  
pressurized cylinder with16g CO2 could provide enough pressure and volume to inflate quickly the airbags. In order to 
improve the reliability of the gas circuit, a needle valve was optimized from the several designed structures by the 
experimental optimization methods. Finally, the airbag system had been built after various designed trials. The results 
indicated that the system could meet the design requirements and has potential for applying to the people who is in the 
high-risk of fall about the protection of hip joint in the future.  
 
450  Design and Realization of a Wireless Data Acquisition System Based on Multi-Nodes and Multi-base-stations 
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Multi-nodes inertial data acquisition has widespread applications to medical rehabilitation research and biomechanical 
analysis. In the traditional method, the inertial data of every child-node are sent to a center node by wired line first Then the 
center node transfers the data of all child-nodes to PC through a single serial port. Nevertheless, this approach has some 
obvious drawbacks, for instance, the sampling rate is low, the communication protocols are complex and installation is 
inconvenient. This article proposed a multi-node and multi-base-station wireless data acquisition system. The communication 
between child-node and the base-station is performed in a point-to-point manner. The data of micro inertial sensors on the 
child-node circuit board are collected by the MCU before being sent to the matching base-station by the RF module. The 
base-station sends data packet to the upper computer through serial port. The results showed that the upper computer software 
can collect data packets synchronously from three child-nodes (the data packet of each child-node contains 19 Bytes) with 
high-speed sampling rates up to 118 Hz. And there is no obvious deferring time under this condition. The technique has some 
certain applications in the data collecting system of motion capture. 
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Change point detection problem is a new multi-disciplinary cross-application research field of applied statistics and 
mathematics, computer science and data mining. Change Point Analysis (CPA) is the scope of mathematical statistics and 
non-linear time series. CPA is able to analyze the quality of estimator through the statistics and judgment of change point 
problem. The cancer cells can induce ectopic expression of genes and different expression of oncogene which cause the 
development of cancer. The over-expression of gene is the abnormal change point value in gene expression profile. 
Differential expression gene detection is the process of screening the potential specific genes in gene expression profile 
through hypothesis testing in statistics. In this article, we applied the change point theory to differential gene expression 
detection and proposed a new differential expression gene detection method. We analyzed the performance of the proposed 
method through comparing with T-test method, PPST method and LRS method based on ROC curve and FDR curve. The 
T-test method and PPST method are statistics method. The LRS method is based on likelihood ratio. We also applied the 
proposed method to detect the oncogenes in the breast cancer database for the performance analysis. 
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We developed a rat-robot system based on optogenetic techniques for the precise freezing behavior. Rat-robots were built up 
by optogenetic modulation at the dlPAG of rat brains. We conducted track navigation for the rat-robots and found they were 
able to exhibit precise freezing at given positions with high spatiotemporal accuracy. Different types of optical stimulation 
were compared and their influence on the rat-robots was investigated. Furthermore we recorded the neural electrical activity 
in real time during the optical stimulation. The system could be used to explore the mechanism of freezing behaviors and to 
build up a more integrated rat-robot navigation system based on optical modulations. 
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Many studies have investigated the relationship between surface EMG and joint torque. Most studies have used EMG 
amplitude to assess elbow joint torque with dynamic models. In this paper, we used signal length and normalized zero 
crossing rates together with EMG amplitude to assess elbow joint torque with EMG-to-Torque models. We compared the 
performance of single feature EMG-to-Torque models and multi-feature EMG-to-Torque models by calculating the RMS 
error between estimated torque and true torque. The results show that multi-channel and multiple feature combination is 
superior to that of the single feature only. In this study, surface EMG signals were recorded from biceps and triceps muscles 
of 15 subjects. Single-channel and single feature linear model, multi-channel and single-feature model, multi-channel and 
single-feature model, multi-channel and multi-feature linear model were all used to assess elbow joint torque. The lowest 
RMS error is 7.6% achieved by four-channel multi-feature 18-order linear model. 
 
980                   Study on Optimization of CPG Model for Lower Limb Prosthesis 
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A multitude of different prosthesis designs have been developed for restoring transtibial and transfemoral amputees’ 
mobility.But yet,most of them are considered as passive devices.Therefore,more and more researchers develop bionic 
controller that simulate the biological Certral Pattern Generator,namely CPG.This paper presents a new control method using 
bipedal robotics technology and bio-inspiration based on CPG. 
To begin with,we present the fundamental measurement of human walking gait and the device mainly includes 
three-dimensional camera system,digitized movements analyzer and so on. 
We choose hopf oscillators as CPG simulation unit.And after several tests,five oscillators are just right for a single joint.We 
change the simple hopf oscillator equation.Thus corresponding to the knee,CPG modeling finally generate actual human 
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angle curve.Then we define learning equation as learning a given periodic signal. 
By trying different values of the different parameters we obtain the desired walking curve of knee joint.Using the obtained 
parameters,learning equation reproduce knee joint angle.According to the signal of the accelerometer that placed on the thigh 
to adjust learning equation,so the amputees can easily control the speed of walking.Matlab simulation results show that the 
same trend with changes in human joint angles,which lay a good foundation for the control of active prostheses. 
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Insects have various strategies for using biomass. The larvae of Stegobiumpaniceum (SPL) were grown in a controlled 
environment with corncobs powder for 50 days. The content of reducing sugar was found to increase by 67.4% with the 
increasing pH of the SPL living environment, whereas the protein content was increased by 25.6%. When the environmental 
conditions of SPL can be simulated in vitro at pH5.0 and 30 °C, the cellulose, xylanase and ferulic acid esterase (FAE) 
activity ratio of SPL were determined to find the best conditions for efficient biomass utilization. The different enzyme ratios 
were applied to hydrolyze corncob powder by bionic enzymolysis. The results showed that activity of FAE was analyzed for 
bionic coupling. FAE was found to have dual functions during enzymolysis. The hydrolysis efficiency changed alone with 
different FAE contents. The highest efficiency was increased 27.8% when the FAE activity was 1.85 mU/mL. The best 
hydrolysis effect of bionic enzymolysis was 3.4 times as much as the industrial compound enzyme. This study explored the 
efficiency were increased by bionic enzymolysis for future biomass production.  
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Tuning properties of neurons, which represent how information is encoded in neural firing, are well accepted as time variant. 
For a steady-performed brain machine interface (BMI), the decoding algorithm should be able to catch this change in time. 
Unfortunately, an assumption-less tuning property is too complicate to trace. Simplifying the tuning curve to linear or 
exponential one may lose important information. We propose to approximate the tuning curve with multiple Gaussian 
functions, and modeled the non-stationary tuning curves by the changes on the Gaussian parameters. Applied on in vivo 
neural data when the monkey is performing a 2-dimension tracking task, we found the non-stationary tuning properties can 
be tracked by the changes on parameters of Gaussian components, which greatly decreases the number of parameters need to 
be observed. Following this idea, we can design an adaptive method by updating parameters of tuning model. 
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A good designed MEMS microphone is very important for attaining good characteristics of sensitivity and frequency 
bandwidth with flat response. So we performed multi-physics finite element analysis that can predict an electro-mechanical 
behavior of MEMS microphone. Then we fabricated the well-designed MEMS microphone with using micromachining 
technique. The fabricated MEMS microphone was consisted with low stress poly-silicon membrane and electroplated 
back-plate. The simulation of sensitivity and frequency response of packaged MEMS microphone was carried out. The 
simulation results show the acoustic sensitivity of -40.91 dB and the cutoff frequency of 79.4 kHz, respectively. 
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The amazing breakthroughs of technology and science in all fields make everything possible that help human life more 
contented than ahead of. The absorption of technology and medicine becomes another field of science called as bionics. 
Some common forms of bionics are artificial limbs and artificial organs. In medicine, bionics is considered as means of 
replacement or enhancement of damaged organs of body parts by electrical or mechanical versions.  Computer based 
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bio-electronic systems/bionic systems are used for replacement of damaged human parts such as Bionic-ear for deafness, 
Bionic-eye for blindness, Deep Brain Stimulator for diseases of the brain, and Bionic-arm for arm prostheses. According to 
WFD (World Federation of the Deaf) [http://wfdeaf.org/], a federation of 133 Nations, 72 Million people are suffering from 
deafness. Commercially available bionic systems for hearing impaired are very high at cost and the patients from developing 
countries can’t reach for the implantation. The goal of our research is to design and develop a low cost, high performance and 
highly reliable bionic system.  The present paper describes a systematic design and development procedure for a low cost 
Field Programmable Gateway Array (FPGA) based advanced bionic system to provide hearing sensation to severe to 
profoundly deafen, a.k.a bionic ear. The main functional units of bionic ear are external FPGA based Body Worn Speech 
Processor(BWSP) with a modified and flexible Continuous Interleaved Sampling(CIS)-speech processing strategy to process 
the incoming speech signal for 4 to 8 Frequency bands/Channels and an internal Implantable Receiver Stimulator(IRS) to 
stimulate electrode array surgically placed inside damaged cochlea of the deafen. The developed FPGA based bionic ear 
system is tested with a simulated electrode resistance array and results are presented. 
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Barnacle is a unique sessile crustacean, which produces a multi-protein complex historically called barnacle cement to attach 
to diverse immersed materials permanently. The proteinaceous cement exhibits powerful adhesive property and special 
waterproof capability to cure at solid-liquid boundaries, which makes it ideal biomaterial for technical, medical and dental 
applications. It has been proved that a 19 kDa protein component, termed cp-19k in the cement plays a key role in surface 
coupling during underwater attachment. To verify whether the bacterial recombinant 19 kDa protein retains the adhesive 
ability, we cloned and sequenced the Bacp-19k gene in Balanus albicostatus. It encodes 173 amino acid residues, with seven 
biased ones, Thr, Lys, Gly, Ala, Val, Ser and Leu, comprising about 80% of the total. Two amino acid substitutions (F69L, 
I106L) were discovered in Bacp-19k due to the polymorphisms in barnacle cp-19ks, compared with the submitted one 
(GenBank: AB242295.1). Recombinant Bacp-19k was highly expressed in host strain Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) and 
purified by affinity chromatography. Adsorption of recombinant Bacp-19k to glass substrata was examined by Coomassie 
brilliant blue staining. Future study will reveal the relationship between specific structures and functions for molecular design 
of novel biomimetic underwater adhesives. 
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Brain machine interfaces (BMIs) decode cortical neural spikes of paralyzed patients to control external devices for the 
purpose of movement restoration. Neuroplasticity induced by conducting a relatively complex task within multi-step is 
helpful to performance improvements of BMI system. Reinforcement learning (RL) allows the BMI system to interact with 
the environment to learn the task adaptively without a teacher signal, which is more appropriate to the case for paralyzed 
patients. In this work, we proposed to apply Q(λ)-learning to multistep goal-directed tasks using user’s neural activity. Neural 
data were recorded from M1 of a monkey manipulating a joystick in a center-out task. Compared with a supervised learning 
approach, significant BMI control was achieved with correct directional decoding in 84.2% and 81% of the trials from naïve 
states. The results demonstrate that the BMI system is able to complete a task by interacting with the environment, indicating 
that RL-based methods have the potential to develop more natural BMI systems. 
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During the structural design of bionic biped robots and powered walking aids, the structural mass, such as high-mass power 
suppliers and control devices, are commonly placed on the back or waist. The configuration position of the structural mass 
affects the body’s center of mass (COM) and the walking stability. In this paper, the strategies of structural mass 
configurations were discussed through walking experiments under different mass increments and configuration patterns. The 
gait biomechanical parameters of 16 subjects under the different structural mass (5%, 10%, 15%, 20% body mass) and the 
configuration patterns (backpack and waist pack) were recorded by Vicon optical three-dimensional gait analysis system and 
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the ATMI biological force plate. The results indicated that the structural mass and configuration patterns have a significant 
influence on the gait parameters (p<0.05). The configurations strategies of structural mass in the design of bionic biped 
robots and powered walking aids were finally obtained. From the aspect of walking stability, the backpack configuration is 
the optimal choice. However, when the structural mass is lower than 10% subject’s body mass, with the consideration of 
connection mode of system and appearance design, the waist pack configuration is also feasible. 
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This study is aiming at the practical problem of meat freshness evaluation. Since meat putrefaction is a complex process that 
is influenced by many factors, it is necessary to have a comprehensive investigation of the various indicators to determine the 
freshness of meat. This research integrated information from a multisensory system to reduce uncertainty of evaluation. 
According to the odor mechanism model of rotten chicken, six types of sensors were chosen, which were combined as array 
for olfactory experiments. WDW-20 electronic universal testing machine (UTM) was adopted as tactile sensing device. As a 
bionic tactile test part, the UTM head is to obtain pressure characteristic curves of the meat. According to the odor model and 
elastic mechanics parameters of the chicken, the mechanical parameters were analyzed under the condition of cold storage, as 
well as time-varying results of fingerprint odor signal and salt base nitrogen volatile signal. Then, established the meat odor, 
elastic mechanics and freshness parameters, which were integrated into a fusion system and combined with the data through 
the experimental test. Eventually, established the mathematical model among meat odor, elastic mechanics parameters and 
meat freshness. This study provides theory reference for the evaluation of meat freshness, and delivers new thought and 
method for the design of multiphase bionic intelligent electrical measuring equipment. 
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This paper investigates the influence of alcohol on brain complexity. Considering electroencephalogram (EEG) has the 
nonlinear dynamics characteristic of time-varying and non-stationary, we introduce the wavelet entropy (WE) analysis. Using 
wavelet decomposition, we denoise EEG signal. We calculate the wavelet entropy of the denoised signal and analyze the 
nonlinear complexity of the signal. The results show that the EEG wavelet entropy of drinkers' is markedly greater than the 
EEG wavelet entropy of normal people's. The EEG complexity of drinkers’ is higher and the brain of drinkers’ is in a more 
chaotic state. 
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Geckos are able to crawl or even run on the wall and the ceiling, but have to be in the face of the risk of falling down due to 
fatigue or a slip. From the opinion of natural selection and evolution, geckos must possess certain characteristics to prevent 
themselves especially their head from injury caused by impacting the ground. In this study, we looked into geckos’ brain to 
investigate their internal environment and structure, using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). By means of volume integrating 
the brain parenchyma and the cerebrospinal fluid separately, we found that the intracalvarium is full of the cerebrospinal fluid, 
up to 45% in volume. And the brain parenchyma is surrounded by the cerebrospinal fluid. This implies the self-protection 
function of geckos’ brain appropriate to geckos’ behavior. The cerebrospinal fluid plays a buffer role in the risk of falling down 
to protect brain. 
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This study aim to develop a gas-chamber system which contribute to the improvement of the detection sensitivity of 
electronic nose, we produced a three-dimension model of nasal cavity based on two-dimension CT scan images, divided the 
computational grid reasonably, to study on dynamics of nasal airflow by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method, 
analyzed the effect produced by the sense of smell according to the structural characteristics of nasal cavity and 
hydrodynamic characteristics of the airflow in nasal cavity after the verification of the creation of a nasal cavity model, 
designed a human nasal bionic gas chamber system, the characteristics of its flow field was similar to the flow field in the 
olfactory region of human nasal. By the relevant experiment to identify the freshness of meat, we proved the system had 
corresponding sensitivity to the odor of meat. And the sensitivity of the electronic nose depends strongly upon the structure of 
the gas chamber. We confirmed the human nasal bionic gas chamber system made the odor achieve the sensitive components 
of each sensor and fully access the odor, and then sensitive response was produced. This provided an effective new approach 
to the practical application of biomimetic olfactory models and effective optimization of electronic nose. 
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To detect the freshness of chicken quickly and accurately with non-destructive, in this paper, the gas-sensitive sensor array 
has been optimized according to the odor of chicken and the sensor experiment. gas sensors combinations of TGS2600 、
TGS2610 、TGS2611、 TGS2620 and TGS2442 were selected and combined to establish new sensor array，The outcome 
of biological olfactory research has been used to design a bionic gas collection chamber. We have also adopted RBF neural 
network as a pattern recognition method. The fact that the accuracy of chicken freshness detection using the system is 
physically and chemically proved to be 96% demonstrates the feasibility of making use of artificial olfactory system to detect 
chicken freshness. 
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A bio-robot treats the living animal itself as the robot-moving carrier, which possesses good mobility and adaptability even in 
complicated non-structured environments. One of the flyable bio-robots（pigeon-robots）have been studied for several years. 
However, the arrangement of equipment on board effectively to minimize the impact on pigeons’ natural flight has not been 
considered. In this study, we estimated the bearing capacity of a pigeon during takeoff by increasing the weight gradually. 
Different loading modes have also been compared to find a rational way to reduce the influence of the loading to flyability. 
The results are expected to be helpful to design pigeon-robots. 
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Mole rat, a typical soil-burrowing animal, has high working efficiency during digging procedure, its claws are good 
biomimetic prototypes, and the geometrical structure of its claws and its movement type during digging can provide certain 
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foundation for improving the design of the tillage implement. In this paper, based on the reverse engineering, the original 
data points of the claw was collected by a 3D laser scanner, then the accurate surface of the claw was created by using special 
software of reverse engineering on the premise of point-curve-surface method. The reconstructed CAD model was 
established in Pro/E software, and the model of interaction between the claws of mole rat and soil was obtained. The finite 
element method (FEM) was utilized to simulate the interaction of the claw against soil. The simulated results showed that the 
movement type of claw of mole rate during digging could get lower cutting resistance and bigger impact to soil. 
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The study of vestibule neurons’ specific firing mode of Gekko gecko under stimulus of different angles and rotating speeds 
has an important theoretical significance to reveal the control mechanism of Gekko gecko’s vestibular position as well as to 
the development of gecko-robots. A vari-angle rotating equipment was made to give different stimulus in study of 
Gekko gecko’s vestibular electrophysiology. The equipment mainly consisted of four parts as follows: fastening panel for 
stereotaxic instrument, shaft locking device, counterweight, driving system. The shaft locking device and counterweight 
realize tight fixation and torque equilibrium at different angles respectively. Fastening panel matched the general stereotaxic 
instrument. A stepper motor driver controlled the velocity and acceleration of rotation. Initial experiment verified that the 
equipment had superiority of easy operation, reliable positioning and accurate control of angle and speed, which indicated 
that it could meet the demand of the Gekko gecko’s vestibule research. 
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Numerical simulation was used with SST ω−k  turbulence model on the drag reduction characteristics of bionic jet surface, 
which clarified the reason that the bionic jet surface could reduce the frictional resistance and the control behavior to the flow 
field near the wall. Results show that when the area of the jet hole is constant, the higher the ratio of the length along the 
longitudinal direction of jet hole and that of jet surface is, the better the drag reduction effect is. With the jet speed and jet 
flux increasing, the drag reduction rate will increase gradually until the maximum of 35.97%. The frictional resistance of 
bionic jet surface will decrease by increasing the area of reverse flow and decreasing the velocity gradient of the wall; the 
control behavior of jet surface to boundary layer embodies the shear stress in the bottom of boundary layer caused by the 
reverse flow in the back flow surface is opposite to the main flow field direction when the shear flow near the wall converges 
the jet impedance, which causes the low speed reverse rotating vortex pair in the downstream of jet hole, the secondary 
vortex near the wall caused by the extent of reverse vortex towards the downstream can increase the boundary bottom layer 
thickness and decrease the velocity gradient and frictional resistance.  
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According to the jet hole configuration mode of bionic jet surface and its influence on the drag reduction, as the basic form of 
jet hole configuration is the isosceles triangle elements, so this was used to establish the computational model of jet hole 
configuration. In this case, the height and base of the triangles were considered as variable. The SST k-ω turbulence model 
was used to simulate and research the drag reduction characteristics of bionic jet surface in different configuration modes of 
jet holes at the main flow field velocity value of 20m/s and the jet velocity value of 0.4~2.0m/s. Also the influence of 
different configurations of height and base on drag reduction characteristics of bionic jet surface was studied, which got the 
optimum size of jet hole configuration. Results show that in triangle configuration elements, the drag reduction 
characteristics of bionic jet surface can be influenced by the jet hole of different configurations of height and base; the drag 
reduction of bionic jet surface reaches the peak of 32.74% at 8mm height, 11mm base, and the jet velocity value of 2.0m/s. At 
the same flow field velocity, the drag reduction rate results achieved by experimental tests and by numerical simulation were 
changing consistently and were found same, which verifies correctness of numerical simulation results. 
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This paper describes a method for visual reconstruction and analysis of the surface of earthworm in AVS/Express, Advanced 
Visual System's new visualization development tool. The digital measurements of surfaces of the earthworm were carried out 
using a three-dimensional laser scanner.  Detailed information on the point clouds, the scanning digital data of the surface of 
the earthworm were obtained by importing and analyzing those point clouds in AVS/Express. Methods and results presented 
in this paper proved to be potentially useful for analyzing the feature of biological prototype, optimizing the mathematical 
model and affording deformable physical model to bionic engineering, this would have significant implications to the 
research of biological coupling theory and technological creation in bionic engineering. 
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The microstructures on elytral surface of aquatic beetles belonging to Hydrophilidae and Dytiscidae were observed under an 
environment scanning microscope, and the wettabilities were determined with an optical contact angle meter. The results 
show the elytral surfaces are relatively smooth compared to the structures of other insects such as the butterfly wing scales or 
cicada wing protrusions. They exhibit a polygonal structuring with grooves and pores being the main constituent units. The 
contact angles (CAs) range from 47.1o to 82.1o. The advancing and receding angles were measured by injecting into and 
withdrawing a small amount of water on the most hydrophilic (with a contact angle of 47.1o) and hydrophobic (with a contact 
angle of 82.1o) elytral surfaces, which illustrates the vital role of three-phase contact line (TCL) in the wetting mechanism of 
aquatic beetle elytral surfaces. 
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The soft surface of birds and aquatic organisms in the nature can effectively reduce the drag. Inspired by the fact，in this 
paper, an attempt is made to stick silicone rubber soft surface on the surfaces of NACA 4412 and NACA 6409 airfoils. The 
drags, lifts and lift-drag ratios of airfoils with soft and rigid surfaces in 5 different thickness were compared through wind 
tunnel test under the condition of α = 0 °. The results show that most of the bionic soft surfaces play the role of reducing the 
aerodynamic drag, and also increasing the lift at the same time, in which the soft surface of 0.6mm had the most significant 
effect of drag reduction and lift increasing. 
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The pits is a typical biomimetic surface morphology, typically it is beneficial to reduce the flow drag on the 
wall surface. In this paper, a method combining theoretical analysis and numerical simulation is adopted, it 
carries out a flow and stress analysis on the wall surface distributed by 3mm-diameter pits with typical 
bionic surface morphology, reveals the forms down stream flow field and the pit internal as well as the 
distribution of stress, it also analyzes the relationship between the viscous drag of the pit wall surface, the 
pressure drag and the flow drag, comparing the size of the downstream shear stress of the smooth wall and 
wall surface  distributed with pits, investigates the mechanism of the downstream shear stress decreases 
on the biomimetic pit wall surface. 
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Pipes line is important equipment for fluid transportation. Pipeline steel often used in the petroleum equipment is easy to be 
corroded because of bad service conditions. In order to improve the corrosion resistance of the pipeline steel, we obtained 
inspiration from the natural anti-liquid biological material and developed the hydrophobic surface structure. A hydrophobic 
surface was prepared successfully on X52 pipeline steel substrate using a two-step composite method. Firstly, a rough surface 
with multi scale surface was formed on the steel substrate using the shot blasting technology. Secondly, surface modification 
were performed with the low free energy material, i.e, (heptadecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetradecyl) trimethoxysilane solution. The 
effects of the sandblasting roughening time and low energy modification on the surface morphology of the pipeline steel and 
the wetting behavior between the surface and water are researched and discussed. The results showed that the sandblasting 
roughening time has an intricate effect on the steel surface. The rough structure of surface was constantly impacted by SiC 
sand with the sharp corners of surface cut by sand. When the sandblasting roughening samples were fluorination treated, the 
change of the surface roughness was not large. Moreover, the sandblasting roughening treated pipeline steel samples provided 
a good hydrophobicity. The contact angles between the samples and water were greater than 140°, which is higher than that 
of the pipeline steel surface with water (85°). The corrosion resistance of the pipeline steel was slightly improved by 
hydrophobicity treatment, at the same time. 
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Although natural shark skin surface morphology has excellent drag reduction performance, it exhibits maximum drag 
reduction just at a certain speed. That is, drag reduction function of shark skin is unadjustable to surrounding environment. 
To expand applications of bio-replicated shark skin, two novel controllable adjustments of shark skin drag reduction riblets 
including one-direction elongation and 3D volume swelling amplification, were explored. The validity and efficiency of the 
two approaches to change the drag reduction riblets were verified by comparison between microstructure of adjusted and 
original shark skin. And the translation of drag reduction peak of natural surface function from living environment to various 
application environments was proved by experimental measurement. By comparison, the elongating method is efficient but 
low drag reduction, while the swelling way can get the same drag reduction as shark skin but cost more time. So they should 
be performed according to the situation. As the optimal application velocity range of the imitative shark skin morphology can 
be expanded by both of the two methods, the application field of the biomimetic drag reduction surface fabricated by the 
bio-replicated forming technology was extended. 
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Inspired by stripe shaped structure of owl wing feathers, V-ring surface was proposed in this paper to reduce the aerodynamic 
noise of a circular cylinder. The effects of V-ring surface on the aerodynamic and aeroacoustic performance of the cylinder 
were investigated by wind tunnel and numerical simulation. We tested the fluctuating pressure of the smooth cylinder and the 
V-ring surface cylinder by pulsating pressure sensor in FD-09 wind tunnel of China Academy of Aerospace Aerodynamics
（CAAA）. At a wind speed of 42m/s, the Reynolds number is 1.62×105 based on the cylinder diameter D of 58mm. The test 
results showed that the overall fluctuating pressure on the measurement points of the V-ring surface cylinder was 
significantly decreased compared with the smooth cylinder. The mechanisms of aerodynamic noise control of circular 
cylinder by V-ring surface were studied by the Large Eddy Simulation（LES）and the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings 
（FW-H） equation. The numerical simulation results showed that the aerodynamic noise of the V-ring surface cylinder was 
reduced by 4.1dB compared to the smooth cylinder. The sound pressure of V-ring surface cylinder model is reduced when the 
lift fluctuation becomes lower. The V-ring surface is capable of reducing the frequency of the vortex shedding and controlling 
the fluctuating lift force induced by unstable vortices acting on the cylinder surface. 
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Mole cricket is typical insect living under the ground, which tergum is the main component that suffers the wear and tear 
from the soil particles. In order to adapt this environment, mole crickets have anatomically evolved well-suited tergum with 
wear-resistance property, which can protect the body from abrasion and damage. In this study, the surface morphology and 
structure of the tergum of mole cricket were studied and analyzed by stereomicroscope (SM) and Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM). By using a Universal Micro-Tribotester (UMT), the friction-wear properties and the performances of the 
tergum surface were tested along with the head direction, tail direction and lateral direction of body, respectively. The result 
shows that the setae have obvious influence on the friction characteristic of mole cricket’s tergum. By comparing with other 
direction, the tergum surface has better friction properties on the setae growth direction. This study can be a reference for the 
design of novel wear resistance surface. 
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Some living creatures have special structures on their body surfaces, such as smooth and elastic epidermis with subcutaneous 
tissue having non-smooth structures under certain conditions. The elastic epidermis coupled with non-smooth structures has a 
special function called bio-coupling functional surface. Imitating this functional surface and applying it in engineering has a 
potential to solve some engineering problems. Based on the simulation method of fluid-structure interaction (FSI), simulation 
calculation of the bionic functional surface coupled by the two factors, form and flexible materials was conduct using 
ADINA software. A viscous and weakly compressible transient flow was selected as a working medium, a discrete solver 
was selected in numerical calculation and the basic -κ ε model was chosen as a turbulence model. It is assumed that the 
coupling surface of the form/flexible materials results is large deformation and large strain. The boundary condition of 
fluid-structure interaction was set as the calculation surface. The simulation results showed that this coupling is a dynamic 
process, in which the two factors (form and flexible materials) are influenced by the flow field. As the pressure and velocity 
of the flow field increase, the coupling process changes from partial coupling to complete coupling, the pressure drag 
decreased due to the maximum effective stress of bionic coupling surface is very small and the smooth and flexible materials 
can redistribute pressure by absorbing and releasing energy, the pressure drag thus formed is decreased. Moreover, 
non-smooth structures (form factor) coupled with flexible materials reduced velocity of working face and minimise energy 
losses effectively, enabling the bionic coupling surface to reduce drag. 
 
2420           Erosion Wear Experiments and Simulation Analysis on Bionic Anti-Erosion Sample 

Yuhang Zhang1, He Huang1, Yan Zhang2, Luquan Ren1* 
1Key Laboratory of Bionic Engineering (Ministry of Education, China), Jilin University, Changchun 130022, P. R. China 

2College of Mechanical Engineering, Tianjin University of Science and Technology, Tianjin 300222, P. R. China 
*Corresponding author: Luquan Ren       E-mail: lqren@jlu.edu.cn 

Keywords: bionics, particle erosion, sandblast, desert lizard, numerical simulation  
The dorsal surface of desert lizard has excellent performance of particle erosion resistance. In this paper, a bio-inspired 
sample was designed and fabricated based on the biological characteristics of the dorsal skin of desert lizard, Laudakin 
stoliczkana. The bionic sample is consisted by two materials with different characteristics, which form a two-layer composite 
structure. The particle erosion property and erosion wear mechanism of the bionic sample was studied by means of sandblast 
experiment and numerical simulation, respectively. The experimental results show that, in the stage with steady abrasion rate, 
the weight loss per unit time of the bionic sample is about 10% smaller than the control sample. The numerical simulation 
indicated that the two-layer structure possessed by the bionic sample can efficiently absorb the normal stress and dissipate the 
stress on horizontal direction, thus the stress concentration on the sample surface can be suppressed. The two-layer structure 
is contributed to the decentralizing of the stress distribution, and thus the occurrence probability of erosion damage can be 
reduced. 
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2590       Optimization and Modeling of Mechanical Properties for Gray Cast Iron with Stripe-Shaped  
Bionic Coupling Surface 

Baoyu Zhang1,2,a, Zhihui Zhang1,2,*, Luquan Ren1,2, Yunhong Liang1,2, Xiujuan Li1,2 
1Key Laboratory of Bionic Engineering (Jilin University), Ministry of Education, China, 5988 Renmin street, Changchun 130022, P. R. China; 2The 

College of Biological and Agricultural Engineering, Jilin University (Nanling Campus), 5988 Renmin Street, Changchun 130022, P. R. China 
abaoyu19861986@163.com, *zhzh@jlu.edu.cn  

Key words: gray cast iron; bionic coupling; mechanical property; stripe-shaped; mathematical models. 
Inspired by the coupling phenomenon in biological system, the gray cast iron (GCI) specimens with the bionic coupling 
stripes were fabricated by laser processing to improve their mechanical properties. The effects of stripe spacing and laser 
processing parameters on the mechanical properties of the cylindrical tensile specimens were investigated. 
Regression-orthogonal design was applied in this paper. The mathematical equations regarding the laser processing 
parameters were developed to predict the correspondent value of tensile strength and average hardness under different bionic 
coupling processing parameters. The models developed have been checked for their significance using F-test. As a result, the 
optimal laser parameters and stripe spacing was obtained by analyzing the mathematical models. 
 
2660   Thermal Fatigue Resistance of 3Cr2W8V Steel with Biomimetic Coupling Surface Characterized by Varying 

Mechanical Properties of Function Units 
Zhihui Zhang 1,a, Yunhong Liang 1, Zhiwu Han 1, Pengyu Lin 1, Hong Zhou 2, Luquan Ren 1,* 

1 Key Laboratory of Bionic Engineering (Ministry of Education), Jilin University, Changchun 130022, P.R. China 
2 Key Laboratory of Automobile Materials (Ministry of Education), Jilin University, Changchun 130022, P.R. China 

azhzh@jlu.edu.cn,*lqren@jlu.edu.cn 
Keywords: 3Cr2W8V steel; biomimetic coupling surface; thermal fatigue; mechanical property; function unit. 
Natural biological surface can prevent surface cracking and is fatigue-resistant, which benefits from the coupling effect of its 
multiple surface factors such as morphologies, structure and constitution. Inspired by the non-uniform mechanical property of 
biological coupling surface, the specimens with function units of different mechanical properties were fabricated by laser. 
Based on mathematical modeling and tensile experiment, the mechanical properties of the specimen and units were measured 
and calculated respectively, and their effect on thermal fatigue behavior of 3Cr2W8V steel was investigated. Before and after 
thermal fatigue test, micro-hardness distribution, microstructure and dislocation density within the unit zone were analyzed. 
As a result, the units with different mechanical properties have different influence on thermal fatigue behavior; especially 
those with better mechanical property have greater resistance in preventing the crack initiation and blocking the crack 
propagation. The increased resistance of these units to thermal fatigue can be attributed to the dense dislocation, refined 
microstructure and high thermal stability in their interior zone, which represents the strengthening effect on the biomimetic 
coupling surface and the prolonging effect on the total thermal fatigue life. The implications relative to the strengthening and 
prolonging effects have been discussed. 
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260           A method to Improve the Accuracy of the Ultrasonic Detection for Drainage Pipeline 
Jiajian Hou 1, a, Min Huang 2, b, Wenyue Fu 3, c 
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Keywords: ultrasonic detecting; multiplexer; accurate method; pipeline 
This paper presents a method ofhow to improve the accuracy of the ultrasonic detectingfor drainage pipeline. The method is 
composed of two parts. One is the hardware, which provides a multiplexer that gradually amplifies the echo signal. The other 
isthe software, decreasing the reference voltagestep by step at a fixed value as the microprocessor controls. With the 
cooperationof the hardware and the software, signal is continuouslyamplified and reference voltage is ceaselessly reducedtill 
they approach to each other within the given limit. Through this method, accurate measurement is available. 
 
1180           The Rise of the Bionic Visual Assistive Devices and the Developmental Trend in China 

Kaixuan Wang1,a, Xiaoyu Zhang2,b 
1Institute of Biomechanics and Rehabilitation Engineering, University of Shanghai for Science and Technology, 516 Jun Gong Road, Shanghai, China; 

2 National Research Center for Rehabilitation Technical Aids, No. 1, Ronghua Road, Beijing Economic Development Zone, 100176，China 
awkx1987@yeah.net, bzxy1949519@163.com 

Keywords: bionic visual assistive device, bionic eye, enhanced visual equipment 
This paper introduces the concept and classification of domestic and international intelligent bionic visual assistive devices. 
The existing intelligent bionic visual assistive devices can be divided into direct and indirect. The direct bionic visual 
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assistive devices transform the surrounding information into visual signal or enhance the visual effects, such as the bionic eye, 
and other intelligent assistive devices for the low visual groups. The indirect type is mainly feeling transformation. Recently 
there are some assistive devices through other senses displacing visual sense, such as a guide cane or other assistive devices. 
Developments and trends in domestic bionic visual assistive devices are introduced in this paper. 
 
2290  Insect Olfactory Receptors as Essential Detectors for Volatile Chemicals in Biomimetic Odorant Sensors 

Yan Liua, Qian Chenb, Yahui Manc and Wenjian Wud 
Dept. of Chemistry and Biology, National University of Defense Technology, Changsha, 410073, China 

aliuyan@nudt.edu.cn, bcathy97031@126.com, cyahuiman@126.com, dwjwu67@126.com 
Keywords: insect, olfactory receptor, living cells, biosensor, volatile chemicals. 
Insect has a highly sensitive and accurate discrimination capacity for sensing odorants in the environment, though its 
olfactory system is much simpler than mammalian’s. Insect olfactory receptor (OR) proteins play key roles in odor detection 
and discrimination. Unlike the complex olfactory signaling in mammalian, the insect ORs can be directly gated by odorants, 
and can function without the co-expression of downstream signaling molecules. Therefore, insect ORs hold great promise as 
detectors in a biosensor for detection of volatile chemicals. Several important OR genes in Drosophila, which respond to 
explosive vapor or related precursors such as PETN and 2-ehtyl-hexanol, have been reported. The present work screened and 
selected OR genes which are sensitive to explosive vapor and related precursors by calcium imaging and electrophysiological 
techniques. Furthermore, a biomimetic odorant sensor which co-expresses these OR genes and a companion receptor Or83b 
in living cells is being constructed, in order to classify unknown volatile chemicals and detect specific types of illicit 
substances. This study provides an alternative way for the construction of odorant sensors, comparing to the traditional 
electronic noses which are not as sensitive and accurate as natural noses, and would promote the development and application 
of biomimetic odorant sensors in a range of applications such as security and environmental monitoring. 
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20   Design and Optimization of the Lifting and Propulsion Mechanism for a Biologically Inspired Biped Robot 
Walking on Water 

Linsen Xu1, a, Tao Mei1, b , Kai Cao2.c, Xianming Wei3, d and Mingzhou Luo1, e 
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Keywords: Biologically Inspired Biped Robot; Walking on Water; Lifting and Propulsion Mechanism; Watt-I Planar 
Linkages; Design and Optimization 
The basilisk lizard’s function of walking on water is used to analyse the dynamical mechanism of the biped robot which has 
the same function. The movement trajectories of the a Watt-I six-bar linkage are brought out by combining the movement 
equations of the four bar mechanism and the coordinate transformation equations, which are used to simulate the foot 
trajectories of the basilisk lizard, and the lifting and propulsion mechanism of the biped robot walking on water is carried out. 
The links’ parameters are optimized by taking the trajectories overlap ratio as the target function. The prototype of the biped 
robot walking on water is made by the results of the kinetic analysis on the robot. And the lifting and propulsion force curve 
on the robot from water is measured. The experiment results show that the lifting and propulsion system satisfy the function 
requirement of biped robot walking on water. 
 
400                     A Gecko-inspired Robot for Wind Power Tower Inspection 

Xueshan Gao1, 2, a, Jie Shao 1, b, Fuquan Dai 1, c, Chengguo Zong 1, d, Wenzeng Guo1,e 
1Intelligent Robotics Institute, Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, 100081, China 

2State Key Laboratory of Robotics and System (HIT), Harbin, 150001, China 
axueshan.gao@bit.edu.cn, bshaojie0316@163.com, c10902031@bit.edu.cn, dsuperzcg@163.com    e2120100193@bit.edu.cn 

Keywords: Wind power tower inspection. Climbing robot. Gecko-inspired structure. Robot design method. 
In order to accomplish the task of wind power tower inspection, a heavy-loaded climbing robot inspired by geckos is 
presented in this paper. The robot not only imitates body’s functions of geckos but also shows a design method. Wind power 
tower is a conical wall surface and its smallest radius is less than 2m. There will be a great gap when a robot climbing on 
such wall with small radius. The extraordinary climbing ability of geckos is considered as a remarkable design of nature that 
is attributed to its soft body, its multi-degree-of-freedom legs, and its strong-adsorbed toes. Focus on the feature of working 
on such wall surface, gecko’s body, toes and legs are simplified as free joints, magnetic units and redundant tracks 
respectively, based on the functions of gecko’s limbs and body. The adaptability of the robot is tested by the experiments in 
laboratory. With the gecko-inspired structure, the robot can climb on the wall surface with minimum 2m in diameter in any 
direction.  
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580           Structural Parameters Optimization of a Bionic Swimming Robot Propelled by Flagella 
Yajuan Li 1, a, Bai Chen 1,b*, Peng Wang 2,c , Sun Chen 3* 
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Keywords: Flagellum, Swimming robot, Structural parameters optimization; Resistance force theory 
A new bionic swimming robot propelled by four rigid flagella was designed for vascular interventional surgery. The shape of 
flagella, robot body and the space between the two flagella were optimized to obtain maximum propulsion and minimum 
liquid resistance to improve the motion characteristic. It  was based on the resistance force theory and the analysis on the 
impact of the five parameters which determine the shape of helix form was done to obtain the optimal parameters. In order to 
gain the simplified body of robot and aimed at minimizing viscous drag and moment; parameters of the body shape were 
optimized; the simulation software was used to study the influence of the space between two flagella on the thrust force. 
 
600                   Trust Force Modeling of the Flagella-like Swimming Micro-Robot 

Ling Wang 1, a, Bai Chen 1, b*, Peng Wang 2, c, Sun Chen 3, Qianyun Zhu 1, Yajuan Li 1, 
1Jiangsu Key Laboratory of Precision and Micro-Manufacturing Technology, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing, China, 
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3Xinhua hospital, Medical School of Shanghai Jiao tong University, Shanghai 200092,China 
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Keywords: Swimming robot, Helix tail, Flagella, RFT, Thrust simulation 
In this paper, helix tails with rectangular cross-section were designed for propelling a kind of flagella-like swimming robot. 
CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) software was applied to analyze the major influencing factors of the robot’s 
mechanical properties. It is revealed that the thrust reaches the maximum when the helix tails’ cross-section width is 0.36 
times the diameter. Meanwhile, the helix tails should be designed according to the requirements with the largest diameter, 
close to but less than 45° helix angle and multi-turns under the limitation of the workspace. Combining these simulation data 
with the derivation process of Resistive Force Theory, the models for the mechanical properties simulation of the swimming 
robot were revised, and the explicit empirical formula of propulsive force is obtained. This model lays a good foundation for 
the robot’s motion control as well as unified mathematical description for macro-scale and micro-scale robots. 
 
1020              The Analysis Model of Torsion Behavior for Octopus-inspired Robotic Arm 

Henghui Sun1, Aiwu Zhao1, a, Maofeng zhang1, Da Li1, Dapeng Wang1, Likai Zhu1, Mei Tao2 
1Institute of Intelligent Machines, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei 230031, PR China 
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Keywords: octopus arm; torsion behavior; dynamic model; torsional vibration theory 
Octopus can achieve a variety of dexterous movements at any point along its arm, such as elongating, shorting, bending, 
twisting, or changing the stiffness, which have been considered as an interesting model of inspiration in robotics. Among the 
complex behaviors, the torsion behavior is important because it provide extra degree of freedom of movement, like twisting. 
This paper proposed a detailed dynamic model that describes the torsion behavior of octopus arm, based on torsional 
vibration theory. The initial conditions and boundary conditions that explained the main features of the torsion behaviors of 
octopus arm are acknowledged. The mode shapes, which describe the torsional vibration frequency and type, were solved as 
the sum of the time and the distance from the fixed end to where the deformation happened. By comparing the mode shapes 
results solved by the method proposed in this paper and by FEA Soft ANSYS, the effectiveness of this method has been 
verified. Further torsional stresses and torsion angles of deformation and vibrations on rod can be expressed as the functions 
of the mode shapes and the external torque exerted on one end of the rod. This method can be applied to calculate the 
kinematics results of the torsion behaviors and the appropriate activations related for continuum robotic manipulators 
inspired by octopus arm.  
 
1080                     Bionic Methods for Quadruped Robot Design and Control 

Runbin Cai 1, a, Qing Wei 1 and Hongxu Ma 1 
1National University of Defense Technology, China;   atsairunbin@163.com 

Keywords: Quadruped Robot, Bionics, Trot, Time-Pose control method, Gait Optimization 
Bionics has greatly improved the development of quadruped robot, in the paper we propose three bionic methods for the 
quadruped robot. These methods have been used for control method design, gait design and control architecture design. The 
quadruped robot control method has been divided into two parts, because the four-legged animals change their trot speed by 
adjustment of step length in swing phase and maintain their balance in support phase; control architecture is derived from the 
four-legged animals’ nerve system; gait of quadruped robot is based on event driven, and its trot gait is the same as German 
shepherd. Simulations and experiments are performed, which prove bionics design to be realizable for the quadruped robot. 
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2270                Dynamic Humanoid Gait Simulation of Biped Robot Based on ADAMS 
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Keywords: Biped robot; humanoid gait; dynamic simulation; toe joint.  
During the design of biped robot HEUBR_1, a new structure of tandem and parallel connection is used in lower-limbs, 
adding toe-joints to feet. In order to make sure the rationality of humanoid structure design and feasibility of the humanoid 
gait planning, we built the simulating model of biped robot HEUBR_1 by using software ADAMS. The simulating model of 
biped robot HEUBR_1 walked stably with toe-joints in fictitious surrounding, which used the motion data exported by 
humanoid gait planning. During humanoid gait simulation, the biped robot kinematic and dynamical characteristics were 
achieved. Simulation indicates that the structure of tandem and parallel connection is rational and the method of humanoid 
gait planning is feasible. Humanoid walking with toe-joints has the characteristic: balanced motion, lower energy and small 
impact on feet. Simulated data of steady walking will be used as reference for biped robot HEUBR_1 walking experiments. 
 
2470         Analysis and Design of Hydraulic System of a Hydraulically Actuated Quadruped Robot  

Zhi Li1,2,a, Hongkai Li1,b*, Hao Zhang1, Zhendong Dai1,2 
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Keywords: hydraulic actuators; quadruped robot; oil-line design; flux; oil source 
Quadruped not only possess excellent kinetic speed and stability but also can adapt to various complex terrains, with the 
result that hydraulically actuated quadruped bionic robots with high load and outstanding adaptability have become the 
research hotspot. Hydraulic system, which is regarded as the dynamic part of a hydraulic quadruped robot, has a direct effect 
on the kinetic capability of robots. Based on dog’s structure bionics, hydraulically actuated quadruped robot was designed. In 
accordance with distribution modes of hydraulic cylinders which drive robot’s kinetic joints, a hydraulic oil-line system of 
the robot was designed in this paper. Combining the maximum design kinetic velocity, trotting movement pattern within 
foot’s work space was planned. Velocity curve of each joint’s hydraulic cylinder was obtained through simulation analysis of 
dynamic analysis software. According to the structure of asymmetrical hydraulic cylinder, minimum flux which the oil 
hydraulic pump theoretically requires at the robot’s maximum kinetic speed was calculated. With practical experience, the 
oil-source parameter which could meet the demands of hydraulic quadruped robot were determined. 
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430  The effects of mini implant and anterior arch hook heights on en masse retraction: A finite element analysis 
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Key words: Mini-implant, en-masse retraction, finite element analysis 

An en-masse retraction with mini implant (MI) anchorage may be associated with unwanted intrusion/extrusion and 

uncontrolled tipping of anterior teeth. An optimum combination of MIs and hooks heights is required for proper treatment 

results. In this study the maxillary finite element models were constructed from a cone beam CT scan of a patient’s orofacial 

region. The initial tooth displacement at 200g force with 0.019 × 0.025-in stainless steel working archwires engaged in 0.022 

brackets slot was assessed. The three-dimensional displacement was examined at various MI and anterior arch hook (AAH) 

heights. As the result, the lower MI position caused extrusion of the central incisors, but the teeth were intruded at higher (6- 

and 8-mm) MI heights.  

While the shorter (2- and 4-mm) hooks extruded the central incisors, the higher (6- and 8-mm) intruded the teeth. The higher 

MI and hooks reduced the palatal tipping of central incisors.  

The distobucal cusp of the first molar was intruded, while the mesiobucal cusp was extruded in all models: Nonetheless, the 

shorter hooks and lower MI had smaller molar tipping effects.   
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630   A Close to Real-Time Intelligent System for Enumerating Total Viable Bacteria Based on Pattern Recognition 
Technology  
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In this paper, a novel close to real-time artificial intelligent system for enumerating Total Viable Bacteria (TVB) in drinking 
water was developed by using pattern recognition and machine vision technology. In order to identify the viable bacteria 
accurately, three shape features including circularity ratio, eccentricity, and rectangularity, and four color features(GRsd, BRsd, 
HRsd, SRsd) of the stained viable bacteria image were extracted. An optimal artificial neural network was used as the bacterial 
recognition classifier, whose inputs were the extracted feature parameters and output was bacteria signal or non-bacteria 
signal. By using this intelligent system, TVB counts in each sample can be enumerated within 1 h, but the traditional Aerobic 
Plate Count (APC) method will take us 48 h. The comparative test also indicated that the counting results by two methods are 
closely correlated (R2=0.9942). This close to real-time accurate information can be used to make decisions with respect to 
process optimization. It may also contribute to melioration and instauration of drinking water safety systems and risk 
management for TVB.  
 
700  Grasshopper [Chondracris rosea rosea (De Geer)] Incisors Cutting Edge Contour Data Extraction and 

Quantitative Analysis   
Li Changying1, 2, a, Jia Honglei1, 2, b, Zhang Zhihong1, 2, c, Wang Gang1, 2, d, Wang Hongchang1, 2, e 
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Grasshopper [Chondracris rosea rosea (De Geer)] possesses sharp and serrated incisors that have an advantageous capacity 
for cutting crops including leaves and stalks. To quantitatively analyze the geometrical structures of the incisors cutting edge, 
MATLAB digital image processing and edge detection technology were used to obtain incisors outer margin 2-dimensional 
point cloud from incisors stereomicroscope photograph. Then, the least squares fitting method was used to fit the curves 
mathematical model and the outer margin curves of incisors which were segmented into five curves. The serrated outline of 
incisor was fitted and expressed by nine-order polynomial function. Furthermore, the second derivative and curvature of the 
outer edge curves were calculated. Finally, the geometrical characteristics of grasshopper incisors outer edge curves were 
analyzed and discussed. In conclusion, the special shaped incisor of grasshopper is a potential prototype that can be exploited 
to develop new cutting element to cut lignocellulosic biomass more efficiently. These results would be helpful for designing 
cutting elements on crop harvesting, biomass size reduction and other cutting machinery. 
 
1030        Second-Order Statistics-Based Multi-Parameter Estimation of Near-Field Acoustic Sources 
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Keywords: Acoustic vector-sensor array; Near-field source; DOA estimate; Range estimate; Second -order Statistics 
In this paper, a new approach based on the second-order statistics (SOS) and acoustic vector sensor (AVS) array is proposed, 
for localization estimation of near-field acoustic narrowband sources. Firstly, we choose the centrosymmetric uniform 
linear-array as the AVS arrangement, and the array is consistent with the coordinate axis direction of the acoustic 
vector-sensor. This estimation method makes good use of the acquisition information from the AVS, such as one-dimensional 
sound pressure and three-dimensional particle velocity, and has shown preferable performance for the parameter estimation 
of direction-of-arrival (DOA) and range of target acoustic sources in the near field. The estimation algorithm expands the 
near-field array manifold of one single acoustic vector sensor to the acoustic vector-sensor’s uniform linear-array, and the 
near-field acoustic vector sensor linear array output model is deduced. The autocorrelation and cross-correlation function of 
the velocity field and the pressure field are used to construct the rotational invariance frame, which helps to extract the 
expected information. Consequently, the closed-form solutions of the incident source’s DOA and range are derived explicitly 
through the parameter pairing operation. The proposed method reduces the computational burden and has good spatial 
recognition ability and high resolution in the case of limited array elements. It also has better engineering application 
prospect. Eventually, the performance of the method is verified by Monte Carlo simulation experiments. 
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1600        Self-Noise Analysis of Four-Electrode Microflow-Electrochemical Accelerometer Inspired  
by Hemodynamic Model 
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Keywords: Microflow-electrochemical accelerometer; hemodynamic model; thermohydrodynamic noise; convection- 
induced noise. 
A fluid dynamics model of electrolyte in microflow inspired by hemodynamic model of aortic is proposed and applied in the 
self-noise analysis of four-electrode microflow-electrochemical accelerometer. Three-dimensional finite element model is 
established and invested through numerical simulation, the variety of geometrical parameters on different location of 
electrode and varied time are considered, which can affect the microflow-electrochemical accelerometer’s self-noise. The 
result of numerical simulation indicates that, self-noise is related to electrode configuration as well as electrode geometrical 
parameters. In particular, convection-induced self-noise is correlated to variety of viscosity, and thermohydrodynamic 
self-noise is correlated to variety of diameter. Such a fluid dynamics model of electrolyte inspired by thermodynamics model 
can be also used for optimization of the self-noise. 
 
1660               A New Mobile Visual Search System Based on the Human Visual System 
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Keywords: mobile vision search, human vision system, saliency, sparse coding, Hash, SIFT descriptor. 
We describe a novel mobile visual search system based on the saliency mechanism and sparse coding principle of the human 
visual system (HVS). In the feature extraction step, we first divide an image into different regions using the saliency 
extraction algorithm. Then scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptors in all regions are extracted while regional 
identities are preserved based on their various saliency levels. According to the sparse coding principle in the HVS, we adopt 
a local neighbor preserving Hash function to establish the binary sparse expression of the SIFT features. In the searching step, 
the nearest neighbors matched to the hashing codes are processed according to different saliency levels. Matching scores of 
images in the database are derived from the matching of hashing codes. Subsequently, the matching scores of all levels are 
weighed by degrees of saliency to obtain the initial set of results. In order to further ensure matching accuracy, we propose an 
optimized retrieval scheme based on global texture information. We conduct extensive experiments on an actual mobile 
platform in large-scale datasets by using Corel-1000. The results show that the proposed method outperforms the 
state-of-the-art algorithms on accuracy rate, and no significant increase in the running time of the feature extraction and 
retrieval can be observed. 
 
1750         Optimal Distribution Strategy for Vehicle Active Yaw Moment Using Bio-Inspired Computing 
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This article aims to propose anoptimized active yaw moment distribution strategy to improve vehicle safety and stability 
effectively.A controller based on a 2 DOF vehicle model and a PID controller is designed for the target active yaw moment, 
which is further allocated into longitudinal tire forces optimally by a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. The 
optimal distribution strategy is analyzed using Carsim and Matlab/Simulink co-simulation. The results show that the vehicle 
handling and stability are improved effectively through the lower workload of the actuators by the proposed control strategy. 
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Keywords: K&C test; calculation method; multi-body dynamics; rotation transformation matrix.  
The suspension kinematics and compliance (hereafter  referred to as 'K & C') characteristics as the important system 
assembly characteristics have a direct effect on the vehicle handling and stability performance and the ride comfort 
performance. The suspension K&C test rig is an key equipment to obtain the suspension K&C characteristics. Calculation 
method of the target parameters of K&C test-rig is studied. The movement law of the suspension K & C test rig is analyzed 
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by using the multi-body dynamics theory. Application Space rotation transformation matrix based on the measurement 
system structure is applied to solve the coordinates of the wheel center. Using the space vector operations and the definition 
of the toe angle and the camber angle, the solution method of the camber and toe angle is derived. The parralel wheel travel 
analysis using the multi-body dynamics model of the K&C test rig is taken. The simulation results when the rebound travel is 
-100mm is used to calculate the target parameters and verify the accuracy of the calculation method. 
 
2760           Microcontroller Based Laboratory Prototype Model of Visual Implant Design to Sense  
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Keywords: AMD; RP; Retinal Prosthesis;PIC32 Microcontroller;Image Processor 
Computer based implantable biomedical microsystems are programmable electrical devices that can support or replace the 
function of defective organs in a human body such as Bionic-eye for visually impaired, cochlear implants for the hearing 
impaired..etc. The progressive research is due to the advancements in VLSI technology. Some of these developments are: 
FPGA, CPLD, Digital Signal Processor, and High Speed Microcontrollers, to name a few. Bionic systems of present days do 
not meet 100% functionality in addition to higher costs and inadequate reliability and safety. These are very compact, 
physically small which fit in with human systems to meet the challenging requirement of providing 100% functionality of the 
damaged human parts.  Electrical stimulation of nerve cells is widely employed in the development of neural prostheses 
(including hearing, vision, mood, and limb movement restoration).  The functional operation of bionic systems is based on 
highly reliable VLSI analog /digital devices which operate at high frequencies so that the necessary signals are generated 
several times faster than human response. These are driven by embedded software control.  
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This report reviews biomimetic studies performed in China on the beetle forewing, noting that Chinese scholars studying 
bionics have substantially advanced various branches of biomimetic research in beetles. The report also proposes the 
development of branches of bionic research and establishes the foundation for corresponding experiments and theories. Then, 
using the A. dichotoma forewing as a an example, the cross-sectional shape, orientation of the laminated fiber layers, 
structure of the trabeculae, and respective mechanical properties of the forewing, as well as their biological significance, are 
reviewed. 1) The forewing has a lightweight border frame structure and an optimal design of variable cross-sections suitable 
for different positions, which achieves the specific second moment of inertia required for flight. 2) Due to the 
non-equiangular, laminated structure of the forewing, there are two types of tensile fracture morphologies: fiber breakage and 
residual bridging. This study demonstrates the anisotropy and the effectiveness of the forewing’s tensile strength by analyzing 
the orientation direction of the fibers. 3) The trabecular structure can be used to efficiently improve the peel resistance of the 
laminated composites. Based on the above points, possible directions for future work are also indicated in this paper.  
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This paper experimentally investigated the friction, wear performance and impact performance of pelletizing friction material. 
Experiments showed that: When the proportion of partly granulation friction material and powder was mixed with 2:1, the 
friction coefficient was better, which compared to 1:1 and 1:2. The best friction material was made by diameter particle 
mixed the powder with 2:1, of which particle in diameter of 1-10mm. Without the particle diameter of 1-3mm, the friction 
material wear rate was lower than when the other diameter level’s particle and powder were mixed with 2:1. The wear rate of 
the partly granulated friction material reduced by 10.9 -39.47%, which compared to ungranulated friction material. 
Furthermore, the friction material that was the mixture of powder and particles, the impact strength will decrease following 
the increasing proportion. At the same range, the impact strength was relatively large when the particles and the powder was 
mixed with 1:2. The minimum impact strength was 0.0984J • cm2 which the particle diameter was 8-10mm and the ratio was 
2:1. The friction material formed by mixing particles and the powder occurred rough surface and obvious porosity and a 
crack after the abrasion test.  When the ration was 1:1 and 1:2, the surface scratched obviously, emerged cutting and furrows. 
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The results showed that when Granules and powder mixed with 2:1, the worn surface of the sample is relatively flat. It also 
showed the main wear form of the friction material was abrasive wear and fatigue wear. 
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Keywords: friction materials, second adhesive, friction and wear, friction coefficient 
The friction materials have many species and they are being used widely, but people have higher requests to friction materials 
with the development of technology. The friction materials of this experimental optimization formula have the advantages of 
suitable and stable friction coefficient under high temperature, low wear rate, good restoration characteristics. It can 
effectively reduce heat fade of friction and wear under high temperature braking. Friction and wear performance of friction 
materials with second adhesive is better than that of common preparation friction materials, it has higher friction coefficient 
and lower wear rate, it is determined by physical and chemical properties of tin and sulfur. While heating or wearing, the 
temperature of friction materials reach melting temperature of tin, it will become molten state, and sulfur has strong 
oxidability, on the one hand, tin and sulfur occurred chemical reaction which can generate sulfide, stannous (one sulfide 
tin),on the other hand, while the sulfur is being molten state, it will absorb some abrasive dust which be adsorbed and 
solidified to the friction surface, and formed abrasive dust membrane lead to the reduction of wear rate of friction materials. 
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